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2.0 T%ZE ZI/lULTTSPECTRAL SCANNER PERFOR^VlANCE OBJECTI^IE	 ^
"'`;
To provide a baseline for this discussion of the study objectives r
	
^^
section I.0 , scope, of the ^O^F is trans cri.bed here .
7 .0 SCOPE	 '^
	This effort is for a study and a preliminary design specification 	 ''
far an advanced multispectral scanner for use in an aircraft for
	 ^ `
remote sensing data collection in the 1980 time frame . The contractor
shall provide conceptual sketches , data and supporting information 	 - , ^
tv describe the subject instrument. The study shall address state of
the art instrumentation in the technology cammon^ to aircraft multi-
	 ^ ^
spectral. scanners . The product of the study shall be a comprehensive	 `. h
report and specifications which will fully define the instrument.
All areas of interest to scanner design shall be detailed cts portions of
the study. For each area an approach is to be selected based on
supportable arguments {charts, data, narrative discussions , per-
formance retard or other information) .
In discussing this statement of scope in a meeting at NASA Houston,
the point was emphasised that the approach was nod to be "blue sky, " that
the "state of the art" was to be manufacturable and not none-of-a-kind
success in a research program, This clarification was important to the
subsequent study. It provided at set of guidelines that encouraged concen-c	 trcxtion on the details and difficulties of the surely achievable, rather than a
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The problem of ciearly def^.r^#.ng the performance abj active in quantitative
terms proved to have some difficulties . For example, the attempt to tie down
the apt^.mum_ spectral regions of the entire multisp^.ctral scanner did not succeed
bacause of there being no clear agreement arnozig the .users in the remote sensing
field . Therefore , the approach was taken that, as long as the optics , detectors ,
and general systems configurations considered would tolerate simple changes
in spectral bczndpass , it was unnecessary to define the particular intervals
during the study.
The performance objective trim becomes more tractable to definition.
Txr Table 2-1, the perforrmance objectives are summarized. These objectives







TABLE 2-1. AMS PERFORMANCE O$fECTI^IES 	 1
Angular Coverage X60 ° frown nadix, per^aendi^nuiar to line of flight 	 ^
Element Angular Resolution I1 x Z milZiradian nomfnal, 0.4 - ^. µm
2 x 2 milliradian nominal, 1.8 - 14µm	 ^'
Sensitivity 3 .S90 or better contrast" at ^c = 0 .^ µm
0.3 ^ or better contrast at ^.0 = 0.8 µrn
1 °K or better NET'^^ at h e = 3 a 8µm	 ',
E
Z °K or better NET'^^ at h e = 10µm
Spectral Coverage 0.4 µrn to 14µm in selectable intervals
^'/H Rate Range 0.028 to 0.28 rods/sec.
Automatic Roll Correction X8.7°
Environmental Operation -22 °F to 110 °F
High Reliability, Mccintainacbilit^r
x	 Under Typical Scene Conditions: Sun Angle	 45°
' Average Earth Refl,eGtsznce	 209
Average Atmospheric Transmissions 80^
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3 .0 S^^CTIUN 4F THE SCA.I1rNER PRYNCZPLE
^^
In the past, selection of c^ scanner principle always involved extensive 	 :
a^^d detailed considerations of whirling mirrors , motors , bearings , lubricants 	 ,^.
7
and shock and vibra-^Ian analyses . This was because, after careful evaluation 	 ^ ,
of the state-of-the--arE: of detector arrays, it was correctly decided that such
P
arrays were not really available for inclusion in operational hardware, relegating 	 .^
electronic scanning to the future. Therefore, the survey of mechanical scanners
would be =andertaken,	 , ;.;Y
Nov, however, the Large scale detector array is available as an off-the-
. shelf commercial component from the silicon technology industry cxnd great
progress has- bdeia. made in the devices for longer wavelengths. filso, large
and contin^,ing government support has appeared for the infrt^red detector
arrays, greatly increasing the probability of the availability of flightworthy
devices by the 2980 era .
The argument for the superiority of the pushbrn©?n concept over the
single-element mechanical scanner is a simple one. In the present case, we




an instantaneous field of one by one millircrdian, with a single one--millirczdian
detector scanning the same two thousand field elements consecutively. The
m nom, theoretical, advantage of the array e^.e^nental sensitivity would be
^^ q00} I^^ = ^5 . This is aa^ enormous increase in sensitivity in a technology
that pays large preiriiums to gain factors of two (by ax^tireflection coating all
optical spaces, far exa^^ple) .
^t might be thought that the factor of 45 could be regained by increasing
the optical collector area by that factor. phis is not so when we consider














detector must increase in size to subtend the same field of - views This increases
i4s noise as .the square root of area, so the required increase of factor 45 is to
•the diameter, not the area . ^f we assume that the volume (and mass) of an
optical system increases cas a power somewhat gxeater than two of its diameter,
the mass advantage is of the order of 1Q 4 . This is overu+rhelming and shows
clearly why sa much effort has been put into the deveiopment of large-scale
linear (and areal) detector arrays .
before closing the door on mechanicai scanner systems, the possible
advantages of intermediate schemes, mechanically scanning small-scale
arretys of, say, iQQ detectors was investigated. While no forma]. scanning
system was employed, an extended discussion of the pros and cons, consider-
ing sensitivity, size, datrs handling, roil compensa^t^.on, image rotation, V/H
compensation and/or speed control, etc . , led to the conclusion that a h^ hrid
system combined the worstr rather than the best, of each system and the
static. pushbraom system rnras the method of choice .
This decision eliminated the necessity of making an extensive study of
mechanical scanning systems . Hornrever, a new task immediately appeared .
The detector array technology was restricted to planar arrays , usually for
vexy high angular resolution over small to moderate field angles ^ Fields of
6Q ° to i ^Q ° can hardly be caked moderate . The pzohlern is to transfer the
energy from a 12Q'^ field of view to a flat focal plane, using a fast opi^.cai
system with resolution of the order of one miiiiradian. Apparer_tly cox^sider-
abiefingenuit^ and sffort would be required, since to our knowledge no such
optical system exists .
- 
__	 _....	 ^ _.__._.	 ^,..,r-__^----	
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Also considered were the advantages of using an area array, e.g.,
I00^ elements wide and 10 deep with a signal processing technique commonly
referred to as TIJI. This approach is particulariy useful in military applications
where extremely high sensitivities are required, since the S/N is improved by
the ^]n , which for the above example would be 3 .2 times . However, for the
AMS application such an improvement is of marginal value when the data
processing complexity is considered . As discussed in Section 4.4, with only
104Q elements, the internal. data rate is on the order of IO MHz increasing
the number of detector elements by n also must increase the data rate by n.
In addition, the ground data reduction process becomes enormous when effects
of aircraft yaw must now be calibrated out of the data . Consequently, the AMS
system was based on the use of linear arrays .
Tn summary, the availability of Large-scale linear detector arrays makes
the pu:^hbroom static scanner principle the clear choice . The task then becc^nes
ore of d^:termining the best method of employing these arrays , rather than
















^:inear arxuys are commercial?y avaS.Iab^.e .
.A CCD is basical'!.y ametal-oxide-semiconductor structure which can
detect and store minaritg carrier charge packets in • localized potential wells at
the Si-SiC^L interface. The- CGD can transfer charge packei:s in discrete time
increments via the controlled movEment of potential yells , The change is
detected at rsn output Wade via capacity coupling... (See Ref. 3) .
A CAD is quite similar to tie CCD with regard to the detector and
integration processes. The major difference between the two is in the transfer
or readout process . Whereas the CCD is a serial readout. device, the CTD is a
random access device. It reads out the charge stored in a potential well toy'
injecting it into the bulk at the end of an integra^.an tame. These carriers
recombine at the. substrate. contact and generate a current flow in the eternal
circuit which is .read cut in an • xy^r fasY€ion.
B
^.	 _	 _	 _^_ ,.
V
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Fairchild is presently,offezti.ng several types - of buri.eci channel monolithic
dev^.ge^ for sale caanmercially R e; g., CC^I3 I , whereas . i^eticon is offering at
_ pre^erit r^ hybrid device, e.g,. CCPDl.Q2^,. which uses a surfr.,ce channel,- CCD
shift register. ^'ee Appendix C and reference 2I. General E:Lectric is presently
offering for sale a series. • of GZl3's
Lan ^!V"	 I]cL ctyel.enc^l^__ eteGtors, 	 .
^arsg wavelength d^ factor arrays also can be classified in two distinct
types: monol^.thic and hybrid.
There is apparently at the present i:ime anty one. type of monolithic -
:.	 ^ device'beirir seriousl^r d^velnped; Fxtri;nsic Silicon CCD's. However. other mono-
.
	
	 1.i^hic devices exist irr the labaratoz-^r. See Ref.. 23 . The .extrinsic silicon CCD
hcxs been p.opu3.ar
 ]aecause i^-bozYOws hegtri.ly from the mature si.3.^:con CGD teckinol.-
ogy associated. with short ^nraveler^gth CCZ7 detectors . I-^s major drawback From an
operation, sense- is its required low operat^.on temperature. These devices usually
.operate: between 2S °K and 4#}°K, with 55 °K a sought-after goaJ.. As shown in
^_
reference 1.8. using.a single'stage Stirling Coolerr with none watt heat load,
1.00W of po^nrer arF required to reach a ^0°K operating temperature with the power
increasing qu:^,te rapidly the lower the desired temperature ,
-.
There is aj.so a good deal of work - going into hybrid devices using conven--
tiorial long wavelength deteo^:ors txnd operating at 77°K or greater. Table ^-l. was
prepared to identif^r the 'various detector types, the^,r develop_ ere, and some of
their. salierxt perfcrxnance characteristics , including cooling requirements .
Foy
 the mast part, the work being done in this area is either proprietary
or classified . ^nnsequently nv spec sheets exist t'or these detectors and
per^orsr^cnce is deduced tram published literature, private communications, and










Developer Techno3.dgy Under Specflral Operating gray Bite Detector Remarks
Develcpment Region Temp . Element
^µm) Sipe
General El^ctri.c Hybrid 3 - 5 77°I^ 32 x 32 4 mils Devices available now,
CID, InSh 2 mils smaller deflectors probably
gander development
Honeyvrell Hybrid: pV MCT^Si CC33 3 -- 5 3.40°K 270 x 8 Several Linear array and mosaics;
. $ -- l2 77°K mils, fabrication due ^'crll 3.079
Hughes Classified
P ^^
,.ROCkWell Extrinsic ^^. I1^o^t Work iS in .area arrays
^i:Ga 3 - 5 25°K
^i:In 8 -^ 34
SBRC lnlis Sb 3 - 5 77°^ 32 x 32 4 miles 13S°K operation predicted
In Cwt Sb fn future.	 200 e2 x 36 elHybrid	 1^11ICT ^P^1) 8 - 32 arrays available soon.
1VICT (PC) D^ 5 x 3 0 32 achieved
^^ Hybria IvicT
^l4Testinghouse Exlxinsic Si 3 - 8 40 °K 3 - 4 mils Linear array under develop--
Si:Tn went, smaller detector
element sizes too.
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4.1.2 •- , :L^e^ector Noise '- .
All of the detector types discussed in Section ^.l.l have a number of
noise sources in common, regardless of whether we are considering a short
wavelength - ar cx .long wavelength detector array. Rather than attempt tv delve
deeply. in^Eo phis subs eat whiali has :been extensively investigated in the litera--
ture, we wi11 restrict. the discussion in this section to the mast significant noise
sources and their effect on system performance ,
Many references discuss this topi a . Reference . 3 has a partic,^larly
good sumr^crry of . CCD noise sowrces in tabular form.; Figure 4--1 reproduces
that table. Ali noise- sources in CCD's can be divided into three categories:
input,. integration and ^c^nsfer, and output. Before discussing the. table,
however, it would be informative to . identify the 'relationship between nois e
equivale^?t power (1V^P^ and noises equivalent .signal charge (^S) since we use
the former in subsequent discussions . Tt can be shov^n that









^7 -quantum efficiency C electrons photon a at ^c
t	 ^ integration time ^ - sec ^1
^'ar example, using the conditions listed in ^`igure 4^1 with ^^ 0.1 at
^. ^^.m and assuming correlated double st^mpling to eliminate reset noise (see
s ec^.^ on 4.1.3) i^ employed r then
^P (^.c ^ 1µm} ^ 1.1 x 1Q-x5,v+r/^H^
--G	 2
which is quite real onable for. this 7. x 1 Q cm detector element .
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Figure 4--1 Summary of CCD Noise Sources (after Referent° 3 )
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Refer!^.ng again to Figure ^-.^, we see Iisteci the magnitudes and
expressions for the components of the noise equivalent charge for •^vo CAD
process technologies: surface channel and - buried channel.. Reticon uses the
former in their ^GPD 1034 device and Fairchild uses the latter in their CAD 1,31.
device . For the situation analyzed in the figure, it is apparent that the burled
channel device's major noise source is the dark current charge accumulated
over the integration time when correlated double sampling is used to eliminate
the reset noise . Consequen•^Iy, as the figure shovrs , cooling the device is
quite effective, since it reduces the current and therefore the noise equivalent
charge associated with this process .
Now suppose we reduce, in the above example ► the int^agration time
from x./30 sec. to 880 µsec; increase the bandwidth from ^ MHO, to 7.5 MHz;
and reduce the off--chip noise aqui^ralent current from Ipa/^HZ to 0.33pa/ ►,rHL.
Then the resu3ti.ng noise equivalent signal charge using the equations in Figure
4-? decreases from 1.00 electrons to 2I electrons, as follo^nrs:
NES = ^ ($^) l0 4 f ^^"^.') 70 + ^ ^) ^ .33 )^ 25Q J ^33ms	 4	 4	 l
^- C 264	 +	 13I + 51. 1 ^	 -- 21 electrons




This result indicates that the predgrninant noise source under these partic^-
ular conditions i.s the dark current noise . since the signal charge build-up is
directly proportional to the integration time and the noise equivalent charge, NEB,
is essentially proportional to the square root of this time, then the ^/N is
proportional to the square rant of the integration time. This fact is explaited and
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discussed in detail in section 4.x.1.3. The conditions used far this calculation
were specifical^ .y selected since -they correspond to the worst case situation for
the A^iB as discussed in section 4.i.4.
i; Another type of noise that is prevalent in a CGD is pattern noise, This
noise manifests itself as a non-uniform spatial pattern " riding" an the output of
each video sample from the array. It has a fixed portion usually produced by
d-t ou	 n ' as	 r e	 3 ' ons • ' t also has a variable onionclack fee hr gh a d bi cha g var..at^.	 , x	 p
produced by dark current non-uniformity. The effects of this noise source on the
processed video signals are minimized th_*'ough the choice of appropriate sampling
Y; Mimes and through direct removal in the ground data reduction process which is
discussed in section 6.2.
-',..
Although the above discussion concerned itself with GCD's, ClD's also
- -^	 exhibit similar noise properties because of the similar process by which signal
^,	 charge is detected, However, the output capacitance of a CID is the capacitance
of the row and one column if all other columns are floated during the readout
process . The output capacitance of a CCD, on the other hand, is only the capaci-
tance of a reversed biased diode. Therefore, for a similar on-chip preamplifier
configuration, the CID readout is noisier than -that for a CGD and is probably
preamplifier noise limited. Gorrelated double sampling, as discussed i.n section
.:	 4.1.3, may also be used for CID's to eliminate C noise and 1/f noise.
Z7'nlike the short wavelength detector arrays , which see no background
generated photon noise, the long wavelength detector arrays, whether mono9.ithic
or hybrid, are sensitive to 'this background radiation and generate significant
photon noise. In such cases it is the goal of the detector and system design to
achieve background limited performance (BLIP) . ^'or an Si:Tn extrinsic silicon
CCD detector, for example reported in reference lg, BLTP was nearly attained in
a 16-element time delay integra^^ .on (TDZ) mode. ^'or a linear array, it is expected
that this early array design would be a factor of ^ away from BLIP behavior.
^Ii^GI^'^ P^.GE IS
O^ P(?pR QL^ALI^Y
^^	 ^."^.^^.^_____^ ^^;^:_, ^, ^> , '^ 	 _ -
	 - -
	
_	 ^ :^ ^- _- ^	 .^ -" ^
	 ^ ^ ' °^-` ` ^ :,,;"pal..-,^g^^y::^:1 ,
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4 . ^.. 3	 Correlated Double Sa^plin^,
^'ig[^re 4-Z shows the typical autpu^ circuit fora CCD arrap. After the
voltage change assoczated with each signal charge in-read f the gate node. is reset
to some voltage STR through the MCSFBT switch, Since the-switch has resistance,
the 7ohnson noise. produced by it appears acxoss the crxpacitance associated with
the node. When the .switch is opened, a saanple of this noise is stored on the
capacitor . This naffs a voltage has been shown to be equal to {Ref . 3 )
Inc r ^ C { ^. e	 ) ^
where K = Baltzmann= s constant
T = absolute temperature
C = node capacitance
R = resistance associcsted with node, with switch open.
Typically, RC is on the ordEr of l^0 ms . If resetting the output Wade is
pex^forrned at a 5 N1I^^ rate , i , e . every 2 0 ^ ns , then
Vnc = f C
which is essentially constant over Phis period. This reset noise is sometimes
refers ed to as KT/C noise ,
Therefore, to eliminate this reset noise from the next signal sample, that
is , level B in Figure 4-Z ,all we must da is measure level A and subtract it from
level B. This procedure is r.•eferred to as correlated double sampling {CDS} .
To implement CDS the circuit shown in Figure ^-19 is used. The clamp
switch is closed during the period that the output node is being reset. and its
capacitor charges to a voltage corresponding to the noise, when the next signal
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KTj^	 Thesub^rcxcts	 it, removing the	 noise .	 resulting difference voltage is
them sampled by a sc^rr^plelhoid circuit grior to A,^D conversion_. since ^D^ takes
;,.
•lie difference between two ssgnals very close together in time, it also eliminates
r
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4 e1^4 A.MS S^rstem ^7-esl
.^^0^' tkie Short'^Tavelength Sensors
--^- a In order to study the tradeoffs between the various optical and electronic
system parrameters and system performance for the short wavelength sensors,
Figure 4-3 was pxepared,
Two CCD devices were investigated as part of this phase of the study;
_ one is manufactured by Fairchi3.d and the other by Reticon. The Fairchild
CGD 121Y detector array ^nras used as the basis upon which Figure 4-3 was
de*^reloped because of the completeness of the specifications associated with
t^"iat device .	 But that device has ? 728 detector elements as compared to the
^:^
selected CCD 13 ^. which is a ZO 24 element device . 	 Since both devices are
made by the same manufacturer and use the same technology, we have assumed
that the detector parameters derived for one apply equally to the other, e . g. ,
11TEP (l2l TT)	 --	 NEF (Z.3 l} .
Althou h data	 rov ded b	 Reticnn for the'r CCPD 2024 detector arra^'	 p	 ^.	 y	 x	 Y
indicates that its performance is superior to that of the Fairchild device
especially at short wavelengths . there is reason to doubt the validity of some
of the verbally provided data . Consequently, a cnnservative approach was
taken and the AiV1S short wavelength sensor was developed about the CCl7 l3l
with adeq^zczte system performance being achieved as discussed below.
Nevertheless, one og the fixst tasks duz^.rag the next phase is to evaluate the
performance of both the Fairchild and Reticon devices in a "side-^iy-si:ie"
test in a controlled laboratory environment.
- --^	 Referring again to Figure 4--3
	 the major sensitivity parameter is
AO
 6z ; where AO is the effective collecting area of the optical system and El
is its resolution. This parameter is plotted along the X axis in the figure.
t
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2Also identified on -phis ass and plotted against A Q 6 is a range of optical
Tfna,a. as discussed in Section x.3.1.1. The Tlno. is a calculated function
of the d^;tector Area and optical. system efficiency'. That is:
1^2
__ 4 dZ/AO BZT/	 {OPT FFF}
The detector area, d 2 , for the CCD 131 is 13 µm x 13 µml as discussed in
Section 4.3.4 the optical efficiency is expected to be approximately 50% .
Using the date on the CCD 131. provided by Fairchild, see Appendix G
the pe^ormance parameters shown in Table ^^ 2 were generated . These , in
tt.^rn, were used to calculate the minimum signal.--to-noise rat^.o Eor the sensor
as a function of, PiB @2 , see Figure 4-3.	 The S/N rat^,o is given by
S/N	 B ^	 A gs/2NEP pr^H 0
The minimum signal-to-nois y; ratio occurs when the V/H rate is maximum, the
detector NEP is max.^imum and the scene brightness B is minimum. This
equation is plotted for two special bands , i . e . , ^ c = 0.42 µm and
^. = 0.8µm in Figure 4^3.
	
These bands were selected since they
c
correspond to the minimum and maximum detector sensitivities under worst
^I	 case conditions. See Table 4p2. In order to evaluate the ability of the
system to measuie a 1% contrast, B was set at 0.01 Y B.^yp and the resulting
S/.N' plotted vs AO B2 . However, before we use these results , the maximum
integrator time, t l , for each detector element in the array must be considerede
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_^	 1 . 	^^
rq^
,^
where:	 ES is the saturat^.or_ exposure associated with the particular ^C,;D
'




^^^n addition, it is d function of the 	 aximum scene brightness Bm^. ^^ ^
Using Table 4-2	 tI was plot-^ed vs .AQ 9	 for the worst case Bm^, ^.	 ^ ;^{
which occurs i.n 3and 9 (Ac = Q .8µm } . E
r
?_	 ^
Note toa r that the integration tune and the number of GCD phatosites ^ ,	 E,..
^'^establish the. AlD conversion rate . This is because the charge stored in all t
of the axzay eleme^.ts must be transferred and read out in a time which must ,	 •_	 ^
E ^}
not exceed t Z . Therefore for an ^I element array the maximum allowed ^/D ^















law in order tv maximise a sensor's signal--to-noise ra^Ei,o, we would -^
M





without "stopping- down" the system, making the optics faster requires that
the detector element integration time be made shorter. This, in turn, requires i^	 .^
^..^.
a faster aig3tization rate and a faster CCD clocking rate.
4
The optical system developed in Section 4.3 for the short wavelength ^' .
sensor has a T/ri©. of I.1, which is as fast as is optically practical.
	 Referring ^	 ^,::
again to Figure 4^-3
	
we see that for this T/no. , the signal-to-noise ratio
}^,is 3.5:x. for the most sensitivie bandf ^ 	 = 0.8µm and p .28:i for the least ^,
^^
.	 E
c ^^j sensitive band, ^`c = Q .42µm. 	 Since making the optics faster is not possible,
C
F;
^.^.^.^^...W . _._ ,_.:,o,.
	
.._... _	
_. _	 _. .
^,
.^^
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e	 o	 ro	 e s o w velen	 si n ^.-to--noise ra 'o b reducinw can my ^.mp ve th h rt a	 gth g a	 t^ y	 g
the detectgr's NEI', all. other things being equal . As indicated above, this
niay be a realistic possibility, if the Reticon C^U^?D IO2^ array is as sensitive
as the informally provided data indicates . However, until the laboratory
tes^s comparing the performance of the two devices, as mentioned above,
is coanplete we' s^ :ll assume -the use of the Fairchild devise .
Consequently, under the worst case brightness condition and at
c
0.4^m, the minimum resolvable contrast (Sj11T = I} expected for the
AMS is 3 . S°^ . However, as the center of the spec-taal band moves toward
0.8 ^=.m, the contrast improves and is approximately 0.3 % at,. ^s = 0.8µm .
As was mentioned above, each photasite can accumulate only a
certain amount of charge before saturation occurs . The charge buildup in
the photosite is a direct function of the integration time, t 1 , scene brightness ,
B, and the temperature of the array.
For the T/l .1 optical system selected, the maximum allowable
integration time, t T , for the maximum scene brightness, 8max, is 100µs .
Corrcespondlingly , for a s cane of typical brightness , Btyp , the integration
time may be as long as g80 µs . As a result of these short integration times ,
the temperature of the array has negligible affect on the ameunt of charge
accumulated due to phatosite leakage current.
At the end of -the 'integration tfine, the charge accumulated in the
photosites is dumped into a serial transfer register on -the chip . As mentioned
above, this charge must be read out in a time Less than or equal, tot T
Since t^ varies with wavelengtlx, in order to have a constant readout rate
for all, sensors in the A1VIS system, we have used the shortest t l (which
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^`^ the :Tll . ^ eysfiem fihe readout rate cors^esponds to 1O Mi^z, or each video
sample occurs in I00 ns .	 Since this otnalog video data is ultirnc^tely
^:
digitized as described in Section 4. ^ . 2 , the A/b converter must cilso convei-^
_	
t
each sarriple cxt a I O MHz rate
.^^. As i.ncaicated above, the Fairchild CC:^ Z3I ?rust ^e read cat a^ a
^ I!► MH7 rate in ^.^.s ccpplicdtion. 	 Referring to Table a^2
	
we see.that for
the Reticon device the maximum inregration time is cipproximately three times
longer than for the Fa^:rch^.d de^rice a^ the. same enter wci^relei^gthA
	
This
di^aerence is due ira part ^o the fact that the saturatien exposu re quoted :fog
die ^^'PD IQ24 devise i.s c^pproxiznately .two -^i^res larger .than thcst for the ,
,:	 ^ ^G'n I3,1 devl.ce;and the area of the fteficr^n device is I.^ times larger; zf
we .assume them th^,s factor of 3 holds for the worst cases ectral band i.e.p	 ,
0.4µm, tlxen the read out ^ rate would be approximately 3.3 MHz .for the _, _ 	 m
Reticon device. Th^,s x^^ad out rate is approaching the maximuYn ctllas^rable rate
for the deice wh^.ch is S MHz. This situation w'i11 also haue to be looked at




The signal. ^a^noise i^nformatic^n plotted in Figure 4^3	 was derived
from the data in Table ^^^. 	 As indicacted in Ttsble 4^2 ,the s.ignal^-to--
noise ratio is the rcftio of the minimum s^.gnal power to the detector NAP at
parl;iculaz wctvelei^gth . The NEp
 is derived arum detector iz^ormation
.
	
	 given- on-ifs spec sheets e.g., the noise eclu3.valent exposure, NEB, the
area of the detector, cxnci the integraxion ti3ne used in the- measurement of
-the noise eq^.iiv'alert e^pcasure`. ^n addition, there is a terL:^ that i,s referred
Z
^a as the. no^,se bandwidth. {NBA . ^he xioise bandwidth is ee^ua^l to ^ t-
L
'This Equivalency stems frr^m tk^e fdct that the data- output from each photosite
.,^,^






iis samp7.ed by'the ^/D converter once every ^ seconds cznd -stored in memory.
^.'^3s process ^s equivalent ta'thott of an anczog s^-^mple atnd hold circuit_ which I;
^s. upct^ed evex°^ 'ci, second..	 The tzcinsfer func$ion of ^chi.s types o^ circuit is
^quiva^ent to that: of a szn^ ^iiter wh^,ch has an equivalent noise bandva^.dth, ;^
._
l^'BW^-equal to	 ^ .t „ . ,	 ,.I
As ciiscu^sed in Section ^ .4 . l .3 , aver-ag:ing the output' of each detector
`element ovex the dsnrel? bane Td, results in a S/i1T Which is equivaJ:ent to that g
wh^.ch would ha^re been produced if the array inte^rataon ^im^, t ^, Were a^.^.owed
to extend ^a Td'	 ^'here^ore, the S/l1T calcula^ior^s which are presented in
Tcrb^.e 4e2 .
	use an equivcxlent noise baridw^.d^h of ^ ^
	 Since Td is equal
^o ^^ ^ where 8 is the pixel resolution and ^I/His the ^T/H rate o^ the
^I
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w	 _ .	 .:art,:. ^a
Hand . Center Rel. Noise ]:quty . Noise Equiv. Povrer Min. Sig, Pwr. 5/N min. for A e2 =0 Sat. Exp. Max. tI 	_
No. Wr3velength Responsivity Exposure 2 RPs (pw} far AO
 9 -6	 2k x 10	 -sfi-cm 5E
`i:
>vc {pns } NEE (nT/om2) NEP {x 1013 w/ fIx) 1 x 10-fi st-cm2 & V/H = Q , 25 r/s EnJfcm2} ^^ "
1 x,42 0.17. 5.9 4.3 i.i9 0.25 947. I.51 ms
2 0.47 0.30 3,3 2.4 1.51 0,60 -
3 4.51 0.45 2.2 l.fi 1.98 1.17.
4 0.55 O.fi 1.67 3.2 1.80 1.34 ^`^
5 0.53 0.73. 1.37 1.0 1.73 1.55 219 242 ps
fi 0.&3 0,.82. 3.22 0.89 i.fiS I,66
!? O.fi7 0.9. 1.1 0.80 k.SS 1.73 _
8 0.72 1.0 1.0 0:73. 1.44 1.76
9 0.81 1:0 1.0 0.73 2,77 3.^4 lfi6 110 µs
30 0.99 0.43.. 2.3 '1.62 1.34 4.72
FOR RETIGON CCPD 1024 -j
5 O.S9 0.$5	 0.1?	 O.Ofi2 1.65 25 420	 703µs




N^min ^	 NEP ^1"A^W
(3} 1te1. Resgansivity 	 ^	 ^ '
pk ^lBW
^	
_-3_.-$	 ^2 t I 	2 Td
(41 iii rreP	 ^ N^	 Ati	 BW	 D Td ^ v/H
NEP Noisis. Equivalent Power.(srr/).
I
;	 ^•^. a V ^
l+IE2: ^	 Noise Equivalent Exposure in N8W {nj/cm2 . rms) 2 9
R	 n^/CR32 rms in 280 Hx for CCZ} 121H:l .	 a for	 9 a 1 mr.	 VJH = 0.25 r/s
AD ^	 ]7etaGtar Phdtosit q Area # Z.2 x 10 fi cm2 for CCl312113 NBW ^	 12S 13x
t I =	 Tntesratiofi - Time ^ 1 .78 ma far CCD 121H
-
_ ^




^	 160 nT/cm2 far CCA 121H




s	 0.01 $tYp foes Table 4-4.} (9)	 tI
a	 ^ mtn	 AD2
max max
- AO Collecting Area	 1 cm2; P
max






(1 mrad )2 '^ lµ-star AD
_6	 ^
^	 I , 69 x 10	 far CC13 13I
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4.1.5 AMS S^rstern Dgsicrn^Eor the Lone ^Nczvelenarth Sensr^r
The optical design of the long wavelength sensor module, which is
described in Section 4.3.9 , achieves the same 6D ° field of v^.e^nr as had been
achieved for the shorrt wavelength sensor. The long wavelength design is
based on the availability of a detector array with 512 elements , ^ mils by
^ mils in area and. vn ^ mil centers . This geometry corresponds to an optic:a^.
.. resolution o^ 2 mrad for each element in - the array, The optical design in
Figure ^-12 just achieves this resolution and consequently linear detector
arrays, ^.^ available, with larger numbers of elements would not result in any
higher optical resolution.
Based upon the wntormation available at this time on long wavelength
det^:ctor arrays, see Table ^-1, we believe that the 4 mil, 512, eiemez •:t array
represents a realistic size that certainly will be available in 1988 era.
The major difference between detector arrays operating in the long and
short wavelength spectral regions is the level of background radiation present.
xf we assume that most objects and natural scenes that the AMS gill view
have an average temperature of 300°K, then a black body at this temperature
will emit radiation equivalent to that of the background . Consequently. the
background radiation emitted in •the short wavelength region below, say, 1..µm
will be quite negligible, but increases rapidly as •the spectral bandpass of •the
sensor moves toward longer wavelengths. Fox example, the radiant emittance
of a 30q
 °K background txt 10 µm is over 10 5
 greater then at 1µm.
This Long wavelength background radiation generates signal charge
in the detector array which for these long wavelengths and large fields of view
may totally Ynask the dark current in eaci^, detector element. As was shown in





systom noise. In the case of the long v^avelength aetectors. ^.•^ is the back--
gxourd current v^hich contz-lb^tes to sya;tem noise and as a design goal.
predominates it producing BLIP behavior.
One other aspect of the large background generated signal. is that its
chax°ge adds directly to •the leakage currf:nt charge and consequently may limit
tl^e rna^.nauan integration tiz^eP tI , of the detector array. Since most of the
literc^t^re on long wavelength devices is sketchy to say the least, prob^cbly
due to its present developmental nature caup^.ed with its con fx.dential status,
the saturation charge capa^,ty or al,ternateiy the maximum exposure tin •3e is
barely mentioned . Of the literatt^ce lasted in Section 9 . Q , only one reference
X23) cites this parcxmeter. It is stated for several monolithic devices; ane being
an Tn Sh de^-3.ce operated at' 7 °i^, over a speotral band of 3.5 -- 4, 2µ:n, w%•th a
3B° FOV. "Under these conditions t l is 5.8 cosec. t[s determined by the back-
ground level.
Since- the ir^tegxatidrt time is directly pragor•^,onal to the elemental
detectorf s fiald of ^vi.ew (solid angle), then fox a 2 ^ ste:adian field of view.
the maxi.murn integ•^•a•^ ion. ^.n1e wo^.ld become:
Z ^ ,^I — cns I5 °)
^ ^ -- ^ a^ ^S ms
	
2
^ r v xs: ^^
gor t3^is pcx^icular devio^e, the leakage c2urent generated charge would
sctturccte ^e device ix^ 2.3. seC. Ccnsequentzy as expected. •this background
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Alternately let as consider a hybrid devi ce. We will assume operation
irx the 8 ^ 14µm window region using a photovoltaic Hg Cd Te detector array
coupled to a silicon CCD. This is a common arrangement.
If we assume that the active area of each element in the CCD array
is 50°f of its total area, than fora 25µm square element its active area is
3.3.3 x 10 5 cm2 . The maximum charge density of a CCD is set by the
dielectric strength of the Si 0 2 gate insulator and is 10'
3
 el/cm2 . Con-
sequently, the resulting saturation ckaarge of the CCD array is 3.13 x 107
elecfirons . if each element of the Hg Cd Te detector is 4 mils Square, then
the total area of each element is 10 ^ 4 cm2 . As indicated in Reference 12 ,
a similar device had a background current of 200 nA fora 180 ° FOV. Now
2 00 r3A = 2 x 10 _7 C _ 	 2 x 10 -^	 ^ = 1.23 x 1012 el
sec - 1.63 x 10 --19 sec	 sec
T'rnerefore, the maximum integration time far this device is:
__ 3 .3.3 x7.07
tl	
1.23 x 107'2
If the area of each element in the CCD were increased, thus increasing
its charge capacity, or if the leakage dent of each Hg Cd Te detector is
reduced , then t 1 would increase proportiomately ,
xn any event, -the maximum integrat3.on time here is not too different
than the 100µs used for the short wavelength sensors, see section 4.1.4.
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I^owever, whereas the fnaximum brightness Bmax in the short wave-
length scene set the maximum integration time, it is the background radiation
that sets it in the case of the long ^^avelength sensors . Therefore in order
to process the scene var.^ations in the 2 mrad field of view of the long wave-
length sensor riding on ^`d^.is background level, signal subtraction must be
performed. But care must be taken in this process because the usual non--
uniformity between detector elements in the array may produce artifacts in the
processed signal that are larger than the scene variations,
Fora 0.1°K change in scene temperature at 300°K in a spectral. region
from. 3 .S µm -^ 4.2µm, the signal praduced at the detector with an f/1.5 optic
wl.11 be Q.li6 of the background radicftion in the same spectral region. Similarly
for the 8µm - 14µm region, the signal, is only 0.02% of the background radiation.
Therefore, if the signal. processing is to measure these signal variations,
a level must be subtracted from the signal output of each detector element,
which results in cx signal difference, wherein the signal variation is made
larger than 0.4°^ corresponding to one L8B of the 8 bit A/D which follows) ,
This subtrrxctioza process will be done digitally by storing the required
levels to be subtracted in a ROM (read only memory) and using a high precision
DAC (digital to analog conver^tter) to perform ^:he actual subtraction at the buffer
amplifier input, see Seations 4.4 ,1.2 and ^ .4 . Z . 2 .
In order to quantitatively determine long wavelength sensor system
performance, we shall. calculate the noise equivalent temperafiare difference,
NET, for detector arrays in the 3.5 _ 4.2µm and 8 W 1.4µm regiatzs . Tne NET
wi11 use those sensor paErameters established in Section 4.3.9 ,a ,s follows:
^... --,^
0
5 x 14	 , 8-14µm
w/cm2^-s^sr
D*	 -- 1 x 10 18 cm2 H^ 1^Z w-^' (Typical both regions)
Ad
	^ Area of elemental detector = {4 mil) 2 ^ 18-4 cm2
NEW = 2 T
	
8 ms _ 125 Hz
d
Note that the noise bandwidth is the sane as that in the short wavelength
sensor case because the predominant noise source is the detector noise and
dl.gitctl averaging ^^il^. also be performed, see Section 4.1.4. Hence:
NET r 0.1°^	 3.5 - 4.2µm
^8 ^5x18	 1^,8-1.4µm
These N>aTs aze quite ^.ow even though a conservative D* was used in
the cal.cLl.utian. .This result. points out why electconically scanned CCD detector
array's aye superior to they exectro-mechanical counterparts . it is due to the fact
that the NF3^N' for the array approach ^,s much lower than f®r the mechanical approach.
r
1
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40^ Me^iidds of Soec^ral Isoi^stinn
The study of spectral. isala •tion meirhods could be a very extensive ^^ne
if co^pj.e^e and in--dep•^h coverage were attempted (k^e^. i0. ^5) . 	 Conseq^^zenfi^.y
in this . section, we will examine only those methods which apply to •the A[vIS
application with a vievr tow¢rd determining their advantages and camPa•tib^laty
with linear detectoz arrays covering large Meld angles .
In general, optic^xl spectral isolation can be divided into dispersive
and non-dispersive ^nethads . Tn dispersive methods an optical element
deviates -the. path of a beam of polychromatic radiation through an angle
which is a function both of the wavelength of the components of the beam,
and the angle of incidence of the original beam . The latter fact means that
the original. beam must have smaL divergence, which in turn means the object
space mast be imaged onto a sma]J. field stop, such as a slit, before dispersion.
This possibilifiy was pursued, with the thoug^'^.. in mind fihat •the scanner
eoi].ecting optic could image a swath on a slit in the focal plane, and then
the. slit would be reimaged on a number of detector arrays. In: pr^•ncipl.e,
•this would permit •the use of many detector arrays with only one, or a fe•snx,
collectors and dispersion elements . In fact, it •fumed out that r after passing
thraug:^ the slit, •the di^re:gence of the rays behind -the foLal plane made fihe
scheme unpractical except for very small arrays, of the order of ten elements.
Thus , fio cover ].2f^ ° across the fLgh•^ path, very ].ergs numbers of collector
optics and/or dispersion elements would be required. Also •the secondary
opt3,cs required behind each focal plane fio redirecfi the dispersed energy fio •the
detector arrays became prohibitively complex. The conclusion is fiat
dispersion elements , as ac means of using common collector optics and
nYUlti^pectral detector arrays is nc^fi practical in othez- than narrow field-
angie systems .
_.^^_ _.^_ y - _tl - _._ ^.	 Y	 . ^ _ . ^.. __
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Ilan-dispers^.ve spectral isolators include absorption filters and multi-
layer interference falters. Absorpfiion filters are relatively low resolution
kt	
-..
devices + transmitting comparatively broad regions of the spectrum and
'^^^`^
absorbing the unwanted remainder. They depend on the intrinsic absorption
properties of the bulk material of which the filter is made, While some
be	 byflexibility of bandpass r wavelength and shape can	 achieved	 stacking
and/or varying thicknesses, in genercxl sharp cutoff narrow-band filtering at
specified wavelengths cannot be achieved with absorption filters . Interference .
filters , on the other hand, can be manufactured to meet exacting requirements
^.of passbc^nd and txansmission, far superior to those obtained by absorption
filters .
	
^UTultilayer filters wifih high transmission: narrow pass-band, sharp ^	 .
cutoffs and wide regions- of resection get quite expensive. I-Iowever, far
applicatiarts such as the AMS, which requires only moderate resolution, _
`; =,'
these. filters are quite practical. 	 Combinations of interference filters and ^_,
absorption filters can be employed, where the out-of-band rejection is ^. ^F	 .^/.^
accomplished by the inexpensive absorption filter. This tends to simplify l ^. "




Absorpt^:on type falters are also subject to changes in transmission
when exposed to strong ultra--violet radiation. 	 Kodak Vlrratten filters , for ^^
example, are less stable than Dolor glass filters such as the common ^chatt
a
i
and Corning types . The tendency of the filters is -to increase in opacity
with exposure, Filters of this type have been in use for many years and
information about the suscepti3^ility to "solarization" is available from the ^'
.^
manufacturers .	 - '
B
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Both absorption and interference filters are also subject to changes
in transmittance with changes in temperature . For certain Schott filters
{Ref. 10)^the shift is of the order of 11^ per kelvin toward Longer wavelengths
with increasing temperature, between ld ° and 98 ° C . Interference filter
passbands are also shifted to longer wavelengths as temperature increases .
The displacement is smaller thczrs Eor color glass falters, of the order of
S x 10_S h^ per kelvin, where ^ 8 as the nominal, or peak-transmission wave-
length, In both types of filters when the bandpass is moderate to wide, the
effect •ss slight and afirst-order avrrectian with temperature should be
adequate.
The shape ar_d position of the filter bandpass also changes with angle
of incidence in both types of filters . Aga.in, however, the effect is small
for filters of moderate passband and vuhen the angle is less than 5 ° from
normal, it is negligible . Thus as described in Section 4.3 , 8.3 , the optical
surface was selected for the interference filter coating with the need to
minimize the incident angles in mind .
Sher methods of spectral isolatt.on were also considered. These
included polarization filters, Christiansen filters, reststrahien reflection
plates , scat:ter plates, conductive screens , interferometers , and spectrally-
selective detectors .
The first five of these are: similar in function to the absorption and
interference filters already discussed, in that they transmit cr desixed spectral
interval of radiation while rejecting the rest. The mechanism of rejection is
different, but there is no advantage in cost or performance in the ASS
application. (Reference ZO gives succinct, practical. descriptions of the
principle and performance of these filters .)
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interferometers and spectrally-selective detectors are different in
kind from the other spectral isoia •tion methods discussed. Since these are
conceptually attractive, some time was spent in considering their
practicality .
The principle of the use of an interferometer in multispectral scanning
can be described as £ollaws: Suppose that a Michelson interferometer with
a large collecting optic and a detector with wide spectral sensitivity were
aimed at nadir from an aircraft. if the Michelson was scanned in prsth-
di^erence} rapidly, a series of interferograms would be generated at the
detector output. The Fourier Transform of each of these interferograms would
be the spectrum of the ground area that the detector was pointed at during
each scan interval . From these spectra a number. of strap maps one detector
field-of-•view wide could be made . The number of maps would depend on the
interferomefier spectral resolution and the region of spectral. sensitivity of
the detector. Now, if a number of additional detectors were lined up in a
linear :crray in the focal plane of the interferometer, we would have apush-
broom interferometri.c scanner, capable of producing a complete set of flight
strips in ail of the resolved spectral regions s^ .in^:ltaneously.
This is the ideal, but examination cif the prac :ticaiity shows that the
optical problems of beamsplitting, path changing, rec^ambining and then
introducing the radiation to an array of detectors covering, say, 30° to 60°
is prohibitive. Second, the data rate and sampling requirement becomes
impossible with today ' s technology. ^lnd finally, it appears that unless
essentially rill the: spectral infgrxr^c^tion is needed, interferometry is not
worth while. That is, if only a small number, say 10 or 20, spectral channels
are required. the intezferometer has. little or no sensitivity advantage and a.
great number of optical-mechanical difficulties . Therefore, •the interferometer
concept was abandoned .
^:..____ . 9_
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As for spectrally-selective detectors, the atfiraction there would be to
avoid the expense, installation, and losses due to fii^Eers . There are several.
mechanisms possible in producing spectraliy-selective detectors . ane is
the u.►e of materials with different band-gaps as the junctions of a diode .
essentially, long wave radiation is transmitted, producing no signal; short
wave radiation is absorbed before it reaches the junction, producing no
signal, but intermed^.ate wavelength radiation is absorbed fn the junction
^'	 producing hole-election pairs and thus a useful signal. Ideally then, having
^	 produced such- defectors, they would be assembled for produced) in arrays
and the band-gaps would be "turned' = either electrically, thermally, or
magnetically, to produce spectral sensitivity in the desired region.
As of 1878 , it is unrealistic to expect the useful groduction and
availability of such def.ecto^ ^ arrays in the near future . ^Nhile on a iaboratory
basis, these detectors have been produced in single units, no demand has
materialized to encourage manufacture .
Therefore, our conclusion is that conventional broad--spectrum detector
arrays used wfth interference filters for spectral isolation is the preferred,
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Tne candidate ap^3cal. desig^.s for both the short wotvelerigth and long
wa^relengch sensor modu^.es are shcwra i.n Fag^^ ?-1Q rind Figure: ^-12,
respec^i^re,Iy. Tn the fol°1ov^:ng seciions ih.e'vcr^ioue :irc^decr^fs r problem areas,
.and. design coz^siderati9ns particular ^o -these desigzxs are d^.scussed aid
rationale. given fpr fl^.eiz• choice. Table 4-3 summarises these designs
4.^.^. General Suecif^.^ct^ions for Short `illTcct e^.en^^h-Sensor Modules
Specircr^ .Coverage	 0..^ to i..[l µin




4. `3.2 l^iscttss^.ori cf Design Trrtdcoffs
The basin apt^,catl elercient which allows both large field: angles crud
high resolution at low ^ nux^nbers is the spherical reflector, The yeas an for
this `prop^;rLy 3s thaz -the sphere has no particular: optical - axis ^s shoes.*n In
Figure 4-4 . consequently, spherical aberration 'is the onlp aberration
which occurs fc^r dircctions^:^ and F in the figure; this aberratitin is independent
of field angle ^i.
Fortunartely, spherical. crberrct^tion acxn be _highly coxxecxeci while ma3r_-
ta3:nzng independence. from field angle by using refracting shells. which are
concentric with the spherical reflector as shpwn in. Fire 45	 The shell.-
introduaes very little negative power into the system f while ,'the negative
surface of the shill introduces spherical aberxation opposite to that caused
by- the spherical re^lectox. ,his a result, .such a system can easily be corrected
io a i ^^nx^:lixadis^n resolutlori fax cxb: f/0 ^3 optical speed . 'Phis was in .fact
4 ; 3.3 CC1D/^fii^s Tnt^nEace
If Q cured array of detecting, elements couX,d be found crud used ut the .
image surface, the basic optical system design concept would now be complete.
Howe^rer, sli.cori wafer ^^chnology does not preseriily lend itself to fabricating
noh-plcinar geome^-ieN. In foci, presently available CCD image devices, like
`; the F'aixch^Id BCD l^l and fihe'Reticbz^ CCFD 1Q24, are avr^ilc^ble onT,g in
..:.standard_ "duQ^. in lzne" {DzP) packdges . 1^s a result, cash CC^.7 array is
strctaght, flact ^rnd fs surrounded by an obscuratiori-producing substrctie, lead
as.seanblies, eta. , _which makes ii unsuitable for mounifng directly in the
imc[ge surface us shown in Figure 4--5 Thus a means of field flattening
mush be implenr^ented. Three field flattening techniques were considered;
{rah refractors , (b^ reflextars , end (c} Fiber ap^,ics .
r
The r^fwractar c^p^roach quickly'fuils due to the very low f number
desared,^ This CtpprAach works: ^nrell for highly corrected multi-element








The reflector approach easily flattens the field but difficuli'y is
experienced in secondary mixror ok^scuration. A reflector flattener system
could be develo^eds but with. sermewhat slower optical speed, p.avvers and
resolution -than the fiber optic approach which is described subsequently.
^Iowevers as discv.ssed in ^.ec^€.on 4.3.6 ,the re^.ector approach , is the
only practical cspp^raach for the long wavelength sensors .
x . .3.4 Fiber tics Field F^.attenin_g Anpraach	 .
--
Zhe basics of the fiber optics approach are shown in Figure 4-7 .
since the .fiber optics bundle i;s a thin blade in the plane of the paper, very
lithe. light is blocked out of the entrance pupil by the fibers . The blade
could be supported by -thin stalks perpendicular to the plane of the paper. If
fiber optics ware available ^vr the entire required spectral coverage (0.4µm -14µm) ,
°then this field flattening technique could be used for both the long and short
wavelength sensors. ^Sowever. at present, only short wavelength coverage
can be accomplished wi^'i. -the above fiber optics system. In the near future s
i ` it is expected that lR fiber optics will becoane generally available. in the
meantime, an aiternafe and practical. optical design approach for the long
wctvelengch sensors is necesscxry and il!3.s app^oac^: is described in ^ec#^.an a • 3.6
^	 .
'Figure 4-8 is a sketch of tb,e fiber optics array requixed as part
of the fvcc^^. plane assembly for tie short wavelength sensors „ Two fabrication
problems efts cxnt3cipa^ed .
s :the first is the arranger^tent o^ t:he Albers v^ith theix` awes ^.ying along
radial - lines in -th.e focal surface while matintctini.ng an adequate: packing and
mctfing factor; the s3,gni^^.cance of. this . p^ablem is as follows:
i ^.._. 	
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`^'he f^Q .8 op^I^al speed represents an acceptance angle of ^2 ° . if
th^s eras of individual fibers cou3d be square to the apt^,cc^l cx^i.s, cell . of -the
` f^O.S bundle ^.s easily accepted° At the .ends of the field, the fibers w1.11
have to he tw.:nod somewhat to face. the f/0 `^ bundle or else the acceptance
angle veil]. be exceeded with ^:as s >of sight in the ciaddi.ng as shorn in
-
	
	 ^'iguz^e ` 4-g	 '^1^edg^ng the edges of a f^,ber recluses -the acceptance angle
:for cane ^iae t^f the f/O o B hurc^^.e .
T e ,, ^h s ..cond problem was the mechanical inter ace between the CCD
detector array and the fibers op^^s bundle . Since the optical - rays leave the
bundle at a divergent angle, the fiber ends must be situated closer than x.12
the. elemental det^ctar width (6-.5 µrn. for the. CCD. 13:1} to the detector surface
so us nod to result. in significant energy spillover and sens^.tivity degzadation,
As the Letter in Appendix C reveals , we have- contacted Galileo, Znc .
o:c Sturbridge, Mass . , manufcscturers of .fiber optics to revie^±r the above
recuirements and. obtain a quvtcttion for this .
 fiber opt^.c array.. As indicated,
a positive response as to .the- array`s manufacturab^,lity was obtcxined using
T3 µ^ square fibers arranged in a lane. array. ^xheir response applies to 16µm
fibers cis well.} The abvve^stated requirement for fibers lying along radial
xines wlll be achieved by slitting one edge of the fiber bundle into a discrete
numbex of ^.^;tt elements as shaven in. Figure 4 W6	 the end of each flat
element is then ground ihta a cylindrical radius of 1.3 cm. Each element is
- :then epo^i,ed par^^llel to aradial-direction with the bundles overlapping as
req^tixed tv ctlZaw clearance for the converging bundles . Wi.tla this approach,
the end fibers- in ea^^h elemental bundle ^riZ1, only be a i'eYnr degrees from the
r^xdial ox^.entcctiora, thereby minimizing the loss of aperture in the ,converging
c^pttcai ^aeam, due .




Regarding the interface between the fiber bundle and the Cv.0 array:
Tn discussions that we have had with Galaleo, they have suggested that the
f^.bers could physically touch the CCD elements and/or be optically couple^a
^o 'she e^.ements i.e. , „ immersed"^ by usang a transparent epoxy. The fl,nal
approach will be decided upon an the detailed design phase.
In view of the above discussion, we belaeve the fiber optic £oval
surface transfer element is a practical component for incorporation into the
candidate shoz^ wavelength sensor module. zt as further noted that as a result
o^ the gibers being the same sire as each phatosite in the CCD array, that the
IVIT^ of the system ^rr^ll not be influenced by the fiber optic transfer element.
^n addition, it is conservatively estimated that the optical efficiency of the
fiber optic wall bc^ 50%. Consequently, the effective f number or the equivalent
T number of the system, given f/0.8, will be at worst:
Tr = 0.8 €] ^ I I
4.3.5 General Snecificatiorts for Lana ^11Tc^^xelen
—
^c th Sensor Modu3.e^
a
spectral Coverage
Total Pield of View
Resolution
^' Number




^.3 . fi Discussion_of De^^g Tra+deQ^^
As mentioned before, Tong wavelength snfrared transmitting fibers are
not currently available . However, it is worth noting that Hughes ^.rcraft
Gampany as presently working on classified research programs on TR trans--
mi^fng fi,hers v^rhich use polycrystalline core techniques and which cover
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the visible through 35 ^m spectral reg^.ons , Since these fibers are pushing
the state°of°the-art at present, eve Piave elected to present the more
conserir^-^tive reflective fie^,d flattening approach for the long wavelength
sensor. When long trraveiength fiber technology matures, then the sensor
approach d .^:fined ^r^r the short wavelength sensors mct^r be directly utilized
vv^.th its adv^^rntage:7 of higher resoiu^.an and lower f^no.
Of the seed ¢ral possible arrangements which use .a refl,ect^ng field
flatf:ener f the approach shcwn in Fig^t^re ^°ll presently appears most
prors^.sing .
The flat first surface reduces the input field angle presented to the
second surface without introducing any aberrations to a collimated input
bundle. The second surface then acts as a spherical reflector in the same
manner as discussed for the short wavelength design. The bundle reflected
from the second sux#ace is again reflected from a field flattener coating
imbedded in the refracting medium. A narrow slot in the retlect^,ng coating
of the second surface allows an exit bundle to form a flattener image plane
with a iawer f number than that reflected from the field fia^:^ener coating.
in this manner, aberrations are held to a minimum without resorting
to correction sur,^aces . The negative curvature of the fielr^ flattener does
remove same spherical aberration caused by the second surface but at the
larger field angles it introduces off--axis aberrations which can only be
reduced by means of auxiliary correction surfaces not shown in the figure.
As shown in Appendix B r this sgrstem has a Z milliradian blue circle fqr
an f/i . S exit bundle .
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if the field flattenin caatin is • a 5 U - S 0 beams litter 75 % of theg	 g	 p
input energy is last. As shown in Figure ^ -12 f, a more efficient method
uses a ? D4°f reflecting strip which cuts a slot in the entrance pupil. This
will reduce the loss to approximately 57%. .^. combination method which uses
5 Q - 5 0 ttnci I0 0% reflecting strips can reduce the loss to 5 0 % . The effective
f
j	 f/no , or Y/no . is then:
_.	 _	 1.5	
T 2.1^	 T/no .
	
^S
dl:her tradeoffs are possible which could produce approximately T/Z.5 at l.5
milliradian resolution. This system would require correction surfaces which
produce off-axis aberxations opposite to those caused by the field flattener
_
	
	 in order to reduce the blur circle for 50 ° input field angles . There is evidence
that combinations of various refracting media would be r_eeded to achieve
this end . In addition, there is not a wide variety of material available in the
long wavelength regions for all -weafher, easily fabricated systems .
An elaborate multi-elet?^ent corrector on the style of a low f/no. wide
angle photograph objective is considered to be unsuitable for purposes of this
study. Thus d^,fferen+: types of optical. corrections produce d^.fferent types of
point spread funct^ior^s which might have "r_eedle-nose" tops with wide skirts
etc. These point spread functions axe more satisfactory for photographic
purposes than for Long wavelength sensors . The wide skirt of such a point
spread function presensitizes the film in photograph systems , while in the
long wavelength case, it produces noise. Choice of the final correction
configuration will be selected during the detail design phase.
4.3,7	 tca-Me hanical Cons dera^,ans
In this ser,'cion we address the practical mechanical and material
aspects in implementing the optical design info a realizable sensor for both
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g . 3.8 Short ^V'avelength Sensor Design
Figure 4-IQ shows the construction of the candidate short wave--
IengtIa sensor. It shows a feasible mechanical packaging of the fiber optics
and the concentric corrector shell approach which was discussed in the
previous sections . The diagrams of the basic elements ,which were referred
tv those diSGlYSSions olosely parallel the final design shown in Figure 4-^.0
For this sensor- module, the optical. mrxteri,al will be Pyrex glass for the mirror
and a suitable high index glass such as Schott SF ? 5 for the ^ouwers corrector
shell. Since all surfaces are spherical and the optics dimensions are relatively
small as shown ir. the figure, no significant fabrication problems relative to
the glass elemF^nts are Q :nticipated.
The spherical reflector and corrector shell are mounted in a lens cell.
forming a complete subassemblg which moves as a unit when aligning the
optical system tc^ the fiber optics input end . The spherical reflector and
shelY are aligned to each other by shimming these optical elements in the
^:	 ^^ .lens cell. This hard adjust- a.s much more stable and permanent than
adjusting screws , especially in a shock and vibration filled environment
such- as would be experienced in an aircraft. A sped.al set of alignment
procedures is not offered at this time. However, Section 5.3.1 discusses
general concepts on various alignment methods and procedures . 	 '
interference fYl'cers are used to select a narrow band in each spectral.
region. Since these filters have a small acceptance angle, they should be
deposited on one of the curved surfaces of the candidate optical system
instead of using a separate plane sur.^ace window. This will allow these
	
Filters to operate efficiently ctt large field angles . To avoid unwantea	 '
spectral wavelengths from filling the optical interior, it is best to use one
of the corrector surfaces fox the intez^erence falter (see Fi ure ^-3g	 ^
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A f1ex13ale boot or an epoxy seal may be used between the output end
of the fiber antics and the corrector Lens cell so that all optical. surfaces
except the first (which acts as a window) would be sealed frown moisture and
dust.. 'Phis seal could be made flexible enough to accommodate changes in
barometric pressure w^.thout the need for breathers and driers, "Alternatively,
the entire sensor could be installed in a separately- sealed container with a
window to include elec*^.ronics in"a seaied environment.
Except for the .long wavelength regions where fiber optics are not.
presently feasibiel the system shown in Figure ^-l.4 is the best cpproach
fora "push broom" multispectral scanner. Any application of this system
would . involve routine developments which do not border on state-of^the-art
techniques . '^ here is note_ however, a specific mechanical packaging which
would be ideal for ail wavelengths . 11/iost systems would be based upon the
design shcwn in Figure 4- 18 but consideration rat fine details would lead the
final configuration to differ slightly for different vuaveiengths . Consequently,
the aniQUnt of detail presented in Figure 4-10 is sufficient for purposes of
this study'.
4.3.9 Long VUcivelenath Senscr Design
Figure 4-12 shows a practical mechanical implementation of the
long wavelength sensor modules incorporating the reflecting field flattener
approach discussed in Section 4.3.8. Tn general, many of the mechanical.
aspects and alignment adjustments are similar to those discussed for the.
short wavelength module . Two notable exceptions are the Selection of long
wavelength materials because of the thickness of the optics and the need for




The "solid reflectar x' optical design shown in Figure 4wll 	 for the Lang
wavelength sensor modules is coxnpos ed of relatively thick elements . Tn arder
to minimise attenuation of the 3.ong wavelength energy by the relatively th^.cic
optics , can apt^:cal material wi-^h Iow bulk ohs orpti.on in the 3 - Sµm and 8 -3.4µm
regions is required ^ the design shown in Figure a-l2	 has been ray raced
for a refractive. index of ^..7, which is representative of va^o^zs fang wavelength
k
transmissive, Iow absorption opt^.cal materials .	 See Appendix B.
	
_ .
Tn the 3 - 5µm wavelength region, several materials can be used: sapphire,
calcium fluarfde, ar bariuzxz fluoride. All of these have Iow bulk absorption 3.n
`,	 . this wavelength region and have .good optical fabrication characteristics and
good ^nvironrnental durability.
	
Tn the 8 - !4µm region, the choice of materials
.: , ^	 ^ w3.th Iow bulk abs arptivity is more limii :ed and unfortunately, many of these
_ materials, such as Ntx Cl, KC I, KBr, Cel and KI are hygroscopic. The only
other materials exhibita.ng low
	 in	 -3.4µm region which are notabsorption	 'i.he 8
hygr®scvpic are germraniuma, ZnSe (iRTTtA,lV 4^ and Cd Te ^IRTRAN 6) . However,
germanium is relatively exper.^s^,ve and must be antirer"lection coated to
-. mas^imi^e its optical throughput; ZnSe and Cd Te are even more expensive and
have an index of 2.4. 3:^urthermore, an optical system using the '!solid
reflector" concept shown ^,n Figure 4-I3 when implemented in germanium
. (index = 4j , becomes vex thick, which makes it both ex ensive and beau ,Y	 p	 Y
a,n addition ^a which, the long optical path theough the germanium will result
^.n some a^tenua^ion of the !4µm radiant energy.
Tn the. event. that any of the hygroscopic materials: are used, the
e^xcscucttivn s^:al will be placed at the entrance aperture of the system, where
=_ a re3;a^.vexy -thin germanium or Zra Se window can be located to define the
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-^:
used for the optics, the vacuum-air interface will be situated just ahead of _
.	 .,
the detector-array so that the germanium or ^n Se optics will act as the dewar
window. The final choice of material for the optics will depend upon a detail 	 ^ ^^^. -`
tradeoff- study to be conducted in the design phase for the instrument using -
,^'	 .,
such considerat%ons as : ray-trace-determined optical resolution, manufacturing ^ .'`^
^:^
tolerances, vacuvan sealing interf7ce characteristics, relative coating difficulties,
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TABLE 4-3
OPTO-IViEC^'AN:CCAL C^RACTERISTICS QF SEi=ECTED
SCAN1'^j'ER DESIG^r^VM1TA'UE^NGTHS1N'GLE	 IviULTZSPECTRAL
Short Wavelength. Long Wa^re^.ength
Characteristics Sensor Module .Sensor Module
5pea^"4ra^l Cave-rage Q .4 to 1 µm ^. µ to 14µm
1 ^.No.	 Speatrctl Bands	 Sensorof	 peg
IIIFeans of Spectra. SorCing rnter^erenoe Fi3.#er lnierxerence filter
Fxe^.d o£ View Width per Sensor 6D° 60°
Z miliiradiansI1iTax. I^lur Circle Diameter 1 miiliradian
^^ 1.5 z.z
Equivalent Focal Length 13.3 mn 5 Z ..Il ^nm
CCi3 Defector Arrci^ 1Q24r 13 µrr^ 512,	 x.404„
square elements square elements
Wei ht of Com fete Ass .g	 P	 Y 1, 2 1bs . 6 , ^ Ibs .
dousing Nxaterial ^ . AIy . AI . ALy .
Field Distos^'wion 46 ZVfap } 21 max. 2% mctx.
Dewar ^o1d. T3rne -- 12 ^s .
..,
•	 f +	 ' ^e
snap	 .^" ,^ ^^
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4 . ^ Electronics
In finis section, we will describe the electronics design which is
required tv support each sensor module in the AMS system. A key feature of
this design is its modularifiy which permits up to 24 sensor modules to be
utilized afi any one time. This artificial limit is set by the data handling
cape ilities of the selected- tape recorder; of course more than one tape
system could be e^iployed to provide additional capability.
The purpose of this section is not fio present a final electronics design
for the AMS, but fia provide a detailed systems description of fine required
electronics, along with system cansiderafiions, which may be used as a
design guide in the next phase.
^'3gure 4^I^ is a block diagram of the overall AMS system. ^I^Tlth regard
tv the electronics, it shows the relationship between each of fine independent
sensor modules and its post electronics and the pardons of the AMS system
that are common to all. Unless otherwise noted, we shall refer fio a sensor
module and its corresponding post electronics as if it were one unit called a
sensor module. With very few exceptions, the electronics design associated
with a short wavelength sensor module is identical with that of a long wave-
length sensor module . However, these differences will b'e identified, as
appropriate , in the sections which follow .
As s-hown in ^3gure 4w15 each sensor module consists of a set of
collecting optics , an in-flight calibration source, a CCA linear in7age array,
a clock interface and temperature monitors . Tn the case of the long waveW
lenr^th sensors, cryogenic cooling of the CCD array is also provided. The
1
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G^rres.poriding post . elec^onics consists or" an analog video signal processing
chain, a digital signal processing .chain with roll and V/I^ rate compensation
cxs^d ct bloc}; which formats the clatu pxior to recording on tape. In addition,
there is a tS,,ming and co^rtral block wh^:ch provides a^.1 of the timing for the
modu3^e iri syx^^h.^ai^3.sm with: cam.xi^,ands and c3.acks dent from the comrn4ri
'	 system controller. ^ousekeep:ng and GIs (bu^.lt-^in.^-test} data care niult.ple^ed
^^	 w^.th rad^©fnetrio data from the CCU array during the periodic in-flight calibration
`.	 sequence. Each- sensor module receives its do power fieoYn the system power
^	 supply-:and. locally regulates it.
Again referring to Figure 4-14, the fo,^natfed serial. data output of eech
,sensor module ^s fed to its uniquely allocated track on the system's multi.--
cizannel tape recorder. In addit^.can tv the 24 data channel inputs , the recorder
stores. TRIG-
 time ctzde information and the tape speed. clock on two of ixs four
available auxiliary channels . Sher aircraft information relevant to data
reductl.an may be stored on the other t^nro channels . The recorder`s tcxpe speed
is varied by the system controller in cxccordance with the aircraft's V/H rate
to achieve constant data packing density. The data stared on tape is subs
sequently reduced and analyzed in a ground-based computer facility. It is
cct this facility that the calibration data taken during the ground calibration
of the system is applied to the data recorded dur^.rig flight.
In order to synchronize :the operation of all of the sensor modules in
tie systorn, cc common, Microprocessor based system controller is utilized.
its clock is used as the system .
 master clack. This cantral^:er accepts roll
ax^gle :.1^^ time, code and V/H rave data from the a^.rcraft data intez^ace , lfi
uses this data to ultimately provide roll compensation and V/^ rate. correction








.	 C3} Allows sel.ec^ion of in-flight calibration dur^taon and frequency
4	 o s h th he k of eaoh sensor odule in the s stem ^oC) All w a eal G c	 m	 y
be made..
(5)' Displays various .temperature mgnitor points ^ e . g . s detector
array tem^^rcxtures ox reference source temperatures s etc.
Periodicallys the system con^soller places 9:he system in an in- flight
a } r Calibration mode-. This is done ether automatically or manually as mentioned
above. In phis calibz-cxtion x^ade, a "zero" radiance reference is placed in
front of each sensor modulea This reference may take the form of either the
protect^.ve aperture. cavern. on the system pod or a reference "flag" on the
sensor module ^,fself. In additions the system controller activates the in-flight
calibration source in each sensor module and commands each module to
multiplex i.n with the radiometric data housekeeping s BIT and temperature data .
The electronic , system considerations s detailed operation and inter-
relationship betwEen the various blocks mentioned above are described in
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4^,^`.1	 E^.e^^Ernriies Svstern Cansid.erc^tions
-
^;4 , w, 7.,. l	 3]^namic Rcxnq^ ^Considerrs^c^ons for Short WaveI.engfih,^Sensors,^
As srown in Table 4^-4 	 r ._the range cif diffuse reflectance varies
^ -: _ ap^ro^iznctte3.y 2 . $ :1 offer ^.^ shori wavelength bands being investigated .
	 Thy
Largest cnd worst case sensor irraciianc : e B	 .from ^x CAD array saturation
'^,:; ,,: maw
point. 4f vie^^r, occurs i,n viand 9 (^.
	 ^ 0.83. µm) when the sun %s normal to
c
the :scene {^ ^ sa °) and with IQd% atmospheric transmission { T = l) and
.. while. "Iookir^g' : at a near	 erfect diffuse reflectatnce {
	
= Z) .	 Tf maximump	 p
infegrati^n time ^S is seiected^ based up©n this irradiance ^ then in order to
just resolve. a ^:°f contrast crzange in a typical scene StYP (i,e, ^ sun czng7.e
45 ° f, atmospheric ^ansms sign T = 0 v B F average scene reflectance
.. p = 0 . Z) ^ixe :d^Ynarsic range required is 884:3..
	 Sind it would be desixabJ.e
,^
' to digitize the data from both. a signs]: processing -cixzd datcx handling point .
^^ of ^.ew, a 10 bit A/1^ would be required._ however cis F3.gL+re 4-3 shows,
the rnaximurn allowable tI for this worst case B	 condi#^.on i,s 3.00 µs .^nax .
Th3:s, in turn, requires that. the signal output cadresponding to each pixel
in the 7.024 element arxay be digitised qt ct l0 M^Z rate . .	 Un^4rtunately,
--, 3:'0 bit A/3^ converters with J.00 ris cor^versio^. times to not eXist at present,
hgwe^rcr r
 ^] bit cnnver^ers da a -See Sect^;on 4. ^.2 :1,
.^
Therefore, in ax^der to accommadrtte this large dynamic range,whi.].e
.,
ttt the same ^im^ oat sa^urating the ^^D azxay^ pl:ioto^i^es nor compromising
d
the :190 {of t^rpioGl scene) oal^trast r^s^i'v%r^^ cctpctbi^:;^ty of the system s t^.e
^:'
+^ -





















^w/cn? -seer x IO ^) 2	
^4 ,
tv^r/cm -seer x T U '	 )
2 Q .47 35 1.43 ^:6^
3 0.5.1 48 J..75 x..98
4 Q.55 40 1.59 x..80
5 D . 5 ^ 40 3, . 53 x..:73
6 0 , 63_ 40 1.afi ^.. 65
7 Q .67 4t} ^ .37
	
_ 1.55
8 0.72. c^. fl I.2.7 ^.. 44
9` 0.$1 94 2.45 2..77
1:0'
.















^-.: ., Each CC,D array will be operated in an automatic exposure control mode.
This mode of operation is realized by adjusting the integration time tl of the
'









adjus^men^.	 This form of control is possible since the signal output of each
j^' pho^osite is directly proportional to
	 t .I
'-	 Suppose that tl is set near 880 µsec .. so that under the typical scene
conditions , B	 , (^ W 45 ° . T w 0.8 , p = 0.2 }the signal output o^ each
typ
'	 `. ^
pixel is near saturation. Then by digitizing each pixel output into an 8-bit
^	 word, measurements with contrasts of at least 1^ may be realized. Now
;'^ -	 suppose'thctt the ave?;age brightness of the scene increases to the worst case
condition Bmax ^^	 90 ^ ` T	 p - 1 } r then the integration time must be
reduced to 1Ct0 µs to prevent pixel saturation as indicated in Figure 4-3 .
4
To adjust the integration time, the pixel outputs of each line scan^
f	 :	 ,. will be digi-tt^lly compared to a threshold value. When the number of threshold
exceeciunces goes- above a given val:^ze, the integration time will be made
:'
shorter. A simi^a^c process .will. be gone through to increase. the integration
time for less bright scenes .	 5ee Section 4.4.2.1. Due to the unpredictable
.nature. of cr scene, only •two integration times are recommended , e . g . , 100µs
and 88G µs . Manual selection is also possible.
In order to allow data reduction to be erformed with varicttlons in thep
in•^egral:ion tiz^ie, - each data word s •^ored on tape will contain an integration time
•t^^g as explained in Section. 4.4..1. ^.
^.
u	 Thus in order ^o achieve a SET of a .1 °K ox better using an 8 bit A./D
,,	 ccibver^er, the background S:e^e^. must be subtracted to reduce the dynamR c range.
tp at least 25 6 :1,:.,.
^in.ce the 8 bit Af D canv^rter which ultimately follows has an accuracy
of 0.4% f the Ievel subtradted, vB .UB , and the subsequent gain, G, in the video
buffers rn:zst have the. foJ.3.owi.ng
 relationship with the background, VBKG and
the signal. d V:
.	 ^ C v^xG ^' n,v -- vsuB } '— o . o o^
This defin,^s the gain G required provided the subtraction error is small. if
the subtxaci:ior^ error ' VBKG ^ ^^'t3B) 3 s e , then ^ we want ^ ^ to be
smaller than 10^, then the background level must be matched to within one
part in 5 x X04 ix^ the worst case (8 - 14µm) . That is:












^; .	 ^	 ^	 ^	 _ ^ _	 ;	 F	 2
:This result for an NET Qf 0.1 flK is not practically realisable because:
^l) ^'he adjustment cannot be clone ^rrith 512. analog voltage divider
bias networl^s for each detector axra^.
I (2^ The speed requ^.reme.nts aiiow only a 12 bit resolution (ane part
in 4Q^6^ digital to analog converter to be used (see Section ?.4.2.2)
and	 ^3) The Uac^graund temperature will change that much even with a
temperature cc^n#rolled bcxal^gxeund.
Therefore, it appears at present that onl^r a 1 °K NET may be recxli^ed ewer
though the detector array per se i.s capab?e of za^ore precision. However. this
should be adequate for the .AIMS applicat3.on.
^Tnte in passing mat ac coupling, although 3.nviting to consider and easy
to implementP intraduaes a difi'iculty in that the true vcxlue of the signal is last
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a o 4.1.3 ^ o^ GGD Noise M^chan^sm on Short ^h1'avelenath 5ic^nicsl Processincr
+
	
	 It is established xa^.Sectivn 4.1.2 that the signs]. to noise ratio at the
output o^ ^tYze 'CGS array :tor each pho^osa.te. is proportional. to the square root
of fihe integration t^.me, ^ . It is further shown that -^hi.s ratio is nat
degraded by subsequen^c ^aride bandwidth aanplif^i.ccrcion since the mayor noise
source is dark current noise. Gor^sAquently f onle would be tempted to allow
tl^.e integration time to increase to the gull resol^^tion element dwell time, Td , .
in order to maximize the Sf N, See ']sable 4^5, however, as is sho^nrn In
Figure 4-^3, p^ei saturation occurs much so.onero Far the oandidate
Tfl..l system and the brightest scene expected S	 in the short ^ravelength
i	 max
band (^^ = 0 . ^-1µm) , ^e maximum allowable integration time iS .only 1 g0µ5 .
Even for the typical scene Styp ` t1	88g µs max, , see Table 4-^.
Fortuncxtely, as a result o^ the-nature of the CCD noise, these short
i.ntegratian times are not a limitation on system sensitivity provided that we
integrate or average *she signals i.z1 each photosite over the entire dwell. time.
As a consequBnCe, the integration time o^ the CCD Fnay be made independent
©l: -thz V/L^ rate dependent dwell time, This is quite an important result. We
vr3.11, however, vary the CCD integration time with scene brightness to achieve
a dorm of autainatic exp®sure control, as explained in Section 4.4. i. 2.
This important absercration can be seen as follows: T^ the signal at
the end o^ an integration perir^. is S1 and the noise is NT , where Sl = a tl
and. N'^ ^ ^
	
, then the SfN Q^ the .end of the integration time is:
z ^ ^
It we now define m as the ratio o^ the dwell time, Td , to the integrcrtior.





av	 m ^	 ^I m	 m d.
since the signa^:s add Ii,r^early, and
_	
.fi
av ^ ^l	 td ^ ^^ ^ b d .
m	 ^ I m	 m
s^rice the noise increases as thy: square coat of the number o^ samples r
^here^ora, the signal to naffse of the average ^3.s:
(( S.	 __
N / av	 ^ ^ d
which is the same result as had each pi.^el been integrated over the entire
'^	 d^tell time without the phatosite satuzation restrict^,an:
As i``able ^^ ^ shosnts , the number of averages , m .varies with bath
V/H rate ctnd scene .brightness. since we cannot avez^age fractions of a sample,
the. numbers in .parenthesis represent practical values .
The required averaging is implemented digitally as described in
Section 4, 4.2.I. &csically, the averager consists off' un accumulator and a
memory. $ bit words from the AlD converter, ^nrhich represent the signal
outputs of each photasite in the ^C^ array, are added to the correspr^riding
1
1
















pixels from the last line which was previously stored in tir!emoryj the result of
eaoh addition is then returned to its corresponding memory location. .After m
cycles, the memory contains in each location the sum of the outputs for that
piyel over the dvire] l time a
The maximum .bit length of the adder and the memory location is a
-	 ciirectian t^?^'^ction of nt. The maximum number each memo location ^r7ill
contain is 2$ x m. Therefore as Table 4--5 shows , a 17 bit word z5
required to handle the largest case . Although the averaging process requires
the sum in -each miemory location to bE divided by m ^ this. is done ors the
ground to reduce the burden on the sensor electronics . However, the word
length associated with the final data in each memory 1ocu^ion will be divided
by 2 to s^orfen the word length to a convenient l6 bits, Before outputting the
contents of this memory to the tape farmatter^ roll compensation as ea^plained
In ^ect3^or3 4.4.1.5 is epplied.
7t shouid be rnenti.oned that analog techniques for averaging were
cox;sider^:d and discarded. First. cicsss;.c analog ^cveraging cannot be
practically done because 1^^4 storage elements (integrators) would be
required. Second, CCD shift rec•isters similar to the CCD 321A by Fairchild,
although having more than sufficient analog storage elements ^ cannot be
used since their cannot f by themselves . accummulate over the required





a = -^-^- -^- a2 ^- a3 ..... ^'
l i m	 m	 m	 m
is not practical for Large m because of S/N degradation. Thus digital,

































^.^k.1.4 rtnAC^r^ o^ CC7^ Noise ildte^hanis^n. and ^ ckaraund Radjation. on
7;onq Wauelenc^th Signal Processi.nq
Thc^ subject of this s ec•^ion is adequately covered in Sections 4.1. S
and 4.4..7..2 respec^^ively, with specific design recom^.endations described
in Section 4.4.2.2. Yn addition, many of the discussions pertinent to the
short wavelength sensor signal processing apply equally well to the long









3	 ^^	 )	 y	 ^ .	 ^	 awd	 ^	 h
	
^, ^	 '^	 ^	 ;	 ^
-	 .	 ^	 -	 ^	 ".
-.	 -^
zn the short wa^re^ength sensors, the 100° F^V corresponds tee 1744
p^,xels out of a maximum of 2048. Saanilarly for the long wavelength sensors ,
the lOQ° F^V corresponds to 872 pixels out of a ma^.mum of 10.24: 'thus for
aircraft roll angles of less -than or equal - -^^ X8.7 ° . roll compensation can be
realised by simply deleting from the final data outputted from each sensor,
as explained below, Chase pixels which lie outside the 100 ° F^DV. Figure ^-17
depicts this s^.tuation.
As described an Section 4.4.2.1, the digital accumulator in each
short wavelength (long waveiength^ sensor contains in its memory 1024 (512
numbers each of which represents the sum of the signal outputs , over the
dwell tame, of a given pixel, an the s ens ar' s C C D array . Since the pixel
locations to be deleted in the outputted data are a linear function of roll
angle, then only the iocataan in memory at wha.ch data outputting should end
need be kept track of to implement roll compensation. For example, if the roll
angle were 1°, then data in memory locations 85S through 1.024 would be
deleted in one of -die tyro short wavelength' sensors covering ^^he 100° FOiI,
while locations 889 through 1024 would be deleted in -the other. shus a
simple "look up" table stored in RAM, whose pointer updated once every
dwell time, would contain the last addresses to be outputted zrom memory
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^:o appro^i.mato^.y 3 .5 minutes . This is only far orie 5 a ° F QV specixaZ band
C©nsequent^;y, this ;type of recorder spstetn is imprac'^ica^..
^ ^$	 prOjeCt 273
As a practical alternat^.vE, the Ampo^ AR^170D airborne high density
d^.gital recording eystem, 'with Miller digital recorder electronics, for example,
appears -ta`be appropra.a^ef see csppertr3ix. This. system. can retard image data
o^ up to 24 tracks;._ one track bci^r^g ailated to . each sensor mcxlule . In addition,
an^illc^ry data may be recorded on ariy ane of 4 additional tracks J e . g . r ZRTG
tizr<e trade .
 and the data clock which varies with Vf H rake , This latter .clock is
`: also used to vary the tape speed in order to achieve a constant. bit pack^.ng
density. As. - Table 4w6 shows, a'maximum transfer rate .
 of 3.49 Mbits /sec.
is -required i:^. the. worst_ case.. This retarder system is capable of ^ M bits/sec.
dt a data density of 33 ..3I^ bits/3,n. With ^.0 :50f? feefi of tape available. the
maxirrium record -i^.me u^ou^d be; l7 :5 m^.nutes . This zs reasonable when one
considers that I^r IOQ°' FQV, sensor channels are, being recorded simultaneously.
Video recorders presently available, e.g. t Arvin Echo N'RR-421 1 see
appendixa have bandwidths tc^ 6 IVIHz which wlll handle the 3.49 M bit/sec.
sensor data rc^^e, They also have a channel available far timing information.
.Record. time is 6Q min. These systems are not at present adequate far retarding
multi-sensor data. However. work on 80 M bit/sec., SO min. recorders is
going nn cx^ Bell and_Ho^uell under classified con^txact, This type of recorder
is of interest because it will be able to handle multi-sensor data and provide
song recording times .
I^. ` Yight of the abo^re, we have assumed the use of a multi-hack
instrumentation recorder like- the ARl7QU, figure 4^I8 shows a possible
data .format -far the serial data input an ane track .
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4.4, 2 I3etails^of Elec, ^o^cs Design
4 4.2 .1 Short Wavelen th Sensor Module Electronics Desk. n•	 ..a	 ..^.	 ^	 ,.
Figure 4--15 is a detailed block diagxam of the AlVIS electronics . It
is referred to in the discussion v+rhich follows .
As described in Section x,1.4, each sensor module operating in the short
wavelength region will utilize a Fairchild CCD x31 linear image detector arralr.
In order to prevent photosite saturation, this 1024 element array is read out
at an effective 10 MHz rate . As discussed in Section 4 , 4 . ^, . ^. , the array` s
photosite integration time is switched between I00;^s and 880 ^s by the post
e3,ectronics depending upon the dynamic range of the scene. The CCD 131
requires a number of clacks for operation, see Appendix C. The major
portion of these clocks are generated fn the sensor module in a block called
clock interface in order fio minimize cabling and potential EMI problems . The
input to the clock inter.^ace is from fihe timing and control (T/C} processor
located in the post electronics . Besides outputting the required timing and
control signals for the analog and digital processing sections to be described
subsequently, thy: TjC processor oufiputs the integration and reset clocks for
the array. Since each sensor module's T/C pracessor operates from the system
contxoller`^ master clock, all clocking within a module is in synchronism with




	 The analog video output from the CC3^ 3.31 array is actually rea^^ cut on
two lines at a 5 MHz rate; one line outputs all of the even photosites and the
other line outputs all of the odd photosites . Each output is fed to a separate
buffer amplifier and voltage clamp as shown in Figure 4-19. In order to
minimize crosscoupling between video samples in these amplifiers to less
than l LSB of the $bit A/D converter which follows , their bandwidth must be
at least 7 , 5 MHz .
e
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cite voltage clamps operating in conjunction with the analog multiplexer
{MT.T^} and sample and hold generate a 10 MHz analog signal which is free
r'rom reset transients and reset ( KT } noise. These circuits implement, inC
practice, the correlated double s;xmpling (CDS) technique described in
Section x.1.3.	 This, of course, is in addition to their primary functions
which are described su^^sequently.
During an in-flight calibration sequence, the various temperature
monitor outputs, e.g„ CCD array temperature, aperture cover temperature,
etc. and other analog housekeeping and BTT (built-in-test) functions are
multiplexed into the main data scream through the analog multiplexer (MUX} .
The output of the MUX is fed to a sample and hold which is also clocked at
l0 MHz , see timing diagram in Figure 4-19 _ The output of the sample and
hold circuit is then fed into an 8 bit A/D converter. Because of the high data
rates involved , a TRW monolithic video A/D converter Model TDC 1007) is
utiJ^.zed . This device typically does a conversion at speeds to 30 megasamples/
second . Since the analog video i.s clocked at 10 MHz . the A/D will also be
cl©eked at this rate . See appendix for data sheets .
The output of the A/D converter is fed into a digital MUX. Dun.ng i^he
non radiometric portions of the calibration sequence, e.g., housekeeping. BIT,
etc. , the data from the A/D converter is outputted directly to a data formatter
prior to magnetic tape recording . However, dw^.ng the radiometric portions of
the calibration sequence and during a normal data run of a natural scene, the
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As described in Section 4.4.1.3, the purpose of this processing is to
restore the S/i1Z of the data collected for each pixel to that which would be
measured if the integration time could be made as long as the "scan" dwell
time without saturation. To achieve this requirement the average must:
(1} Accumulate the sum of each detector element output over a
full "scan" dwell time, Td .
(2} Vary the number of partial sums , m, in accordance with the
aircraft's V/H rate .
(3} Output data corresponding to a 50° ^OV; compensating for as
much as X8.7° of aircraft roll.
(4} Limit the size of output data word to I6 bits .
To perform these tasks in 100 ns , i . e . , the time between video samples ,
requires a "fl.ip-flap" configuration which uses two accumulators , each with a
bit capacity of 17 bits and two memories each of which can store 1024, l7 bit
words. Z'igure a-29 shows a possible implementation of this requirement.
Each memory is constructed from 1024 x 1 RAIV! devices similar to the
Fairchild 93L425 , Typical time for a read and write cycle is fi0 ns , Although
faster memories ext,st in ECL technology, we have not chosen them because
their low temperature performance is limited to 0 °C . Each 17 bit binary
accumulator uses 8 SN 545281, 4 bit parallel bincc^r accumulators , and 3
SN54182, look-ahead carry generators or similar devices. `typical enter-store
and add time is 75 ns . Adding this to the memory read/write cycle time results
in 135 ns for adding a current output of the A/D converter from a particular
detector element, to the previously stored partial sum for that detector element
and then returning the new partial sum to its memory location. Since the A/D
converter is outputting data at a 10 MHz rate , i . e . , every 190 ns , the
ie
IB
® ^ ^ ^
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above process is too slow for one accumulator/memory. Therefore, in order
to provide more processing time using these devices , the dual accumulator/
memory configuration shown in Figure 4-20 is recommended. This
flip-flop urrangemer`t, by operating on alternate A/D converter outputs, reduces
the effective processing rate to 5 MHz and consequently allows 200 ns for
the data accum^:iation process. After m cycles as described above, fihe sum
in each memory location is divided by 2 (shift right) in its corresponding
accumulator and each resulting 16 bit ward is alternately outputted to the data
formatter; thereby reconstructing the 10 MHz data rate . The overall filming
and control of the accumulator as well as the sample and hold, A,/D converter
and multiplexers are under the control of the timing and control processor.
The readout rate of the CCD array is maintained constant regardless of
the V/H rate . The only timing parameter that is changed with respect to CCD
array operation is the integration time . As described in Secfiion 4.4.1.1. , the
i,nfiegrati.on time is varied between one of two levels (100 µs and $80 µs) in
order to accommodate the maximum expected scene dynamic range, while
permitting contrasts of l% to be measured . The decision as to which integration
time to choo^^e is done automatically in the post electronics by counting the
number of exceedances that each digitized output from the array produces over
a given dv^ ell time. ^1Th^^n this number of exceedances reaches a given
number, then the integration time of the array is reduced from 880µs to 100 µs .
Conversely, when the number of exceedances fa13s below a given number,
io
	
then the integration time during the next dwell period is increased from 100 µs
to 880 µs . The logic that controls the integration time also generates a tag
on the formatted and recorded data so that ground data processing can take
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In order to conserve tape and to lessen the burden an the tape system
witzx respect to data transfer rate , roll compensation is performed in^-flight on
the data before it is outputted to the tape recorder as described in Section
4 . ^# .1.5 , Roll compensation truncates the 64 ° of radiometric data contained
in the digital acc:^mulator such that only data corresponding to S(} ° is outputted .
Roll compensation will be implemented using a ROM in which is stored the last
memory address at which data is to be outputted . The selection of this last
memory location is a function of the roll rate which addresses the ROM , The
roll data is obtained from the aircraft interface and is preprocessed in the
system controller which contains the above-mentioned ROM, The system
controller, in turn, outputs the roll compensation address to each sensor
module`s T/C proc:es sor .
The ro11 compensated 16 bit output of the digital accumulator is fed
Into the data formatter. The purpose of the data formatter is to put the data
into a farm which will allow subsequent unambiguous data reduction from
the recorded data. To do this , the formatter takes the digital data and
annotates it with the sync codes , integration time and calibration ta gs as
spawn in Figure ^-18.
The implementation of the data formatter, the integration time control
logic, as well as the T/C processor in each sensor module will utilize a
microprocessor where speed permits; otherwise discrete logic will be utilized.
Rs is shown in Figure 4--15 the sensor module and past electronics also•
contain ancillary electronics , e . g . , an in-»flight calibration souroe controller,

















As described in Section 6 . Z , the source controller for both the short
wavelength and long wavelength sensor znodules are essentially the same;
that is , it uses a conservation of charge technique to effect temperature
control. For the short wavelength ^ef^.^ar, the voltage applied to ^:he source
controller`s storage capacitor is fixed. ^IThereas in the long wavelength sensor,
if the aperture doors#
 approach is used as the radiation reference, this voltage
is n variable depending on the doors` absolute temperature. To produce a.
variable voltage, the doors' temperature is measured peri^.cally. The
system controller generates a digital word corresponding to the voltage which
should be placed on each of the storage capacitors in this system. Alternatively,
if the mizxorjsolenoid approach is used for the Tong wavelength reference source,
then as described in Section 8 , l , the storage capacitors are operated with a
fixed voltage as in the short wavelength case .
The details of BTT, housekeeping, and local voltage regulation will
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4.4.2.2 Lonq Wavelencr^h Sensor Module Elec^ron^,c Design
The design of the electronics for the long wavelength sensor module is
nearly identical to that described in Section 4.4.2.1 for the short wavelength
sensors . The major difference is the need to perform background subtraction
to achieve the desired dynamic range capability as discussed in Section 4.1.5 .
Back round subtraction is realised in a combination of di ital/analog	 g	 g
circuitry. Figure 4-21 shows one such implementation. The value to be
subtracted from each detector element output is stored in a read only memory
(ROM}. The stored values aLe determined during the calibration phase when
the sensor is looking at a unifoi':n 3^Q°K blackbody. As a consequence, the
subtraction not only subtracts the "dc" background radiation produced signal,
but also any faxed . pattern noise associated with the detector element being
processed . The ROM is controlled by the timing and control logic .
The digital output of the ROM is fed tc^ a high speed, 12 bit resolution
digital to analog converter similar to the Data Conversion Products DAC-S , The
analog output of the ROM is then subtracted from the appropriate analog video
sample from the detector array.
The subtraction is performed at the input to the video buffer amplifiers .
Assuming an even/add output arrangement for the CCDs as in the short wcve-
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5.8 MECHAI1liCAL 1^ESZGIV
The AMS System is desigred to be modular in configuration thereby
a.Ilowing for maximum operational flexibility. Tt is designed to be easily
installed in an aircraft using the standard mechanical and power interfaces .
Figure S°^. shows one possible mounting configuration.
This configuration mounts as many as 24 ^l2 pairs of) sensors in a
single pod . The final shape, mounting location and interface to the aircraft
will be worked out in the next phase . The configuration presented in
Figure 5-I allows easy access to the sensor modules and electronics package
through two access panels permifting facility in system maintenance and
subsystem removal. Since all sensor modules are independent in operation,
all 24 need not be installed or operational to allow system operation of the
remainder. Sliding doors are also provided in the pad design to protect the
optics in general and especially during landings and ^ca^;.eoffs . In addition,
these doors provide a "zero" reference for the long wavelength sensor, see
Section 6.1.4.
Aircraft roll corr^pensation of. the data outputted from the system is
provided for as described in Section 4.4.1..5. As a consequence of this
provision, the data retarded is independent of roll angle wi^:hin X8.7° . .
5 .1 Environp^ental_ Considergt^ons
The AMS System is designed to operate in the vibration and shock
environment usually experienced in any operational four engine prop-jet.
Since the AMS has no moving parts, except perhaps for a calibration solenoid
on the long wavelength sensor (see Section 5.1.4), and operates at low voltages ,
it is therefore not expected to experience difficulties in high altitude applications .
m
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All materials and component parts are selected for high reliability and to
withstand storage temperatures of -22 °F to 150 °F . The cold temperature
limit being set by the short wavelength CCD (CCD 131) , if -3 0 ° F is a firm
requirement, either the feasibility of special processing for the CCD i3l must
be undertaken or provision for heating the device made . The latter being
awkward in storage situations . Under operational conditions , the temperature
range of -30 °F to 1I O °F is easily accommodated .
The AMS is designed to operate in a humidity environment ranging from
0 to 100% humidity. All components which are affected by moisture are located
in sealed environments within the sensor module , e . g . , optical materials which
may be hygroscopic, see Section 4.3 ,9 .
As indicated above, condensation on the optics during aircraft descent
will not deteriorate the sensors , However, it may affect performance .
Provision is made in the sans or module design, see Figure 4-12 , to heat the
exterior of each sensor module to above the dew point to prevent formation
of condensation on the optics .
	
^	 5 .2 Sensor Module Desian
^^:	 ::
As stated in Section 5.0 , the AMS System has been designed to be 	 ^^:
I=	 ;:^
modular. That is , for each 60 ° F . O. V. spectral band being monitored , there
	 , ;
•>'^
is a corresponding sensor module (with its post electronics) . To cover a roll 	 ^: ; - '^+
compensated 100° F,O,^7„ a pair of sensor modules are required. The AMS 	 ^-'^ ^_"-
System can accommodate as many as l2 pairs of modules . All modules are
	 ^'^'




Sections ^ , 3.7 , 4.3 .8 and 4.3 . a describe the optical design aspects and 4.4.2.1
.,
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S .3 Optical A gnment Considerations
+w ^





















5 , 3 , ^. Short Wave Sensor Optical Ali nment Gonsidercctions
In this section we will present some general optical alignment con-
siderations as they apply to the specific sensor design approach discussed
in Section q , 3 , 8 , As stated earlier, it is not meant to be a procedure but
it is meant to support the design and show that it is practical.
The various optical properties of the optical elements themselves can
be used to act as indicators for the positioning of the elements . For example,
as shown in Figure 5-2 which shows the fiber optics removed, the pointer
and return image coincide only at the center of curvature of the spherical
reflector. The overall approach is building up the assembly one step at a time.
First, the spherical reflector is positioned alone and carefully checked with a
rotary table, alignment telescope, pointer, etc, The corrector shell element
is teen introduced . If difficulties arise, the elements are reshimmed if
ecessary, until a complete and checked system is obtained . For those sensor
modules which require filters which are opaque to the eye, a clear glass
corrector shell, manufactured to the same tight tolerances as the actual
corrector shell, will be substitued during this phase of the alignment, Upon
completion, the actual corrector shell to be used is introduced .
The complete lens cell subassembly is then assembled to the main
housing with all ad3ustments at mid position. The detector array and fiber
optics subassembly is then assembled through the slot at the top so that the
spherical end of the fiber optics bundle faces the spherical reflector.
The detector array assembly must be hard mounted to the main housing
by means of pins or shoulder screws so that subsequent removal of the unit
does not upset the alignment of the firer optics to the optical system. The








"	 system must have the same spk:eri.cal radius to within the size of one array	 °°l '
element . optical measurement techniques can be used to determine the ;. r'.
^^ _'^
radius of the optical image; then the fiber optics radius can be adjusted by 	 # :;
controlled polishing procedures .
Since the input face of the fiber optics and the image surface are both
spheres of the same radius , it is only necessary to make their centers coincide
for proper alignment . Consequently, only three degrees of freedom are needed
between the two subassemblies . The three adjustments could be divided between
the two subassemblies but as Figure 4-1Q shows , all three adjustments are
on the lens cell . They are essentially X, Y, Z linear adjusts . ^s stated
previously, shim adjusts are always preferred over screw adjust wherever
it is convenient or possible.
Although a dummy detector array fiber optics subassembly might be
used to monitor the image with a microscope at the output end of the fiber
optics as shown in Figure S-3 ,
	
it is better to monitor the electrical output
	 ;^- ^
of the detector array to verify overall performance of the completed assembly. 	 ''- ^
The general setup shown in Figure 5-3 will be needed during the alignment	 ^;
of the optical image to the fiber optics array . The rotary table eliminates the
need for a wide angle high resolution target projector but the entire field
cannot be tested simultaneously. Significant portions of the field can be
sampled at one tame far aligz^nent purposes .
When this adjustment is complete, the side supporting stalks for the
fiber optics are inserted and adjusted so that they are within a few thousandths
of the fiber optics . This can be monitored by watching the adjustment through
the front corrector with a jeweler` s Loop . The corrector has very little power
and acts more like a window. ^f optically opaque narrow band pass filters axe
used on the corrector, side looking holes in the main housing and lens cell
u	 k1 f
,.
^ti	 .....{L	 ^	 .__,' _... ,..
.__.	 _ ....._..._...i ._. ^ -.
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will have to be used to watch the feet of these stalks . The electrical output
signaZ.s, the turns count on the stalk, plus the jeweler's loop would all be
used to bring the stalks into contact with the fiber optics without misaligning
the system.
Final boresighting of the sensor assemblies consists of aligning the
optical axis with a main housing flange . This can be accomplished by a pair
of wedged shims (not shown in Figure 4-10 )and the general setup shown in
Figure 5-3 .	 Auer the adjust, the shims are pinned to the flange to allow
interchangeable installation of any sensor which has a boresighted mounting
.^	 surface .
5 .3.2 i^ona Wavelength Sensor C^tical ^'llirrnment Considerations
The purpose of this section is to identify any particular alignment
consideration that pertain to the long wavelength sensor design shown in
Figure 4-12. Again, it is not meant to be a procedure but to support the
design and show that it is practical. Many of the general techniques for
aligning long wavelength optical systems apply here, as do some of the
considerations discussed in Section 5 .3.1.
The sensor is mounted on a back cover plate which can be adjusted for
aligning the sensor elements to the optical image plane. A sham is used for
axial adjustment. Side screws produce any X, ^' adjustments required .
The fabrication of the optics could be treated in the same manner as
that used for a simple doublet with both elements of fine same index. In c^:se
there are cementing difficulties, a small air space between the element would
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If sepaa^te elements ar8 used, side screws could be used to adjust
them with respect to each other. ^n addition, the centers o^ the twn spherical
surfaces determine an optical axis which must be perpendicuir^r to the fiat
first surface. Genercxl techniques similar to those discussed under the short
wavelength approach can be used in this case too,
r	 ,^
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5 .4 Power . Wei t a d ^Tolume Bitdvet far the AIMS System
The AMS System can be characterized as being comprised of lour major
subsystems . These subsystems and the contribution to the power, weight and
size of the total configuration is as follows with reference to Figure ^-15:
fl} Sensor Modules -One of these modules will be required for each
60 ° spectral band to be monitored , The CCD ser_sor, the clack interface,
and the calibration source will consume 2 watts maximum and require minimal
board space and weight. All power will be supplied externally.
t2} Pyst E ctr..,^on^^ - One post electronics unit will be required for
each 60 ° spectral band to be monitored . Each one of these housed subsystems
will weigh approximately 1S lbs . , consume 58.5 watts , and will be housed in
a 7.5" x 10.5" x 12" enclosure, The greatest portion of the power consumption
in this system is due to the levels required by the data formatter and the
accumulator/memory blacks . Since the data rate to each bank of the dual
accumulator/memory is 5 M bytes per second, high speed logic devices were
essential in its implementation, High system power consumptions must result
when high system throug^iput rates are required . As the power and configuration
breakdown shows in Table 5-1, the wattage consumed by these two high-speed
digital subsystems i s
 41.5 watts which is 71^ of the power consumed in the
post electronics package .
(3) System Cori o ^ r - Only one 8080 microprocessor package is
required for up to 24 system monitoring channels; each channel, as stated,
previously, consisting of one sensor module and one past electronics module.
This controller will require l0 watts of power for itself and approximately 20
watts for the aperture door motor drive (s} in the system. This package will
reside in an enclosure with dimensions of 4" x 10.5" x 12", and it will






















(4) Power S st_nnler -This package wfal supply power to each o€ the
three system elements listed previously, In fine system's maximum con-
figuration, it will have to supply 1482 watts . A switching supply o€ this
magnitude will weigh approximately 100 lbs . in a 12" x 12" x 24" enclosure.
The A/C source supplying this power supply w111 have to deliver approximately
2.1 I:w to it, assuming ca 7Q^ power supply efficiency.
(5) Tcs a 1^Q^i4order Sv^t . -The tape system will also derive its power
directly from the support vehicle . Only one unit will be required for 24 channels
o€ information. The Ampex Model AF2-1700 will consume 490 watts maximum,
weigh 147 lbs . , and will be packaged in two militarised enclosures . One
enclosure houses the tape system and is dimensionally 2Q" x 16-1/'^" x 15" .
The second enclosure houses the electronics package and is dimensionally
10" x 10" x ;4".
A summary o€ the data presented above is listed in Table 5^-1.
Project 2738 _:.- _=.,^.
TABLE 5 -1 -"^ "` ""` '"'`'-
AMS SYSTEM POWER, WEIGHT A1TD VOLUME BUDGET _ 'w
a	 . ^^
^^
T . Sensor Module
-
L^^
(a} Power 2 watts ^	 ^
(b) Trdeight (electronics only) 2 lbs .
".,^
^^^
ic) jlVeight (short wavelength} 3 .2 lbs , ^
,_ ^
j
{long wavelength) 8.0 lbs . _ ^_^^
(d) Size (electronics only) 2-1/2" x 4.5" x 6" ^`^
_ ,_.
TT . Post Electronics = -
(a) Power 58.5 watts _4:=
(1)	 Data Formatting 15 watts ^:
.^ .
(Z} Dual 17 Bit P-caumu3.ator/Memory 26.5 watts .^`s:
(3} Sample ^ Hold ^ Tntegration Time Lagic 5.25 watts `;^




.'(S) CCD Timing Generator 3 .25 watts -_. ;^`
(S)	 Sources ar^d Controllers 5 watts ^ 3^ ?"
c.^-	 ^
(9} Assorted Irrterface IC's 2.5 watts ^: F ====
^.




(c) Size 7.5" x 10.5" x 12" - _ _
^TTI. System Gantroller Y}
(a) Power 3 0 watts
(1}	 Electronic Control 10 watts a _ ° :.;















IV. System Power synx^ly
(a) Power Required from Vehicle {except tape system)




(a) Power (from vehicle)
(b) Weight
(c} Sipe
Vl.	 IVIs^^,^Sy^^ems Fower and Wei.g^,^t Sn^^,ficativn_
{^'vr 24 Channel System - I6 Short Wavelength Sensors
B Long Wavelength Sensors)
(a) Power	 2600 watts






















Z .1 kw max .
1482 watts
100 lbs .
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6 , Q CALTfl^ATION
5.1 In-Flitrht Calibration
6.1.1 Gaiib _ on P,^,,QsQAh^
The purpose of the in-flight calibration source is not to provide an
absolute calibration of the system but only to check for gross variations in
CCD detector array responsivity and, in general, optical system throughput.
In this approach ^ .he calibration source will serve as a transfer standard and
consequently will not be designed to be an absolute radiometric reference.
We may adapt this calibration philosophy because the in -flight calibration
source will be simultaneously viewed by at least 512 CCD detector elements
in Each sensor module. ^1s a direct result of these large numbers of simul-
taneous measurements and the monitoring of the temperature of the array as
well as that of the aperture cover (to be described subsequently) ► the state
of operation of the army and of the sans or module can be deduced with a high
degree of confidence, even if one ©r more elemental detectors were to fail.
This concept cannot be implemented in a single detector or small multi-detector
array because of the limited number of independent measurements which can
be made . This calibration approach is described as follows
^1s part of the ground calibration sequence as explained in Section 6.2.
an in-flight calibration of each sensor module is perFormed and data collected .
fly correlating the in-flight calibration performance data measured during a
normal flight with that data obtained as part of the ground calibration
sequence ^ the health of the sensor module under test can be determined .
Further correlations between the spectrally independent sensor modules in
the calibration environments can also be made in the same way to provide
additional information on which to evaluate sensor performance. It is these
correlations taken over large independent numbers of detector elements that
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5.1.2	 General Considerations _;




the calibration be performed against a "zero" reference level. 	 This reference '^=-'^
FOV
^^-^
level usually requires the aperture to be covered or the sensor's	 shifted V;^:
so that the viewed scene radiance is prevented from reaching the detectors . ,``^,'.?
Y This is usually achieved by placing a shutter vane in front of the aperture or 4	 'i^
:^ by moving the detector's FOV onto the reference, '.
. ^_ However, in this case, where we would use multiple sensor modules ^'.,_^
which contain no moving parts , the incorporation of multiple , s olenoid-operated
shutters does not appear to be a desirable or an optimum solution.
Rather, we would envisage that the protective motorized aperture door
covers shown in Figure 5_l be commanded closed during in-flight calibration.
With their inside surfaces insulated and painted black, this would place a
relatively constant temperature source at the entrance aperture of alI the
optical modules; the temperature of the door would be monitored ,
For the short wavelength sensors , since this cover wi11 be at ambient
temperatures and will emit only in the long wavelengths , this will represent
a true, non varying, "zero" background radiance level. On the other hand,
the long waveaengti; sensors will output a d . c . signal proportional to the
radiance emitted by the black cover (which is a function of its absolute
temperature) . However, because each cover's temperature will be relatively
constant over the longest expected FOV dwell time {4U ms}, due to its high
thermal mass, an adequate indication of the long wavelength detector array's
uniformity of response can be obtained . This will be done by irradiating each
element in the array with a short pulse of radiant energy. The resulting pulse
will appear superimposed on this d„c. level at the array's output, so that
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the temperature of the door, (See Section 6.1. ^ .) The same technique will.
be utilized for the short wavelength sensors . I^owever, the resulting pulse
will be outputted on ess entially a zero d . c . level (dark current level) as
mentioned above. The implementation of these short radiant energy pulses
will be discussed subsequently for the short and long wavelength sensors ,
6.1.3 Short Wrt length Sens^^s
Short wavelength in-flight calibration is achieved by passing a pulse
of current through a helical coil of platinum wire mounted inside the aperture
stop (see Figure ^1^-10 ^ with the loop diameter being slightly larger than ':he
,
aperture dimension. In this way. the entire fiber optic focal surface is flooded
equally with source energy and the reflectance of the mirror is checked as we11.
It is envisaged that the source will be pulsed by discharging a capacitor through
it as described below, thereby genezctinq a pulse of "light" energy without
usin; mechanical shutters . The resistance of the calibration source will U^a
set by using the appropriate wire thickness and coil length, The loop
resistance-storage capacitor RC time constant will determine the average
pulse width of the calibration pulse . The peak energy will be set to obtain
a calibration source mdiance which will produce in each elemental detector,
a signal which lies approximately in the middle of its dynamic range.
The worst case requirement with respect to radiant power of the source
for the short wavelength calibration source occurs at 0.2µm. At this wave-
length, the source must produce a radiant power on the aperture of the corres-
ponding CCD array of 6.21 x 10 -11 watts . This power corresponds to 50°.G
of the peak mdiant power expected at 0 . ^2 µm and consequently exercises the
signal processing midway in its dynamic range for the typical scene, Btyp.
condition. This radiant power, P D , was calculated as follows:
PD
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Btyp	 =	 1 .2 x 10 4
 w/cm2 -star (see Table 4-^4) `''




4`	 ^ AO	 =	 area of collecting aperture = Z .47 cm Z ,e>^
,':_^^
=	 =	 0.5^0	 optical throughput :^.^














annulus having a projected width of 2 mrr^.	 The source, therefore, will have a ;^:;:^
"^;;
total area of ar x 2 cm x 0.2 cm = 1.25 cm Z and is consenratavely estimated ^j
.r,'.;;
to have an Emissivity of 0.4, when the black body cavity a^taon of the wire ^'`:^.





Provided platinum wire can repeatedly reach a temperature of 190 ^ ° K
without degradation, this approach will be utilazed; alternatives are discuss:^d ':_-t
^^below.	 Now, conservatively assuming an optical throughput of 0.5, the .
_;
radiant power of the source , P s , seen by each detector in the 0 , 42µm CCU
^	
-",^
array is calculated as follows: °^^^ ^^
^;












NS	=	 emitted radiance of I900° black body source at 0.42 µm w ':^'
1.43 x lO r2 w/cmz-star-µ
;^
^ .. .:.	 'y	 -..	 ^	 '^	 _ .
::'"
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a^	 = s ecfral bandwidth = 0.0275 µmp
92	= elemental FOV = lµ star
As
	= source area = 1.25 cm2
^0	= optical throughput = 0.5
:.	 P	 = 9.8 x 10 _ 1 ^' watt s
s
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'his power is 1.58 times the radiant power, P te , required. Therefore,
a slightly lower source temperature than 1900 °K can be used nor the in-flight
calibration of this sensor.
In the above, we have assumed that the in-flight calibration for each
sensor would be carried out at 50°^ of the expected maximum signal level
corresponding to Btyp for that sensor. However, one could, in the interest of
lowering the source temperature, relax the in-flight source emission require-
ments on the shortest wavelength sensor by reducing the calibration level to
Z0^ - 20 °^ of its maximum signal value. This is possible since, as shown
in Figure 4-3
	
the expected worst case noise level will be 3.6°^ of the
maximum signal expected .
Alternatively, we could have used instead of the platinum wire source,
a parallel array of "Pinlite" tungsten Iamps (see Appendix C} operating at
240G °K. Operating these lamps at temperatures higher than 2400 °K greatly
reduces their life expectancy. This approach would allow a 45:1 reduction
in the surface area of the required source . iTowever, due to the extremely
small size of the "Pinlite" lamp filaments, an array of from 50 to l00 '^iniite" 	
'°;-.'lamps would be required . This results in a difficult fabrication problem with 	 '-'t
4
respect to pac^Cing this number of lamps in Close proximity to the 13 mm diameter
aperture periphery .
^.
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Two other source configwrations under consideration are a specially	 ^`'^,^^
^!^;^fabricated annular xenon flash tube or an annular evacuated tungsten camp . 	 ^^^`
'	 Both approaches require cr^mponent development.	 ^^'"^`-r'
At the present time, because of its simplicity, we favor the use of '^;
the platinum wire source at same reduced dynamic range factor, which
provides an adequate safety margin with respect to source degradation.	 ^^^^^
„^
However, a problem that will have to be addressed in the detail design
phase regardless of which approach is finally selected, is the rapid change in
radiance at 0.42µm as a function of source temperature. The cooler the source
temperature, the worse the problem. This occurs because this wavelength is
situated at the short wavelength edge of the Planck blackbody curve where the
spectral radiance varies as a high power of the absolute temperature {in °K) of
the source . {See Figure 6-1 . } Regardless of the approach, the capacitive
discharge scheme for controlling source temperature looks quite attractive for
this application as discussed below.
jJsing this conservation of energy technique, a capacitor, C, is
charged slowly to voltage V0 . The energy stored in the capacitor is then
°4.2 . Since the peak temperature of the source is established by the
energy delivered to it, then we can, by dissipating this energy in the source,
precisely control the temperature of the source as a function of time . This
scheme has xhe added advantages of being simple to implement and less
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fi .l . 4 Long Wavelength Sensors
As was discussed in Section B ,1.1, the in-flight calibration source
for the long wavelength. as well. as the short wavelength, sensors is intended
to check for gross variations in detector responsivity and aptical system
throughput.
one possible implementation of this calibration source, see Figure 4-12
is quite similar to that shown for the short wavelength sensors . Here too,
a helical coil of platinum wire or nichrome surrounds the aperture stop and is
energized by the discharge of a capacitor through its resistance, thus
generating a single pulse of radiant energy. This radiant pulse emits rays in
all directions some of which lie parallel to the ray bundles focused by the
optics on the detector array. Hence, this source configuration checks the
throughput of the entire optical system except for the entrance window. As
was the case for the short wavelength sensors, this configuration uses no
shutters or other moving parts . Again here too, the capacitor and coil
resistance values will be set to generate a radiance pulse which will generate
an elemental detector signal at some fixed level in its dynamic range .
Using this configuration, the main difference between the long wave-
length and the short wavelength source is the lower required source temperature.
For the long wavelengths , the maximum diffuse scene temperature expected is
only 33O°K, Consequ^zntly, the source is operated near this temperature and
either tie platinum wire source , which can be blackened with a high temperature
paint, or a nichrome wire source will work quite satisfactorily and reliably.
However, unlike the short wavelength source which operates against a "zero"
radiance reference background, the long wavelength sensor sees its in -flight
calibration source against a background radiance which is a function of the
_^-^	 ^-^-
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i	 II	 1Eaperture doors temperature in this closed position. The temperature of
these covers may vary and be as high as 4:0 °C (1 l0 °F} . Therefore in order to
make the in-flight calibration of the long wavelength s ens ors meaningful ,
the peak source temperature will be adfusted in each sensor to produce a
signal whose level is fixed at 75^ of the maximum signal expected for that
sensor.
Expressed .in equation form for the long wavelength in wflight calibration
^^	 source:
DR N
max ^ Nbk + ^ Ns9'
where fora 9µm sensor, for example:
DR	 = the dynamic range factor = 0.75
Nmax	 r '? .6 x IO
-3
 "°rfcm2 -star-µm at the maximum expected
radiance of the scene (330 °K} at about 9µm
N	 = the radiance of the aperture coverbkg
I x 30 3 w/cm2 -star-µm (300°I^ at 9^.m
Q Ns
	- the required radiance produced by the long wavelength
fn-flight source at about 9µm
or	 a Ns 	= DR Nmax _ Nbkg
:.	 d Ns	= (0.75) (^.. 6 x l 0 -3 } -^- I x l 0 -3 = 0.2 x 10 -3
Consequently, the fn-flight caYibration source must increase the
radiance of the aperture cover background at 9µm by about 20`k, . In other
words, the source must make each elemental detector see a 307°^ source
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a
The major advantage of the above implementation is that it is simple
and contains no moving parts . One possible disadvantage, however, is that
the background reference radiance is a function of the ambient temperature of
the covers . As a consequence, long term comparisons between sensor data
must always be corrected far the temperature of this background as well as
requiring the electronics to adjust the source capacitance voltage Vag
appropriately to achieve the 78°^ dynamic range factor.
Aside from insulating, as best as practical, the side of the covers
facing the sensors, the only other approach to providing a better controlled
and/ar closer to zero radiance reference is by using a front surfaced mirror
attached to a solenoid . This solenoid would have to be attached tv the
sensor housing and "swing" the mirror into place for a calibration. 1rVith the
plane mirror in place at the effective center of curvature of the optic, the
cooled detector arnay sees itself ar 77°K so that a cold reference is thereby
attained. Although straightforwaxd to implement, it introduces a moving part
into a no moving parts system. tit it does have the advantage of providing
a true long wavelength radiance reference close to zero.
Figure 4-12 ,which shows the design of the long wavelength sensor,
shows it without a solenoid. Once the thermal interface definition of the
aperture doors on the AMS pod are firmed up during the design phase, then a
final decision as to which way to proceed may be made .
6 . Z Ground Calibra^^on
As discussed in Section 6 . l , the purpose of the periodic in-flight
calibration is to determine the general health of the AMS system, That is,
its primary purpose is to check out each sensor module and the central data
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main^enc^nce or recalibration is required or is necessary, The purpose of
this section is not to present a detailed calibration procedure but to id®ratify
those general requirements which are rt^levant to the ground calibration of the
AMS system.
The ground calibration pra^ ►ldes thQ necessary calibration data which
will bc^ used in interpreting the optimum performance from the system. CCD
based sensor systems ,such as fihis one, beccxuse of the large number of
detQCtors in cony one array and the number of arrays required Cone for each
spectral region) ► raquirQ substantially more calibration measurements to be
processed than their single. double, or triple detector electro-mechanically
scanned predecessors . Fortunately, the built-in data racquisition capability
inherent in the A1iiS system, coupled with the presumably readily accessible
ground-based computer processing available, make the large quantity of
calibration data needed for ground calibration quite manageable,
^^ .
- ^ ^	 Atypical calf oration setup would contain a calibrated blackbody or 	 ^'^
lamp source, an unobscured off-taxis reflective collimator and a Stapp®r
	 -
motor-driven single-axis rotary table, which wi11 sequentially illuminate
oath detector elemont fn the array under computer control , These calibrations
would be conducted at various ambi®nt temperatures . The ccrlibmted radiation ;,,
source used in conjunction with the off-axis collimator would be a IOQ^°C
black body similar to the Harnes Model 11-ZOiT for the near and far IR and
a xenon lamp for the shortQr wavelengths .
Because of the lar a «umber of re etitive measure nts reg	 P	 me	 quirad to
`	 C: j	 calibrate tho sysfiem, a cornputQr must bQ utilised both to control th©
'°^`	 [^
calibration sequence, cis we11 as to acquire and reducQ dcsta, and output
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Provision would be made fn the sensor module design to accept a
specific set of calibration commands from the computer to allow for a more
efficient calibration sequence, For example, it may be desirable to reduce
the number of aCGUinulatians , m . made during a test run to speed up the
ground calibration process . Normally, it is dictated by the V/H rate as
described in Section 4.4.1.3. xn addition sfnoe the sensor modules normally
output only 50° of data, it will be necessary to vary the roll angle data input
in order to calibrate the sensor over a full 60° . The details of this interface
would be worked out in the detailed design phase .
As in any imaging system, the key performance parameters are noise
equivalent contrast for the short wavelength sensors or alternatively noise
equivalent temperature for the longer wavelength sensors , dynamic range
and res o^ution .
Calibration would be carried out over the entire operational temperature
range C-35°C to 44°G) using the temperature monitor outputs from each sensor
module to correlate data runs . The calibration over temperature is particularly
important with regard to CCD array performance as discussed fn Section
For each detector element in an array ^ the following parameters will be directly
or indirectly measured:
1. Dark current levels
2. Random detector noise
3 , Pattern not s e
4. Responsivity
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During th® post fiic^ht data: reduction process, the de^ta collected in-tiight
will be corrected f®r Parameters 1 and 3 above +
 which offset the meaGtired data
in Qr^ch detector element; and fc^; Paramatsr ^ which ^raries the gain of th®
measured data in each d®tsctor element. Parameter 2 directly affects the
NS^1p and th® NST of the particular sensor modals and Paretmater 5 is
measured indir^tctiy.
Tn addition, the response of th^a sans®rs to t^1e in-flight calibration
sours® will bc^ recorded and correlated to the primary cali^iratic^n described
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N	 LEN	 E E R COQ N'G7,0 LO G WAVE GTH D T CTO	 LT
As indicated in Section 4 ,1.1, the detector arrays which are sensitive in
the long wavelength spectral region all require cooling fio at least 77°K, with
extrinsic silicon detectors requiring cooling to 25 °K - 50 °K. Although various
refrigeration systems exist for achieving temperatures well below 77 °K, a .g . ,
Vuilleumier and Stirling, we believe these would prove to be unsatisfactory for
an airborne multi--sensor module system like the AMS because of their complexity.
Consequently, we have rejected further consideration of extrinsic silicon detectors
£or the present and ,have concentrated our study of detector cooling techniques
to those which maintain detector temperatures at 77 °K or above .
Tn this category are liquid nitrogen (LN G ) and thermoelectric coolers .
A four-stage thermoelectric cooler will practically achieve a cold surface
temperature of 220 °K with its base at about 6D °C . This type of cooler is the
most satissactory for the AMS application, since it requires no operational
maintenance . However, the sensitivity or D^ of most detectors in the 3 - S ^m
!,
	
	 ar^d 8 - 14 ^m regions £cells off rapidly above 77 ^K. Although the NET calculations
made in Section 4.I.5 indicate that NETS less than 0.1 °K may be realized at 7?°K,
^,
	
	 we hesitate to attempt to extrapolate the performance to higher temperatures until
better long wavelength detector data is available . Consequently, we will
conservatively operate the AMS long wavelength detector arrays at 77°K,
f
	
	 To achieve this temperature several LN 2 cooling techniques are available:
manually filled dewars, demand cryostat cooling, constant feed cryostat cooling.
For the AMS application, we recommend the manually £filled dewar technique .
Dewars with various hold times up to 12 hours are practical depending on detector
area and power dissipation. As indicated in Figure ^-12, a dewctr similar to the
CA FR-13 type with a hold time of 12 hours was selected . Access to the dewars
for filling is provided by convenient access doors in the AMS mounting assembly,
see Figure 5-l. This type of cooling approach has been time-proven to be reliable
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The demand and constant peed aryostctt systems were not recommended
since their operation depends directly on the purity of the gaseous nitrogen
used. Because of this and based upon our experience, this type of system is
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8 . Q CCI^FCLU'SIUI^3S
The design of the AM5 system as described in this sfiudy represents
a practical implementation of a state^of^the^-art instrument concept thcrt
if not totally manufacturabla today will certainly be in the early 1980s .
^^^^
This design provides a no^moving-parts multispectral scanning 	 {^
capability through the exploitation of linear array charge-coupled device
technology and advanced electronic signal processing techniques . It
provides a system that has the folJ.owing mayor advantages:
. I0:1 V/H Rate Capability
120 ° FaV at V/H = Q . 25 rad ./sec .
I - Z mrad Resolution
High Sensitivity





24 Channel Data Acquisition Cai.^ability
These key advantages stem from the AMS "s
 superior optical design which
through its unique fie3,d flattening techniques allows wide field of view to be
achieved at fast f/nos . for bath the shorfi and Iang wavelength regions . In
addition r its electronic design allows , through its digital signal averaging
technique, maximixatian of signori to noise performance over the entire VjH
rate range .
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1.0 SCQp^
This is a preliminary dm^sign speci^ivatian ^Qr an advanced multispectrctl
sactnner desig^'^ed for use on can Qircra^fi for remote sensing purposes . It measures
c^tid c^lleafis dcafia in a wide field o^ wiew, over a range o^ spectral recJions
exfiexlding ^'rqm 0.4µm t^uough ^^ µm, using an el8ctronic scanning taahnfque .
t^nQ sensor madtile is required ^oY• each 60 ° specfiral region being manic©red .
All dafia aoldersfied i.n-^^ligh^t 3s sfic^ced on magnetic fiape for subsecluen^ dafia
reduafiion purposes .
^ .0 Al'PLICA>3^fi DQ q^ MENTS
The AN1S will be designed fie m eefi fibs Qonstrucfiion, relialailifiy, and
qurtlifilr ctssurctnce standards aufilined in apprapriafia NASA and MIL type
dacumenfis which will be defined ctnd osficsblisl^ed prior fio entering the design
phase ,
^ .0 G^N^IZAL C23^iRACT^1tTSTICS
3.l 5^.4'C^S^ ^er^1^t^^,^m
The AMS uses a pusiabroom sc^xnning fiocllniquQ in which a linear array
of defieafiar tiZemnnfis is orienfiad at righfi angles to the aircresffi's line of t'light.
Tt3e defiecfivr vri^:y is locafied in fibs foocti plane of an aptical sysfiem and the
^rrat^nd b :14w is imaged upon fibs dvfi®ator array . As the aircraft moves , side
by std© erects on the ground core sca^^tnod in fi^^© cross track dira^:tion by
elocfiranically scanning the array. As a consequenc® o^ such an arrangement,
cfi^^ erects on fibs Around are view$d for the full ^l^I rate d$pendent dv+rall time.
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^ .^ 3^c^^t^^ ^.^',^^^^^ ^ ^^^td of ^^^^YM^..m ^..^I YCIp9110 	 .	 I ^ M1^Mn	 W N
The ^I^IS uses multiple sensor mQdulas tee a^hieva multi^l^and spaa^al
t^av^^Qe aver the regican lrgm ^ . ^ µm tj^raugh l^ µm. That is ^ one sensor
ma^dula is required par spectral hand . Spectral ssleation is raali^Qd thrQUgh




^actc3z sansrar meddula cavars a nominal 6^ ° hold oaf view. Two identical
modules w®ulc^ tha^1 he recluirad to cover l N ^ ° . Sea Taiala 3 . ], ,
^^	
a .^ F^al1,^'„^nt^e^^zsatls^n
^,.J Tha AMS datcx output is roll compensated aver ^5Q °` with respect to
^^^	 Nadir, assuming two modules era used par spectral rac^ion. This c^rrangem^ant
^-^	 gr®vidas fear up to X8.7° of aircraft roll and is donr^ entirely elQetranicctlly.
^ . ^ l^etee^c^,rs
Tha AMS uses linear datt^ator ar^cys to achiev®
 its perfearmanae , SQe
Takla 3-1 . rn the short wavelength region, a 1^^ =1 ©lam®nt ^^D linear array
is utilised. EaGI^ element of the array is 13µm by 13µm on 13µm cr^ntars.
The array raquii^,d no ccaalinc^ .
^^^	 In the 1®ng wav© length rQgian ^-^ ^ 1 ^ elQmont hybrid CGT,^ linear ar^txy is
f^ . ^	 utlli^ad . Fn Ski is used for the dotoGtcar ^alomants i^z the 3 - 5µm region and
caxrasp^antiingdy Ph Sn Ta ar Hg ^d Te (FV) it; the 8 - 1 ^! µm region . Eaah Qlemant
o$ the army is l0^ µm by l#^^ µm on l00 µm canters , ParfarmancQ is specified
i^n Tal^la 3 - 1 . i^etaestcar coaling is r©guirad and suppli^ad via a manually filled ►
^^
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The ANTS uses two types of optical designs to aohievo its performance;
	 ^ ^'• ^' a
one design is fair the shorC wavelength sensors and the other for the long wavep
length sensors . both designs provide a nominal 60 ° field of view at cs fasfi f/no. .:
:^^Tcxble 3-^ defines the opto-mechanical parameters for these tvtiro designs .
	
^ ^^ Y '
^.
The short wrcvelenc^th optic is basically reflective and uses a specially
	 ^ =^ ^-:
;^ :_.:^
designed fiber optic field flattQner to interface the BCD array to the optic.
^'^ also utilises a refractive corrector shell ^ta minimise spherical aberration.
	 ^4 ;;.
This design provides an f/0.8 optical systQm.
The long wavelength optic is also reflective and uses a reflective field




The A1VIS electronics uses a combination of advanced but presently
	 ,'
available anralog^ video and digital signal processing and conffo3 techniques .
LSl is used as much as possible; depending upon sp®ed consid©rations either
	 ^ ;°
s
discrete devices yr microprocessors are employed.
	 ^^`; =*^
The AMS electronics era designed to perform the least am®ant of data
processing in-flight leaving this function to ground based facilities . It
does, however, acquire data for as many as Z4 sensor modules, formatting
and preprocessing the data so that it is suitable for tape recording an its
systQm recorder.
doll ao^npensationa dynamic range gain changing, background subtraction,
calibration sequences, and built-in test sequences are among the processes
which are sensed and c®ntralled under microprocessor control. V/H rate chances
are also aacountad for in the olsctronics , ^' ^^
r:^..^-:._	 ....	 -
Table 3-3 identifies the salient perFormance pc^rarneters and aharac-
texis^ics ©^ each eleotranic subsystem. See Table Q-^ for power requirements .
^ . 7 Cct^^brc ^ on
The AiVIS system provides for an in-flight calibration to be performed ,
The primary purpose of this calibration is ,^o serve as a transfer standard,
The data reduction process performed an the ground compares the in-flight
calibration data to that taken on the ground under simils^r conditions . Tf a
fault is identified or calibration is recommended, then a full calibration fs
performed on the ground using sources, etc. that are traceable to NB^S,
3 . $ ^^Y^,^S^^^A^.i^^^.4,^ {s^derr^ or^^
The A1+^tIS is designed to operate in an operational aircraft environment
similar to that experienced on a four engine prop-jet at altitudes up to
6t1, OQO feet,
The AlV1S will survive storage and non-operational temperature extremes
from -3Q°F to 15t} °F. The ANTS will perform in spec from -22°F to I1Q°F.
The AMS wi11 not be damaged by humidity in the range From 0 to 1dfl^6.
Flowever^ optical per^'ormance in certain spectral bands will be affected by
condensation oaf wafer on the optics . Provision is made in the sensor module
design to prevent this condensation from forming by heating the elements
so affected .
The ^1MS wi11 survi^re and operate in spec when shook and vibration
levels are encount$red similar to those experienced in a four engine propwjet
ccirara^t .
i^
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3.9 Meah^tnicr^l
The AIv^S is designed ^c^r easy installation in an aircraft utilizing
standard interfaces and poorer. Table 3-^ lists a breakdo^ •rn of weight,
^ralume and p®wer requirements for the Alvin system.
The AMS is designed to ba ^;^xiuiar, i , e . , the system may be expanded
from ^. tv 12 12a ° FCa^' spectral bands by simply adding modules . Tt is designed
to be easy to install, repaix and maintain. hovers are provided to prat®ct the
Qp^i.cal elemdents dua^ing landings and ta3^e^offs .




































V mµ13] `^ 1 .Oµ
I.8 ^cm - 14µm
3.596 at ^c = 0.4µm
Q .3^ at ^c = 0.8µm
I°^ 3 -5µm
1 °K 8 -^ 14µm




.^	 rf	 4	 ^	 ^ '7 R,`	 ^	 a^. ^a	 ^ k ^'a.	 ^i
k









5h+^ct Wsev^eYengt^	 ^.ong Wcx^Ienc^^th
_	 ^hcc^er$st^cs	 Sensor Ivloduls	 Ssasor I^od^lo
Speotrr^l ^a^er^ga	 fl , A t^ 1µm	 1 µ tc^ 3.4µm
^`o^ of Spectral Sandi psr Sensor	 ],	 1
NT^^n^ o^E Sp^ct^ Sor^ir^q	 lntsr^'ers^toe Filter	 Inter,^assa^ace ]'i3ter
t,:^	
^^^ld of View ^idt^ per Sensor	 60 °	 6Q°
lviax. Slear ^irQls Diameter	 ]. millirgdian	 2 mil33radiQns
^^	 1.5	 e 6a
l^qui^aaZent Faoal T,eng^h	 13 .3 a^am	 ^ ^ .^ exam
^^Ii D®teator ^a^	 IQ2^, 13 µan	 512, ^.00A"
squats elernen^cs	 square elements
U^J'^tig^ht o^ ^onaplet^ ^sy. 	 i . 2 1hs .	 6.0 Ibs .
13ausin^ ^ate:i^I	 A.3.. ^3.^.	 ^. A1.^.
3"ieial Dist^r^ian ^S map ^	 2^ max.
	 2^& max.
3?e
	 ^o^d Mane	 ...»^_	 1 Z ors .
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TABT^ 3 -3
1jLE^TRCNICS: PERFOR^lf.ANCR PARAMETERS AND C^TAR.^lCT^RISTrCS







Video and digifial signal processing
and cantxol









Function of ^'jH Rafie: 1.2.5 ^^ to 1.25 Ha
Function vt scene dynamic range.
'two positions controlled by CCD
integra^an fiime




Synchronizes ccl^, znoduxe processing
and clocks , aonfirols ^:aiibration
sequence, calibrafiion source.
BIT, housekeeping
24 channels v^ sensor data
^ channels AjC and ancillary data
17 minutes record time
Capacifiive discharge type,•
i'ixed volfiac^e Ior shorfi wavelength,
varia131e for long wavelengfih
Permits monitoring sfiatus t^+





A,1VIS S^STEhT P®WfiR, W.ETGF^T AND ^®LU^IE BUrGET
fa3 Power
f b^ ^►^'®3ght f^^^c^r®n:tcs vn^y^^
fc^ ^1'^i^ht tshor.^ w^tveler^gth^
fi^n^ ^w^elength^






f2^ Duc^I 17 Bit Acc^^tuiQtorl^temvr^r
f3} Sample & bald -^ Tntegrct^or^ Time logic
f4^ Analog 1^^tfple.^er
fS3 ^^13 Ti^tti^tg t^enercatar
fs) S®urce^ arnd ^ontrvllers











6 V ^^^3 e
2^Ie^2 :' ^ 4. a 10 se B ^ ►































{a} Power Required dram G*ehicle {except tape s^rs^em}
('b} Power ^hittput in Ma :^. Cara^iguration {2^ chasinels}
{c} Vlieight
{d} Size
2 . Z kw max .
1 X82 wags
100 lbs .
12 " x 12" x '^ ^"
{^r} Power {from vehicle}	 490 watts max^,mur^
{b} '^V`eight
	 1 01 ^bs a
^^^ Si2@
{1"or 24 ^hr^nnel S^s^tem -^ 1S Shoat Wixveler^gth Sensors
8 Zonq vtfcrvele^ngth Sensors}
{a} Power	 2600 wags
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^$^^ ^Q-^I^^t^ C®Y^.. Galileo Farx, Sturbridge. Massachusetts 01518, (617)347-9t g i





Subject; CCD Detector Array Application
'	 Reference: Gonversations with Mr. john Smith , Production Engineer
far Galileo
Dear Mr. Zink;
Let me first apologize for Galileo and for Mr. Richard LeDuc of Sturgeon
Company for not responding sooner with the information you had requested.
By no means is this an everyday occurence but, as in most businesses, a
breakdown in communications does come about once in a while. Let me
assure you, Mr. Zink, this will not happen again.
Now, your CCR application of mating a 1, 000 element fiber optic bundle ,
per copy of your sketched attached , to a CCD which measures 13 microns
x 13 microns x 13 microns center is very feasible, per our production
engineer, based on the information supplied. We would, however, require
a more detailed set of specifications, and to get this project off the ground,
would require approximately $25 , 000 to $ 45 , 000 in non-recurring engineering
^d	
charges .
^d	 Again, I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. I :vould
also like to extend to ,you any and all assistance from both the Galileo
marketing and engineering staff. Feel free to contact us for any reason.
Speaking for john Smith and myself , we Ioak forward to working with you on
this project.
Sincerely




cc: C . DeLucaj. Smith
L. Thompson
R. LeDuc
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GENERAI. ©ESCRIPTl01►S —'i ,^ dE^ ) 72'iH is a monolithic selfscanned 7728 -Element
image Sensor designed far page scanning applications. The device provides a 2pfl•line per
inch resolution across an 8 . 712 inch page. Other intended applications are: facsimile
readers, optical character recognition, as well as irrlaging applications that require high
resolution. high sensitivity and high speed.
in addition to a raw of 1728 sensing elements, the CCD'{27H chip includes: two charge
transfer gates, ^^ 2•phase analog shift registers, an output charge detector /preamplifier,
and a caltlpensation output amplifiiar. 7'he 2-phase ana [ag shift registers both feed the
{nput of the charge detector resulting in sequential reading of the 7728 imaging elements.
'file cell size is "i3^t {1J .51 mils} 6y 77^t [0.$7 milsl an 13^t (C.57 mils) centers. The device
is manufactured using Fairchild charge coupled d ©vice buried -channel technology.
• DYNAMIC MANGE TYPICAL; 5f^0:7 (PEAK-TO•P6AKy 258P : 7 (rms^,
• 1725 i"cI.EMENTS ON A SINGI . i= C^11P
• OR!-C^lIP PREAMPLBFtER AND COMPENSATION AMPLIFIER
• LQW POWER RIrOUIRinMENTS
• ALL APERATING VOLTAGES UNDER 75 V
•PACKAGE© IN A 24-P[i^ ®iIAL IN •LINE HE~RMEoTIC PACKAGE
•LAW NOISE EtlU1VALEl'e1T E}i#OSURE
' ^ •WIDE RANGE O1F V1 gE0 DATA RATE	 OR^^INAI, gAGE IS
•DIMENSIONALLY PRECISE PHOTOSITE SPACING OF P(?DR QUALITY
6LQCK DIAGf^i^M
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NC 1	 za	 vSs
Rn 2	 zl	 CS
dR 3	 1	 22	 an
oG a	 at	 as
NC 5	 2a	 NC
NC 8	 t9	 NC
d2A 7	 18	 dZB
d1A 8	 1	 17	 4t8
d3:R 9	 2	 18	 dXB
7P3 10	 8	 1S	 TPt
TPa 11	 14	 TPZ
V^	 12 13	 PG
AIN NAMES
PG ^	 Photagate
^XA , ^'XB ^'ransfer Gats Clacks
^1A• ^2A Analog Shift Register








^R Resat Trans[siar Gate
Olaak
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i°AIR^:HILD CHARGE CDUPI.ED DEVICE • CCD12'IH
At3St]E.i3'^E 1{^AXINiUM RATINGS {Above which useful life may be impaired)
Storage Temperature
	 -	 -	 -25°C to 1 OD°C
Operating Temperature
	 •-35°C do 55QC
Pins 3, 4, 7, 8,^,10,i3,i5,i6,i^,i8,
	 -	 -0.3Vtoi2V
Pins 2, i'l, iQ^, 2i, 22, 23
	 -	 -Q.3 << to t8 V
Caution Nata: The device hes limited bui14 in gate protection. It is recomrrsended to caniral and minimize static charge
buildup. Care should be taken to avoid shorting leads 05 and C5 to ground during operation of the device.
FdJiVCTIONAd, E^ESCt^IIrI'1QN —The CCD12Ita consists of the#ollowingfunctional elements illustrated in the l3lock Diagram:
irnsge Sensor Elements — A raw a# i 728 Image Sensor Elements separated by diffused channel steps and covered by a silicon
photogate. image photons pass through the transparent poiycrysta[line silicon photogate and are absorbed in the single crystal
silicon Eay hole-electron pair production. The photon generated electrons are accumulated in the photosites. The amount of
charge accumulated is a linear function of the incident itluminatian intensity and the integration period.. The output signal
will vary. in this analog. manner from a thermally generated noise background at zero illuiniriatian to a maximum at saturation.
Twa Transfer Cates — Ga#e structures adjacent to the row of Image Sensor Elements. The charge packets accumulated in the
image sensor. elements are transferred out via the transfer gates to the transport registers. Alternating charge packages are
transferred tQ the !eft and. right {R and BI analog transport - shift registers: The HIGH states of the transfer-gates must be
eoptained, ley the HiGhi state of the transport shift register clocks. The next light integration period is started when transfer
gates gd I_OW.
TwD $BCriBit Analog Shift Registers —One on each Side a# the noun ofi Image Sensor Elements and separated from it b y a
Transfer Gate. The two registers are used tq move the image generated charge packets seriaEly from the sensor elements to the
charge detector/preamplifier. The phase relationship of the last elements of the two shift registers provide for alternate
delivery of charge . packs#s to re-establish the serial . sequence of the phatosites.
^1 Gsteti Charge; Qetoctar/Feeampli#ier •- Charge packets are transported to a preeharged diode whose potential changes
linearly in response tq the quantity of the signal charge delivered. This potential is applied to the gate of the output n•channel
MOS transistor producing a signal output at OS. The reset transistor is driven. by a reset clack {¢R } sq as to recharge the
aharge•datectordIode capacitance before the arrival of each new^signal charge packet from the transport registers.
OEFINI '^^ON ^F TEfiMS
Gltarge Coupled Device — A charge coupled dev3ae is a semiconductor device in which isolated eharge•packets are transported
Pram one position in the semiconductor to an adjacent position by sequential clacking by an array of gates. The charge-
paekets are minority carriers with respect to the semiconductor substrate.
Transfer Gate Clack ^xQ. 
^XB — The voltage vsraveform applied to the trans#er gate to move the accurriulated charge from
the image sensorelements to the CCD shift registers.
Analog Shift Register T'ranspart Clacks, ¢^ .tA, ^^, ^^g. ^3E —The two sets of 2-phase clock applied to the gates o€ the CCq
shift registers to move the charge packets received from the image sensor elements to the gated charge-detecting preamplifier.
Gate Gharge Detector Preamplifier -» The output circuit of the CCDiZiH which receives the charge packets from the CCD
shift registers and provides a sigrttll voltage prapartiana! to ,the size of each charge packet. $efore each new charge packet is
sensed. a reset clods returns the output voltage to a base level.
Reset Clock ^R —The voltage waveforrh required to drive the gated charge cletectar preamplifier.
dynamic lunge -• The saturation exposure divided by the peak -ta-peak noise e:^uivalent exposure.
This-does nofi take iota account dark signal nan•unifarmlties or average dark signet.
I^ynarraie tangs i5 sometimes def;ned in terms of rm5 noise. To conr^pare the two def nitions a #actor of 4 to
-	 E is generally apliroprie^Ee. (peak•to•peak noise is approximately . equal to 4 to 6 times rms noise.}
8^
..
Fi^tRCN1LD GHA,RGIE CQUl^^.^D L^EVIC^ • CCD121H
L]E^rlNIT[QN O^ TiIrtMS (Cant'd} '`
Peak ta •Peak Noise -iwquivalent ^xpgsure — T4^e.exposute , fevel which gives an output signs! equal to the peak-to•peak-noise
level at the output in the dark.
Saturatia^ E^apgsure -- The minimum exposure-level that vriit prddUSe a saturated output signal. Satura#ion exposure is equal
#tithe-tight intensity times the phatos .ite integration #ime:
&pectral :Response flange. — ^'ht3 spectral band in w.hiClz the response per unit of radiant power is mare than 1 Q% of the peak
response.,
Respansivity — The output signet voltage per unit exposure far a specified spectral type of radiation. Responsivity equals
output voltage divided by exposure level.	 ,,
f^hotaresponsa Ncn-unifarrttity — The difference of the response levels of the mast and the (east sensitive element under
uniform illumizsa#iao. This is commonly expressed as a percentage of the saturation output voltage.
Average E]ark Signal —The output signal level in the dark averaged aver a!I elements and measured relative to the base . line
output vnitage established by the reset slack. This is a linear functiar, of the integration time. 1t is also strongly dependent an
temperature. This is commonly expressed as a percentage of the saturation outpu# voltage.
I]ark Signal Nou •uniformity — Maximum deviation a# the output voltage of any element from the background level in the
dark. This is commonly expressed as a percen#age of the saturation voltage.
Saturation. Output Voltage —The maximum signal output voltage.
Integration Time —The tune interval betvi ►een the falling edges of any transfer pulse ^xA and ^XS as shown in the timing
diagrm: The integration time is the time allowed for the photosites to collect charge.
OutRtrt Signs! Range -- The output signal range :s defined as OSR = usat ^=t INT. ^ tTransport} X Rate of Average Signal
Offset where:- t1NT = Integration Time; tTranspart ' tlme necessary to #ransfer the charge packets from the analog shift
172$
registers and is equal to f^ . Integration time {tINTy does not necessarily equal transfer time liTransportl • 1# tong integration
fl
times are required, tTransport should be minimized ( increase fQyR) #o maximize OSR.
Average Signal Offset — Average signal offset is a do offset of the output voltage {due to the.average leakage current in the
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AC CHAF$AC1'tcClIST3CS: TA = 25°C
SyMBDi. CFIARACTI:HIST[C RA UNi7'S CONDITIONSM!N TYP MAX
VOD Output Transistor Drain Voltage 94:5 95.Q t5.5 V
VRD Reset Transistor Drain Voltage 91.5 12,Q 12.5 V Noie 7
VOG Output Gate Voltage 4.5 5.Q 5.5 V
VpG Photagate Voltage 1Q.0 1Q:3 1Q.5 V
TP7, TP3 'Cast Points Q.Q V Connect to VSS








^Atd^^N1.L^ ^HAR^E CC1t1l^LED ^EV^iGE ^ ^C©92^^i:








_..iSli'MBOL CHARACTER[STIC SA UNITS CONDITIONSM![^ ZYP MAXV^1'i4^"V$18LV 7.;4L^ 2BL AoaCt%g`Shif# Flegist^rTran^a^docks:kOVY,..... 0.0. 0:5 Q,8 V Nntes 2, 3V¢7,^1H^V^¢i18HV	 .If2AH	 2BZf Analog Shift ReS:sterTt`anSpari Clocks HIGH	 ^ 7.5 .8:4 8.5 V .Note 3
V^jigL : Transfer Gate Clot:lc t.Ol'►r O.s7 ^.5 0.8 V IVntes 2, 3	
._._
1f^{ .. ;[`{ansfar Gatt3:.Clock f[^aH 7.5 8.D 8.5 V Nate 3
vdtRG . Retiei Clock LOW	 -- QA 0.5 0.8 V Notes 2, 3
V RW Reset CI4cIrHIG1^ 7:5 $:0 8:5 V Note 3
f,^,1q.1'^1 ^
f	 f2;4	 28	 =
Maximum. Analog Shift Register
Transport Clock 1=re uenc^	 Y 5.0 MFtz Notes 4, 5
f^^ . Max3ritum:Reset Clock-Frequency-
Ou	 ui $it Bate;
1Q.0 MHz Notes 4, 5
AG CHAHAC;TERiSTaCS: Tq = 25°C, f^1 = fm2 = 0.5 Mliz, f^R = i MHz, tiNi- ^ i.78 ms. fiRANSPi]F?T ° 1.73 rrts, See Note 14.
SYMBOL CWARACT>:RlSTI>~ UNITS CpNi^ITIpNSMIN ^TYP MAX
DR gynamis Range . 250. ^^ ^ Notes 6, 7
N6E Peak-ttl-Peal,' IVaise Sgt:Avalent Ex pflSUre . ^x 10 _3 _ ^^/cm2 Nate 7
SE Saturation Exposure i.5 .^'$ ^rj/crriz Nate 7
SR	 - Spt^clrat Response Range Limits 4.45- i.QS arm
fi = Respansivity 4,5 '^ V par pj/cm^ Notes 9, i 0, 1 i
PRNU `Phottiresponse Nan-uniformity -^25 x•50 mV Note 8
AOS Average []ark Signal 5.0 25 mV Nota 12
05NI1 QarkSignal Nan -uniformity 24 50 mV Nate 13
Vsat Saturation Optput Voltage 5QQ 750 ^ i400 mV Notes 9, 10
VO Output OC Level 7.5 V
P Rawer Dissipation 7 65 mW VpD = i S V
Z: Qutptit lmpedanc^; . 1400 f!
M `1?aa^C-;a-Peak ^laisti: " ^ ' 1,0 ^^+ 3 mV
hSO, . Rafe of Average Signet Offset 2.5 mV/ms
NOTES:
1.1t^R}4 should track VRp.
2. Negative transients an the dcaks. below 0.0 V may cause an increase In apparent dark signet.
3.C^XA = CgyXt3 ^ C^1A - C+pi$ = Ca^2A ` 0 28 ^ 400 pF C^AA"^^R8 a t0 pF.4. Rite, resuit ng data output frequency a twice that of each analog shift register dock, f^ 1 ^, f ^, fdyt e, f^28.5.Minimutn clack frequency isflmitedhy lncrease
 in dark ounent which reduces output sEgna^range OSR. Sea crirves,
6: Thad',^at+inir rangeds meast[nid by tak [ng the ratlo of the saturation out put voltage to the peak-to-peak noise of thedevice in the dark.9ecause at the high
degree of !}Wearily. of the. device the dynamic range measurement is also approximately equal to the ratio of the saturation exposure to the peak -ta•peak
ntiiae^s^puivaltpnt e><posuie.
7: i pycm^ = 0.02. fcs at 2854°K, 1 fcs = 50 uycm^ ai 2854°K.
8: Mea9urafient is Goneat'^ 38D rrtV output level. Measurement excludes first and fast elements but ineludes both rngisiers outputs••
9. See test load cnnliguratlons.
10.^ee definition of terms:
1 t: ac 2a;ia° 1C tight sou rce.
12. sae ci,nre: .
t3. L1SNft has slmi .far integration time and temperature dependence as.ADS:
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MODULATION TRANSFER FUNC-
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0.070.1	 t.0	 10	 100
qNT - [NTEOMTION TIME - ma
MODULATION TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS FOR NARROW BAND
ILLUMINATION SOURCES
SPATIAL FREdUENCY - LY^LEE^mm





















40r1	 600	 i0J	 9000
WAVELENdTN - nrn
Note 1 Internal responslv[ry [s refetsd to the
respons[v[ry et the output [hrough mtsgrauon
ume a++d preamp char a-[o•voltage coniar-
s^on gam. p^ 3,4 y^  G
Note 2. Inta 1Y'nel responsrv[ry pertains to Dho-
toetemen[ signal only: it excludes the shdt in



























O	 0.2	 0.4	 0.!	 O.e	 1 n
[	 N011MALIZEO SPATIAL F1IEOUENCY
Tha Comin57 1 . 751ilter has the follow+ng typ-
ical transmittance spectral charectensuc:
>8591: alt <600 rain, 60% et 700 rain, 30% at
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a	 2.a	 4.0	 4.0	 as	 1 a.0
iNTEfltlATICN TIME - ma
	
nNT' INTEs3RAT1pN TlrflE - m^	 WAYi;LENOTH - nm
Note t Internal respanatwry is related to the
respansrviry at the output thraugh integration
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ical transmittance spectral charactarisuc:
>8696 at :5t70 nm; G09i at 700 nm, 3Q96 et
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7Emtng requirements '^ • Transfer Gat$ Fulsas ^XA' ^7C
ti ^ t3 a Q.8 µs
t2 - t4 ^ fl.i us
Timing Tequ [rements for Reset Pulse BRA
tr ^ tf C 0.3 {t^Rl
0.25 lt^Z) G t^R C 0.5 {trA21
Ttmtng requtrements faT ^1A ^ ^1 ^
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ImSU P ^ 103nP QF P^iy Q,[Jt1L11;
NDTES:
All dkmansiona in inches lbaldl rwnd mllllmeters iparenthesisl • Header (t black ceramic iAl 2031. ^'ransperent portlan of package is glass. 7ha
CCD721 Ft hermetic package cerrkea the number " 2A" claw to pin t of the device-This number should not be confused with pin 24 of the de-
vice is connected to V5S isuhstretol-
"" ORDt;"F3 INFORMATION •- Order CCp 121HC where ' °H" stands far hermetic package and "C" is commercial temperature
range. 3'he CCD121 HC is the replacement for the 000121 pC. The two devices are pin-for •pin compatible. The output on-chip
amplifier of the CCp 121H is an improved design {aver the CCD121} prov [ding a higher saturation output voltage of typically
750 mV.
Also available is a printed circuit board that includes all the necessary clocks, logic, drivers and video amplifiers to operate the
CCp121H • The printed circuit board is fully assembled and tested and requires three power supplies for operation (+5 V,
+15 V and -15 V}.The printed circuit board order code ks: CCD121 HB.
^.
._ .^._.^._.__--^..._, _....w._.._.....^-..._-.-...^_ ..._...-.....__	 .^.._.__. ^.._ ..^-- ......_...._.
^AIRCHlLD CHARGE CI^UPLEd DEVICE • CCi3121H
Fairchild cannai assume responsibility for use of any circuitry deseribed other than circuitry entirely embodied in a Fairchild product. Na other
patent licenses are implied.
,.^,^_ . -	 F , .	 _ ._. .^ ^._ __^.,.,.,.^.—,,_
a	 ,
ChITIGAZ F^POSURE LEVELS FQR FAIRCHILD CCD 121 H
,(Based on Typical Values Shosnrn on Data Sheets}
(Source Fairchild Semicpnductor}
CCD 121]rI UNIT$
Saturcxtion Exposure	 N 1.2 x 10 6 el/pix
^ 84D 0 ° K Radiation
Photometric Units I.0 x 10
-2
fc s
Radiorr^etric Units 5	 x3.0-^ T cm 2
Peak Spectral Radiation I, 6 x 10 -^ T cm 2
pEr Element 0.34 p ^'
Sensitivity (Notes I , 2}
2800 °K Radicatiora
Photometric Units 3	 x 1(3 4 fc s
Radiometric TJnits I. S x I O -$ T cm 2
Peak Spectral Radiation 5	 x 10-^ J cm-2
per Element 10 f f
Noise Equivalent Exposure {Note 2)
2800 °K Radiation
Photometric Ur^.ts 6	 x 10 _5 fc s
Radiometric Units 3	 x 10-^ T cm-2
Peak Spectral Radiation 1.0 x 10 -g T em.^2
per Element 2.0 f;
(Y} Sensitivity is de^I.ned as the exposure level at which the signal level
equals the peak-to-peak random noise level. This is approximately the
lowest exposure level at which full resolution can be obtained . The
peotk-to°-peak random noise 1eve1 ^.s apprax^.mateZy five times the RMS
noise level.
(2} These noise-related exposure levels are based on noise measured
within the video period of each element period; and at the test frequency
specified in each data sheet, Ma3or noise, in this case. is input-
capacitance noise.
w
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t- 	 CC^^.^	 o^I^o^R Qu^.^
I424•ELEME.^VT LINEAR IMAGE SE^^^Rt	 CHARGE COEIP^ED DEVICE
GENER6i:L OESCRlPTiQN — Tise CCD131 is a monolithic self-scanned 1024 EEemant
Image Sensor designed far page scanning applications. The device provides a 120 line
per inch resolution across an S-i/2 inch page.
The device is aI?^ i^~v;, 'ied to be Wised for f?„s^mil® readers, optical character recogni-
tion, as tnretli as imaging applications that requires high rssoiution, high sensitivity and
high speed.
In addition to a rovr of 1024 sensing ats^ments, the CCD131 chip inciuders: two rharge
tran^er gate3, two 2 -phase a!'laivg shi. - registers and tvvp gated charge integrators that
provide at the output typicall} a 1 M' b,;ing.
The call size is 13 u X0.51 milsy by i 3 ^ (0.51 miisy on 13 ^ (0.51 milsy centers. Tt1e
devic® is manufactured using Fairchild charge coupled device buried channel technology
and packaged in a 24 pin hermetically sealed DIP dviti'1 a glass window.
• GY'NAM1C RANGE 500:1 TYPICAL,
• 1024 ELlEMEMTS Ortl A SINGLE ClIIP
• t4;fd POVifI;R REaUIREME111TS
• 01^!-C^IIP AMPLIFIER PROVtDkNti A 1 V TY?ICAL Ot1TPJT SWING
•ALL OPt:RATING VOLTAGES UNDER 1& V
• PAC1rrAGED IN 24-PIN DUAL i(1i-L1NS HERMEi`IC'^ACICAGIr
'• LOw NtakSE EGUIVALl:NT t:XPOSURE
• WINE RANQ3E OF VIDEO DATA RATE
• DIMENSidNALLY PRECISt: PI10T051TE SPACING
• ADDITtON OF SIMPLE OUTPUT NETWORK PROVIDES CQN3INUOU3 VIDEO
.	 INFORMATION
t3LOCK DIAGRAM
® ®^' ^ '^
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^^ ;^lwrlnrnn asn
h as	 os^	 ,oz^ ..:	 x	 , } uxn+ewnulrn►m
©^ nuwsral ann
Om 4rinta¢ sr'nrr snaursn °^ wl
nnrrunnn	 onn t t
b
n 	 •^o so t	 s	 naoo
CONNECTION DIAGRAM
DIP [TOP VlEV1/}
rot	 ^ za	 vss
TP2	 2 42	 TP4
TP7	 $ ^ 7	 32	 TP9
a




ass	 n is	 a^a




RDa	 9 1 n 	 RpA
vSe	 to	 q 1	 1a	 vsg
osa	 11 t4	 os^
ODe	 12	 13	 apw
PIN NAMES
PG Photagate
^XA,^xB transfer Gate Clacks
^iA^^2A Analog Shift iiegistar
•1 B,`^28 Transport Clocks
OGF,_AC^s Output Gates
OSA,OSg Output Transistor Sources
ODq,ODg Catgut Tranaiatar Drains
^RA.^}^g React Transistor
Gets Clocks
RDq,RD S Resat TranalStar Drains
TP Teat F'Oint
VSS I Subau^te {Ground!
r	 ^n ^
^a4 E>,t^s srR^r. u0elMArrz v^rv. eaur.CRh;a a•t0a2 14131 9er2^sa2 t .twx 9,, ,,^ , ,:.^s	 ^ ^ fV1 i 1 ;G N O U C^'C7 R
.	 -^ ~^	 ate7a F^irth^ie Samioondueeor Comtwnsaln :,coup. frirchiM Wmua and ImtlLm^nl Corvvrstwn	 Pnnlyd in U.aA 2046-11 ^a^02.01^ 19M







 CH^4RGE CCUPLE® CEV^C^ ^ CC®1 ^1
ASSta^il^'f MWa]CIl11gIJM IiATiNt^S




Pies ^, ^, 4, s, s, ^, $, 9 ^, ^ a, ^ ^.. a, z9 , zz	
ORIG]^TAL PAGE L9
	
—o.s v to ^ z v
Pins 2, 9, 19,'12, 13, 1Q^, 9 G, ^3
	 —Q.3 V to 98 V
Pins 9C, 15, z4	 OF PQOR QUAL `^Yi	 Ground
Caution; The davits has limited built -in gate protection. It is recommended to control and minimise static charge build-
up: Care should betaken to avoid shorting leads OSq and QS S to the nasitive supply (95 V} or ground.
FG1i1ICTIC11fAl+ DI:SCRIP'I'tf3N — Tha CCD731 consists of the `.:11vw^^ng functional elements illustrated in the Block Dia-
grars^:
[ntage Sensor Elomartts — A row of 1OZ4 image sensor elements separated by diffused channel stops and covered by a sili-
con photogate. linage photons pass througlti the transpor®nt polycrystalline silicon phato^ate and are absorbed in the si!:g#e
crystal silicon by hale-electron pair produafion. The photon generated eleairo^:s arc accumulated in the photos:tes. The
amaiant of charge acourtnulated is a linearfunctian of the incident illumination intensify and the integration period. The out-
putsignal wilt vary in this analog manner from a thermally generated noise background at zero iltuminatior + to a maximum
at saturation. -
'two Tran^er Gates — Gate structures adjaaern to the row of imago sensor elements. The charge packets accumulated in
the image sensor elements are transferred out via the transfer gates to the transport registers, Alternating charge packets
are transferred to the right and left {^^ and B} anaiog transport shift registers. The HIGFI states of the t^^ansfar gates must
he contained by the HIGI.1 state of the transport shift register clocks. The next fight integration period is started when trans-
fer gates go LAW. '
Two 895-Sit Analog ShifE Registers — One an each side of the row of image sensor elements and separated from it by a
Transfer Gata. The two registers era used to move the image generated charge packets serially #rout the sensor elements
to the Charge detector/preampfifiar. The phase relationship of the last elements of the two shit regist ers provide for alter-
nate delivery of charge packets to re-establish the serial sequence of the photosites.
Two Gated Charge paZoc4ar/Preamplifier — Charge Packets are transported to the output aharge det®star/praampli-
fier through the output gate. A precharged Blade potential changes linearly in response to the quantity of signal charged@-
livered. This potential is app#led to the gate of the first of atwo -stage source follower (as shown in the circuit diagram). The
output voltage corresponding to the charge packet is present at the source of the output transistor (Pins OS,q and OSg}.
DSFINITI®N QF TSR11^S
Charge Coupled Device — A charge coupled device is a semiconducis ►r device in which isolated aharge-packets era trans-
ported from one position in the semiconductor to an adjacent position by sequential clacking afi an array of gates. Ths
charge packets are minority carriers with respect to the semiconductor substrate.
Transfer Gpta Clocks ¢xp.rpXB — The voltage waveform applied to the transfer gate to move the accumulates! charge
#ram the image sensor elements to the CCD shift registers.
Analog Shift RegisteP Tranapor g Clocks ^^ A, ^i^q, rp^ f3, q}^g — Tice two sets of 2-phase clock applied to the gates a# the
CCD shift registers to move the charge packets received from the image sensor elements to the gated aharge -detector pre-
amplifiers.
Gated Charge ©ntector i?rearnplifiars — The output circuits of the CCD9 39 which receive the charge packets from the CCD
shift registers and provide a signal voltage proportional to the size of each charge packet. Before oath new charge packet
is sensed the reset cloaks return the output voltage to a base level {zero re#erence level).
Resat Clocks ^Rq, FRB — The voltage waveforms required to drive the gated charge detector preamplifiers.
Dynamic Rang® — The saturation exposure divided 6y the p$ak-to -peak noise equivalent exposure. This Baas not take into
account dark signal non-uniformities or average dark signal. Dynamic range is sometimes defined in terms of rms noise.
To compare the two definitions, a factor of 4 to 6 is generally appropriate. (beak-to -peak noise is approximately equal to 4
is 6 times rms noise},
Peak-to-Peak Plloisa 4=quivalent Exposure — The exposure I®vel which gives an output signal equal to the peak-to-peak
noise level at the output in the dark.
Eatura8'sott Sftpasure — Tha minimum exposure Pavel that will produce a saturated output signal. Saturation exposure is
equal to the light intensity limas the phatoslta integration time.






_	 r	 ^-	 t
^e^ensiyify --The output signal voi4age per unit exposure-far a specified spoctrat type of radiation. Responsivlty equals
output voltage divided by exposure {evel.
t^crtoaesponse N$et-tsrtifctmtity 
— The difference of the response levels of the most and the {east sensitive element under
unifadrn iliuminatian. This is cammonty expr®seed as a percentage of the saturation output voltage.
Averagi^ dark Sfgnaa — The autpu3 signet {eves in the dark averaged over ail elements and measured relative to the base
line output voltage established by the reset clods.'Phis is a Linear function ofthe integration Lim®. tt is also strangty depend-
ent ott temperature. This is common{y expressed as a percentage of the saturation output voltage.
®itr€s. $'sgii^i {!!qa-ugiformity — Maximum deviation of the output voltage of arty element from the background Level in the
dark. This is cammon ty ®xpressed as a percentage of the saturation voltage.
Saturation ^aatirut lPoltdge — The maximums signet output voltage.
!tlt+4gration Tme — Ttle time interval between the falling edges of any transfer pulse ^Xq and X13 as shown in the timing
diagrarv9. The integration time is the time'aHowad far the phrrtasites to col{act charge.
E^utpest Sigrtai Rtan^a —The output sigma! range is defined as OS1^ = Vsat — ^tIN^"^ t^'ransfer^ x Rate of Average Signal QfFset
where: tiN3 ^ tn^egratian Tme; tlTransfer —time necessary to transfer the charge packets from the ana{og shift registers
and is equal to 6'i6/f^R.: Integration time {t {^-^9 does not neaassarily equal transfer time {tTransferl• {f Tong integration
tirttes are required, tZrans#er should 6a mtnomizad (incdease f^, R} t4 maximize OSR.
Aversgg ignel Offsag — Average signal offset is a do offset of the output voltage (due to the average dark signal in the CCI]
registersp which increases Iirte^adly truth the transfer and integration time.
Tlrs^r LaAO coNl;IOt^RAgls^w	 ^HOTO^I.^MEN^r aIM^NSIONs
+1 s Y	 ^	 ^ PHOIOQATE
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VODA,VGDB Output Transistor Drain Voltage 14.5 15.D 15.5 V Y
VRDA•VROB Reset Transistor Drain Voltage 14.5 15.0 15.5 V See Note 1
VOGq.V GB Output Gate Voltage 4.5 5.0 5.5 V
VPG Photogate Voltage 8.5 9.0 9.5 V
TP1, TP3 Test Points 0.0 'J Connect to V85
TP2, TP4 Test Points 14.5 i 5.0 15.5 V
CLOCK CHARACTt:RISTICS: TA = 25°C
SYA'IBOL PARAMETER RA UNITS CONDITIONSh1lN YYP MAX
V^1AL•V^iBLV ^L,V 28L
Analog Shift Register




Trans	 rt Clocks HIuHp° 7.0 8.0 9.0 V Note 3
V X,gL,V X8L Transfer Gate Clock l_JW OA C. 5 0.8 V Notes 2, 3
V ^H,V X@H Transfer Gate Clock HIGH 7.0 f3.0 8 .0 V Nata 3
V RAL•V R8L Resat Clock LOW 0.0 0.5 0.8 V Notes 2, 3
V ^H,V R8H Reset Clock HIGH 11 12 13 V Nate 3
f^1A,f^1 Bf ^,f 28
klaximum Analog Shift Register
Transp:^rt Clack Frequency 12 MHz Notes 4, 5
f RA•f RB Max. Reset Glock Frequency 12 Mflx Notes 4, 5
AC C1^ARACTIrRISTIGS: TA = 25°C f^ 1 = f^2 = f^R = 2 . 5 MHz, tiNT = 768 us, tTRANSFER = 204.8 its
SYMBQL PARAMETI=R RA n+p UNITS CONDITIONSMIN M^
DR Dynamic flange 500 Notes 6, 7
NEE Peak-to•Peak Noise Equivalent Exposure Z x 10 _3 uj/cros Notes 7
SE Saturation Exposure 1.0 /^j/cm^ Notes 7
SR Spectra! Response Range Limits 0.45-1.05 ^m
R Responsiviry 1.0 V per pj/cm^ Notes 9,10,11
PRNU Photaresponse Non-uniformity X8.0 ±10 % of Vsat Note 8
ADS Average Dark Signal 1.0 3.0 % of Vsat
DSNU Dark Signal Non-uniformity 3A 5.0 96 of Vsat
Vsat Saturation Output Voltage 700 1000 mV Nate 9
P Power Dissipation 165 mW VOD = 15 V
Z Output Impedance 1000 R
N °eak-to-Peak Noise 2.0 mV
RSO Rate of Average Signal OKset 10 mV/ms
NOT'e5:
1, V^pH should track VRD'
2. Ne^auve transients on the clocks below 0.0 V may t:ause an increase in apparent dark signal.
3.^mR.4 = C^XB = C$tA '' Oft 8 ^ C^2A : C^26 = 200 pF, C^RA - 0¢R8' t0 pF.
4. The resulting data output frequency is twice that of each analog shin register clock, f^ 1A, f^^, t^ 18, f^28, f^^, f^RB•
S. Minimum dock frequency is limited by increase in deck current which reduces output signs range OSR. Ses turves.
6. The dynamic, range is measured by taking the ratio of the saturation output voltage to the peek • ta•peak noise of the device in the dark, Because of the high
degree of linearity of the device the dynamic range measurement is also approximately equal to the ratio of the saturation exposure to the peek-to-peak
noise equivafsnt exposure.
7.1 uV cm° = 0.02 fcs at 2854 °K, 1 fcs ^ 50 rrj/cmi at 2(354°K.
B. fvleesurement is done at 50'41+ of saturation augtut level. RA pasurement excludes first and last slemanta but includes bath registers outputs.
9.See test load conliquretion.
10.See definition of terms.
11.For 2854°K light source.






















Timing requirements for Transfer 1'aate Puises 4t'^, d^}CB
t1 =t0^0.8µ^s
t2 = t4 ^ Q.1 ^s
Timing requirements for iia^t Puise $^. ^iRS
tr = tf C 0.3 {t^R1
Timing requirements for ^iA — X18	 c^
0.1 {t^z) C {tr = tf1' G 0.4 {t^2}	 ^
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^-^	 FAIRCHILD CHARGE C®UPPED DEVICE • CCD131
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® FaircAll4 unnvt uwma nfportfibilih !er up of anp circuitry duaib+d other than circuitry +ntlnly +mt^odiaq in a Faiiehii4 product. Mo olMr circuit patent liunfaa m impiiad.









RESET DRAIN p1A5 VRD
DOD RESET CLOCK ^Rp
ppD ccD cLxK ^s
SUBSTIIATE 810.5 VSUe
aDD ccD cLOCK ^^
Op0 GCD CIOCx
ODD INPUT GATE BIAS VIe
RECEIVING GATE CLOCK ^^












VDp pUTPUT pPAIN 810.5
EVEN vIDEO
V^ GUTPUT GA?E BIAS
^^ EVEN RESE7 CLOCK
^^ EvEN LCD CLOCK
V^un SUBSTRATE 910.5
^^ EVEN LCD CLOCK
^Z EVEN CCD CLOCK
VrG
 EVEN INPUT GATE 81As
^T TRANSFER CLACK
^, ODO a? EVEN CCD CLOCx
Figure 1. Pin configuration (identical for CCPD-25B, 1024,
end 1728)
r^	 ^ ®CHARGE COUPLED PHOTODIODE ARRAYS
r ^^	 CCPD-256, CCPD-1024, CCPD-1728
ORIGINAL PAGE ^	 for the first time a truly optimized family of solid-stateimage sensors. Dur new CCPD{Charge Coupled Photo-
'	 OF P00R QU^^	 diode) devices utilize diffused photodiode sensors which
• II	 I	 h	 d	 h	 R
Until new, users of solid-state image sensors have had to
choose between devices optimized fcr low-noise readout
{CCDI and devices with optimized sensor characteristics
>,thotodiade arrays}.
are esseniia y Identica to t ose use In of er eticon
products, but incorporate CCD readout registers and out-
put buffer amplifiers for low -noise signal extraction. !n
addition, CCPD devices ca ptain an anti-blooming gate
which not only suppresses blooming but can also be used
to set the integration period independently of the line rate.
CCPD devices are available with 256, 1024, or 1728
sensor elements on 16 µm centers. Ail three devices are
mounted in 22-pin dual-in-IlnR ceramic packages with
ground and polished optical windows, and all have idanti-
cal pin configurations.
Although the low o!.+ tput capacitance of CCD imagers
simplifies law-level signal extraction, the CCO sensing ele-
ments have a nurr. ber of serious drawbacks: The semi-
transparent electrode covering the sensing area causes grass
optical interferencseffectsthroughoutthevisible spectrum
and, in addition, absorbs strongly at short wavelengths,
drastically reducing the blue response. In addition, CCD
imagers have relatively low saturation charge, limiting
their signal handling capability, and they typically have
high dark currents which restrict their use to short inte-
gratiar, limes { high scan rates).
While self-scanned photodiode arrays have a high output
capacitance which makes low-level signal extraction more
difficult, these devices have nearly idea! sensor character-
istics. They hive the full silicon spectral response including
blue and UV and are free of interference effects. They
have a large signal handling capability, have little cross'
talk or blooming, and have !ow dark currents.
Reticon has now successfully combined the advantages of
the CCD and photodiode array technologies to produce
FUNCTIQNAL DESCRIPTIa^Ig
The CCPD pin configuration is shown in Fig. 1 and a sim-
plified schematic diagram is shown in i: i^. 2. The sensing
elements are a rov: of diffused p-n junction photodiodes
spaced on 16 µm centers and interdigitated into a sensing
aperture 16 ^tm wide.
Light incident on the sensing aperture generates photocur-
rent which is integrated and stared as a charge on the
capacitance of each of the photodiodes. If the charge
accumulated on any diode exceeds a saturation value . tea
excess is shunted to Vpp through the anti-blooming ga',es
VA e, thus avoiding blooming effiects.
At ihs end of each integration pericsi, the charges on ail
Lfe diodes are simultaneously switched through transfer
gates ^T into one of two CCD analog shift registers for
readout. The cdd diodes ors switched into one register
Kay features of Reticon's CCPD Devices include the
following:
• 256, 1024, or 1728 elements on a single chip
• Dimensionally precise 16 µm x 16 µm picture elements
• Low power requirements
• Plus 12 and minus 5 volt suK+plies
• On-chip preamplifier
• Wide dynamic range: typically 500:1 {peak-to-peakl,
2500:1 {rmsl
Law noise-equivalent-exposure
• Yideo sample rates up to 5 MHz
• Up to 40 msac integration time
+ Smooth spectral response
• Useful response in blue and UV
• High resistance to blooming
• Standard 22-pin ceramic dual-in -tine package
• High volume production process
and the even diodes into the other. Immec+ iately after this
parallel transfer, a new integration period begins.
RETICON CORPORATION y10 Benicia Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94085
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.: -	 ^	 ars•^Isrtine^lax#Rrn^lly:; 	^: _	 .
it
^ieadou^-,is accamplis ♦yad b^ , clacking the.CGi7^ shtftrsgis
tars. so;. that tile. "charge packets are delivered sequl:ntia;i.l}c
irtty tYy(o 4n-ctiip^ charge-d^tectiari circuits. T#^e registers
deliver the charge packets alternately, allowing. the inactive
charge . detector to 6e reset to a fixed level- by lii^ .while
' the gppasite . detector is active. The outputs afl the. two.
detectors . rnay thAn be muitiplexec} off•chip to obtain a
step^wi^e-continuous video signal:
oR^+xnvA.z PAGE rsCPlR^TEQN	 OF POOR QITAT.TTY
In tht: usual made of operation, the CGFD requires four
cloak phases, a transfer gate pulse, and two. do voltaclas
(-5V and f12V}. The faun-phase clack waveforms should
swing between 0 and +12 volts with timing as shown in
Figs. 3A and 36. The falling edges of 0t and. 03 should be
delayed {t,r stretched} as shown in Fig. 3B to insure
smooth transfer of charge. ^^ and ^^ ace noncritical. The
time between the transfer-gate poises determines the inte-















tr = 815E	 TIME
	
tf < 15,IISee
' to ^ oval: LAP rote	 o < to < ID Ilsee
tf =FALL TIME
	
ZO < tf < 40 nsrc
FiQUn 3l3 R,i and @^ clock adpas for apdmum pnfonTtancr.
0^ and a4 err rtan•critical
.: ^^' ^^RE ` ^AO'.,^3'^ ^I [7HI.Y iH TIM1W7G. FTIR OPTIAMIAI. f7PERATgH.
Ti+^ . et"setP raaclss Sao at+o eke, sllaln.n ee uncxEo
TFIIt01JGH^. SEPAIiAI'it 50URCE RESISTOFa REE 7EXTL
Figiira 3C, 'iimirq relatibns }lip of transfer pulse. C^31
iran^part clocks, rrsrt,clocks, and video outputs.
Tile .transfer .pulse should swing. between -4 anti ^b volts
and have awidth - greater than 1` µsec. In ord$rti^transfer
.the charge from- the .pitotodiades. into>.the CCD register,.
the ^a and 414 clacks should remain high daring the blarik-
ing and transfer interval, as shown in Fig:3C. This. saute
figure also shows ^R^, the even resat clack, and its. rela-
tionship to 0a and 1^3 . clocks as wall as the odd and even
video outputs. The.odd and even output reset clocks 0^p
and 0RE are derived from the. same sources as . ^1 and . (da
and are nominally synchronous, respectively, except that
they do not have the falling•edge delay of Fig. 3B, and will
require a separate MOS driver for optimum. performance.
See Fig. 10 far an example of a circuit far deriving these
clacks. A bias charge level is required in the CCD registers
to obtain optimum operation. This charge is supplied by
biasing the inputs ta. the registers (Pins 9and-141 with a
small positive vol4age in the range of Q to 2.5 volts. Also,
in orderta balancethedcoutputievels of the two registers,
it is convenient to adjust an @ input level relative to the
other. Resistive dividers. {potentiometers] may be.used
since very little current is required.
The output gate {Pin Z01 draws negligible current. It also
may be biased, thra+^gh a resistive divider, to a voltage
{non-criticall of from 2 #0 2.5 volts.
The substrate {pins fi and 121 is held at -5 volts; the com-
mon re#erence (Pin 1 j and the anti-blooming gate {Pin 11 }
are ^t ground; and the output amplifier drain, Pin 22, is at
+12 volts. The reset drain (Pin 31 normally is connected to
-
i•12 volts, but may be at an intermediate level if desired.
In some applications, it may be desirable to define an inte-
gration period shorter than the read -out time, This may
be accomplished by resetting the diodes with the anti-
bloaming gate. At the des ired resex time Vqg is pulsed to
-r5 volts far at Least one uses and then back to ground.
The integration period is then the time between the trail-
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Figure 6. Output voltage as a funetian of integration time
and light intensity (2870° K tungsten source
messund using a detector with flat response
and a 370 to 1040 rem bandwidth)
Figure 7A. Dark scan of CCPD-1728 at 1 MHs sample rate
Circuit of Fig_ 10, 50 mV/Division.
Figure 78. Dark scan of CCPD-1728 at 100 KHs sample rate
Circuit of Fig. 10, 50 mV/division.
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Figure 5. Typical transfer characteristic. Insert shows circuit
used far noise measurement
PERFORMANCE
Typical performance characteristics are shown in Figs. 4
through 9. Spectral response shown in Fig. 4 is typical of
high quality silicon photodiodes and does not exhibit the
interference effects and loss of blue response character-
istic of CCD sensors. Transfer characteristics showing the
noise level, saturation, and the reciprocity between light
intensity and integration time are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
It is obvious that longer integration times may be used to
detect lower light levels. However, this approach is ulti-
mately limited by dark leakage current which is integrated
along with the photocurrent. At room temperature, dark
current will contribute less than 1% of a saturated signal
'
for integration times up to about 30 msec (corresponding
to approximately 60 KHz scan rate fora 1728 element
arrayl. Figures 7A and 76 show dark scans at 1 MHz and
at 100 KHz. The fact that dark signal remains negligible
even at the lower scan rate is characteristic of the low
dark current capability inherent in the CCPD technology.
Figure 8 is an oscilloscope photograph illustrating the full
wave boxcar-type video output with a single cell illum-
inated by a 1 /2 mil diameter light spot. The output 	 Figure e. Expanded oscilloscop. photograph showing video
impedance of the CCPD is shown in Fig. 9.	 output tiravefocm. Circuit of Fig. 10, 0.5 V per
division.
j -^.^_ ^ ^.'~^.3 ^ +^^' F f'^: ^ ^ ^ .^ ^.^ j 4v.^1 ^ 9d s^_ 4°^ +. .:::.^ ^ !^ YI^^^ ..^ i ^ -^'^^
	 ^	
.: ti^ 
`r .`',^•	 ? ^!k r^ .^ ^ ^^.-.^ .::
^ Cli3CiJiTS generated isy counting clock pulses, The count may be set
by rocker switches to ve=ry the integration time. as desired,
A complete schematic diagram of 8 SU itafale • eVAlUatii3tl up to 20G5 clock periods. The output circuit has a gain of
circuit for the CCPD is shown in Fig, 1 p• Thls circa#t 2 so that the saturation voltage is appraxfmntely 2 volts
requires f5 and X17 volt power supplies. Ail clack phases and the peak-to-peak noise level is approximeiely 4 mv.
are generated i7y dividing the master clock which can be This evaluation circuit (Model RC7Q1^ is available from
set at any frequency up to 5 M^lz• The transfer pulse 0T is RETICON an a 4.5 x 5.6 inch printed circuit cord.
^'• eL^c^^ICAL cwAe3ACTERISTICs
SYMBQL	 PARAMfiTEit MiN TYP	 MAX	 UNITS	 NOTES
VRG	 Reset Drain Blas T 12	 -	 Volts
VflG	 `a	 Outpeat Drain t3ias 12	 Volts
' VOa	 Output Gete ©ia3 — 2	 2.6 	 Volts
V iG	 input Gate Sias — 2	 2.5
	
Volta	 1
VAS	 Anti•131ovminq Gate Blas — 0	 —	 Volta
VSUB	 Substrate Bit.^s —6.25 —6	 —A ,76	 Volts	 ^^^IGINAL p^^^ IS
10	 ^^ F^^ ^^^^41 , ^2' ^3' ^4	 CCD Trerettor^r^. Clucks	 Lagw -0.3 *C,6	 Volts
a^-	 Transfer Gras.	 wink 3 5	 7	 VoltsI_aw —6 ^	 •-3,6	 Volta
(Il	 . @	 Reset Ciaaks	 High 12	 VoltaRE Rn	 Lpw —0 ,^ 0 ,	 +O,I;e	 Vvits
0RG	 Recalvinq Gata Clock 	 wighLpw —-0.3
12	 —	 Volts
0	 •hQ,6	 Volta




TYP	 MAX UNITS NOTES
f^R	 Oynamia Rengr	 —	 6{10	 — — 3
ENE	 Paak•to•Paak Nvisr Equivalent Expaeure	 —	 Ix10Y3	 — p.!/cm2 4
ESPT	 Saturation i:>tpOSUn 	 —	 0.6	 — pJicmZ 4
Spectral Respansr Arngii Limits
	 —	 0.2-1.1	 — post
R	 flesponaivity	 —	 2	 — V perpJ/cm2 4, 6
Phvtoraspansa Nvn•Un;lormfty
	 -	 ^7 9i F, 6
VDARiC	 Avarrgr Oerk 5lgnel 	 1G	
=
rnV i
^ Dark Slgnel Nan •Unilvrmity
	
—	
10	 -- mV 7
VSAT	 Snturatlgn Output Voltage	 —	 4	 — V 6
i P	 Power Dissipation D.C.	 —	 70	 — mW
RG	 Output Impedance 	 --	 1600	 — Qhms $
,
3 NPP,	 Pirak•ta•Peak Nvlsa 	 --	 2	 — mV 9
1. The otla env rwr} input gate blasrs may na av;ustr y vlrrerentlaily to acniavr an atldfaHrn i^alanu in the vltlev output.
$. Tne vigra 9rmpir ratty Is twice the rre q uencY or tnv CCG transport clocks ¢ l , ¢a, ¢^, anct ¢A-
3. Oynar- p ie: ran4e is nrarrev tv prale•to•prrk noise. It Is a pprox + mately 5 tlmrs hiphrr wrten reterrcw to rms nafae.
3, i.14nt sourer is a 3a7a° K tuncstrn lam p, n.^asund using a de ectar with riot response and a 37G to 1040 nm oandwldth+.
0.	 l.b Ko >7R1 lore] resistors rntl vOC ^ 1^ valtr.
e3• Meaaurav wltn unlrarm i11u ninatlan at a pproximately s09r or saturatlan.
7. At $O` C With 30 msae Inteprrtlnn tlrrea. gerk sl9nal and dark slpnal non-unirormlt y era prapaftlanel to Intagratian
*.ima, rnv ap proximately dau4is tar avrry 7" C Increase In temperature.
I a. See ir lQ. 9.
P. Perk•tn•prrk nolsr is apprazlmately S tlmrs rms naisn.
-'.:
':-' 1
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PIN N0.	 256 1Q2^ '1728 UNi'i'$	 ,
0 1	 T2	 725 90fl 850 pF
i
02 {each side)	 8,15	 35 i35 226 pP	 ^
®
® ^3 {each side)	 5,18	 80 326 550 pF	 ^	
^II
0a {eacit side}	 T, 16	 35 139 226 pP	 I
''SRO' mRE	 4,19	 3 3 3 pF
01.	 13	 2D 80 135 pF
Video Gutputs 	 2.21	 4.5 4.5 4,5 pF
ABSOLI.ITE iNAKIMLJM RATiNs^S {Above which useful life ntaY be irnpeired) s
Storage Temperature —29°G m 1DD°C ^:
pperatingTemperature —25°C to 66°C
Vaitaga ran any pin with respect to substrate --Q.3 V to 18 V ..	 ^^
Fip11rQ 9. t7utput itnpadancte as a function o4 do bias curnnt.
With V®D ^ 12 volts and A^ ^ 1.S Kahms, tttir
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111^^N®Lf Tf^ f C 1^fDE^A/D ^^^^IEf^Tf"R
'	 AD i/ANCF /NFOAMA t10N
^'1^DEL : TDClO®7,!
The TAW TDC 1007) is an 8 bit fully-parallei (flash) AID converter capable of digi-
tizing an analog signal at rates from do to 30
megasamplss per second ( MSPS1. It will ac-
curately sample, yy ithaut an external sampie-
and-hofdclrcuit, input signals with frequesscy
components up to 7 MHz {comparator 3 dB
bandwidth of 35 MHzI.
A single convert signal controls the
operation of Ehe unit, which consists of 255
clocked comparators, combining logic, and
an output buffer register. Recovery from a
full sple step input occurs within 20 nsec.Controls are provided for straight binary or
offset 2s complement output cxading, in true
or inverted sense.
The TI]C1007J is patented {Na.
3281703, with other patents pending.
FEATURES
•	 8 bit resolution
•	 30 Megasamples/second
•	 Na sa m ple-and-hold circuit required
•	 Differential phase ^ o
•	 Differential gain 196
•	 Binary or 2s complement output
v
•	 Monolithic, bipolar. TTL
•	 64-pin ceramic 171F
	 ^




•	 Video data conversion
3X or 4X NTSC color
	 ^
3X ar AX PAL color
•	 Radar data conversion
	
vi
•	 High speedmultiplexeddeta acquisition
ORIGINAL PA E I,5
OF POOR QU^ITY
^^WLSI PRODUCE'S




Ti UCi 007J ^®NOl.lT^ilC Vl^E^ A/I^ C^i^YE^tTER
SPECIFICATIOMS
ai^oiuta maximum ratings
Supply voltage, V CC 0.0 tO +7.0 V
V EE 0.0 tc -7.0 V
Input voltage, digital -0.5 to +5.5 V
analog; signal . +0.5 to -2.5 V
reference . +0.5 to -2.5 V
Output voltage -0.5 to +7.0 V
Temperature, operating, ambient 0 to +70°C
junction +175°C
lead, soldering (10 seconds) +300°C
starsgs . -65 to +160°C
rec®mmended aRmrating cortditiorts
Parameter MIN NOM MAX UNIT
^PI^Y Voitege, VCC +4.5 +5.0 +5.5 V
VEE -5. :^ •S.0 -6.25 V
Reference Input,^' RT ^	 -1.1 0 +0.1 V
R B -0.9 -2.0 -2.1 V





VIH High level input voltage 2.0 V
VIA Low level input voltage 0.8 V
VOH High level output voltage VCC ' NOM • IOH	 -0.4 mA 2.4 V
VOA Low level output voltage VCC	 NOM, 10^ ^ 4.0 mA 0.4 V
I IH High level input current VCC	 MAX,	 VIH " 2.4 V 75 µAIII Low level input current V	 = MAX,
	 V	 0.4 VI ^
-0.8b mq
ICC Supply current V^^	 MAX 25 mA
IEE Supply current VEE = MAX -300 X00 mA
RIN Analog input impedance VEE ^ MAX 5.0 ^ Kti
C11y Analog input capacitance 300 pF
IBI Anaog input bias current VEE	 MAX 0.5 mA
VIN Analog input voltage 0.0 -2.0 V
IRT Reference bias current VEE ^ MAX 16 30 mA
IRB Raferenoe bias Curran: VEE	 MAX .1g -30 mA




r	 aperture delaydelay' 10 nsec
rp, digital output delay 30 45 nsac
rpyY, Convert Palma width 20 nsec
Maximum convert freAusney 20 30 MHz
tVDiCB) trBrKft'I!^ C>f18f8Ct8fI5tICS OVt'X OD9i'BtIflC t8f11D@f BtUrl1 r8I10@
Parameter Tett Conditions UNIT
DC linearity errors ±0.5 LSB
AC linearity (Maximum DC to ".6 MHz * 55 dg
spurious signal strength 3.6 MHz to 6 MHz* 50 d8
below full scats}
Noise power ratio DC to 5 MHz white noise 35 d6
bandwidth, 500 kHz slot
frequency
Transient recovery time Ful! scale step input 20 nsec
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A MONOLITHIC VIDfO A/D CONVERTER
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY IN APRIL 197E
PRICING
QUANTITY	 1-9 14-49 50-99 10C-499
PRICE	 $745	 $642	 $558	 $485
ALSO AVAILABLE
TDCIOa?PC^
1=0R VIDEU A/D CONVERTER EVALUATfON
A fully-tested printed circuit hoard containing the TDC1007J, a voltage reference, and a buffer amplifier to
match the converter to 5fl, 75, 93, or 1 KS^. Input ranges of 1, 2, 5, and 10 V, positive ar offset, are accommodated.
Provisions are made for level shifting and gain adjustment. Power suppi ies of + 15 V and +5 V are required. The price




















 LS! PRGD11C7 S
P.O. BOX 1 f26, REDONDO BE,4CN, G4Ll/'QRNlA 9J278(z13J Bab-1831	 3/78
TaCi007J ^—^{^ DOUT8
Nc , ^	 ---p s4 NCNC 2 83 NC
NC 3 S2NC
NC 4 61 NC
NC i 60 NC
NC 6 59 NC
NC 7 58 NC
NC 6 67 NCNC 9 66 NG
ANCtO !i6 NC
V RT 11 54 NC
*NC i2 S3 NC
V1N 13 ii2 NC
ACiNDi4 S1 NC
V 1N 1S Sa VEE
V IN 18 49 VEE
VRM .7 48VfE
V IN i8 47V£E
AC3ND 19 48 NC
V 1 N a0 46 NC
6NC 21 4^ NC
V RB22 43VCC
*NC 23 42 DGN DNC 24 41 NMINV^^
NC 25 40 DS (MS@?
NC 28 39 D1
Nc a7 3s D3
V CC 28 37 D4
D{3ND29 38 NLINV^;
CCNV ERT30 35 D631 34 Di1










TD^^ X07'! ^IQN®L1TH1^ ^^^^^ A/^ COi^'^^RT^R
PIN i
IDENTIFIER PACKAGE iN^gRMATtw^N
0. 0^10^	 0.062 +0,016
1
-^y^-:r--0.011 s 0.001	 0.060s 0.015
END V1EiN
ORIGINAL PACE IS
OF POOR Q JA^LX"^`Y
NEAT	 ^
0.242/0.1926	 51 N rG
s








p IMENSIONS IN INCI-IE5
ALL POWER AND GND PINS
MUST 8E CONNECTED.
J13ND IS +6V ®RaUND AND
REFERENCES TTL E!O
BUFFERS ONLY
Tc2P ViE1N ^ 0.800s 0.010
* RECCiMMENbE D CONNECTION TO ANAL04 GROUND FDR INTERELECTRODE 51ilELDiNC3











TRW RESERVES THE Rlp >•IT TO CHANGE PRODUCTS AND SPECIFICATIONS WIThIOUT NOTICE. TFIISINFORMATION DOES NOT CONVEY ANY i.ICENSE UNDER PATENT RICeI •ITS flF TRW INC. OR OTHERS.
^i^wLSl PAC)OUCT'S
0
NORTH AMERICAN SALES OFFICES
ALAt3AiMA, Huntsville (205) 772-9656 NEBRASKA, Lincoln (402) 474-5151
ARIZONA, Phoenix (602) 97i-6250 f^EW MEXICO, Albuquerque (505) 265-7759
hlEW YORK, Rochester (716) 461-3070
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles (213) 478-0133 NORTH CAROLINA, Charlotte (704) 527-1344
Menlo Park (415) 32i-9050
Tustin (714) 832-4952 OHIO, Cincinnati (513) 521-2290
COLORADO, Westminster (303) 42fi-0890 Columbus (614) 888-9396
CO:VNECTICt,DT, Orange (203} 795-3575 Dayton (513) 298-9546
. Rowayton (203) 853-4466 Middleburg Heights (216) 826-4424
OREGON, Beaverton (503) 643-1644
FLORIDA, F4. L^vderdale (305) 721-1700
Orlando {305) 85i-3650 PENNSYLVANIA, Sala Cynwyd (215) 667-3400
Pittsburg (412) 344-72i'7
ILLINOIS, Elk Grove Village (312) 593-0200
IND"IANA, Fort Wayne (219) 432-5591 TENNESSEE, GreeneviliR (615) 63^'-6154
lndiar^apolis (317) 359-9283 TEXAS, Austin (512) 451-2959
Kokomo (317) 453-3592 Dallas (214} 387-3030
IOWA, Cedar Rapids (319) 393-8703 Houston (713) 772-5541
KANSAS, Prairie Village (913} 236-4646 UTAH, Salt Lake City (801) 943-5650
Wichita (316) 58&6685
KENTUCKY, Louisvitls (502) 897-1569 VIRGINIA, Richmond (804) 288-8334
MARYLAND, Baltimore (301) 42c; 1241 WASHINGTON, Bellevue (206) 454-0300MASSACHUSETTS, iNalt^^am {6171 89^i-3232 WISCONSIN, Wauwatosa (414) 475-7755MICHIGAN, Grand Rapids (S16) 942-420
Southfield (313} 559-5454 CANADA:St. Joseph (616) 983-7337
MINNESOTA, Minneapolis (612) 835-5454
MISSOURI, St. Louis (314) 432-2830 fiAANITO ®A, Wi;:nipeg (204) 775-3354
ONTARIO, Toronto (416) 494.5445
QUEBEC, Montreal (514) 341-5470
IR^TERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires 404122 ISRAEL, Tel Aviv 444572




BRAZIL, Sao Paulo 2409211 NETHERLANDS, Amsterdam 934824
NEW ZEALAND, Wellington 51 X79
DEI+iMARK, Herter 842000 NORWAY, Oslo 157550
^JNlAND, Helsinki 640641 SOUTH AFRICA, Capetown 457656
FRANCE, Paris 7581111 Johannesburg 6181027SPAIN, Madrid 2425204
GERMANY, Munich :03007 S^NEDEN, Stockholm 248340SWITZERLAND, Zurich 429900
HONG KONG ':81521 TAIWAN, Taipei 7512062
UNDYED KINGDOM, London 9025941
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Performance You've t3een Waiting For.
	 Now you can ^ ^^
have your choice of speeds, from 1.905 to 3.175 m/s
(75 to 125 ips), to meet the application requirements of
higher performance, minicomputer-oriented data process-
ing systems. The T1000 Series is the perfect extension of
Periec's T9000 Series Vacuum Column Taps Transports
which offer speeds from 0.952 to 1.905 m/s (37.5 to
	 ^^
75 ips).
The T1640 transports write and read 63 cpmm (1606 cpi)
in PE format, and 32 cpmm (600 cpi) in fVFiZI format. The
T1940 transports carte and read 246 cpmm (6250 cni) in
GCR format, and 63 cpmm (1600 cpi) in PE format. You
save the cost of separate transports for each format and
have the media compatibilibj needed in today's market.
Smooth, Reliable Tape Handiin
	 The exclusive)
designed Pertec vacuum capstan prevents tape slippage
even with the short starts and stops required for 7.62 mm(0.3 inch) IRGs. There is no tape deep across the head in
either on- or off-line modes. The vacuum capstan also
smooths out acceleration and deceleration to provide
maximum reliability and positive tape handling.
When unloading the tape, the vacuum i; automatically
turned off and the tape is slowly and gr:^etly wound onto











THE PERTE^ T 1000
The PEi^TEC T1l)()0 Series Tape Transports are #ruly
the wori^t's first advanced design vacuum column
transports. Speci4lcaiiy designed to meet today's and
tara:orrow 's cfala procaassing system r®quirements,
there 's a Ti CtOQ tc suit your OEM needs.
• Standard Speeds from 1,965 to 3.175 m/s(75 to 125 ips)
• i)ual PE/NRZI Format
• i)ua! GCR/PE Format
• Automatic Tape Threading
• llacuun•^  Capstan
• Air Bearings at A!i Turnaround Points
• Additional 8utfer Pocket
• Optical Capstan Tachorre;er
• Automatic Load Point Seek
• Front Access to Electronics
• 0.3- or 0.5-inch IRG Capability
• Optional 56iE-east Features











Ali vacuum column turnaround points use air bearings;
ceramic guides are used at all critical tape edge points.(Oaring rewind, the tape path dynamics prevent tape from
being in contact with the head. Thus, tape wear and
system friction are minimized —assuring you better
system performance.
By using the vacuum to draw particles from the tape and
from the surface of the tape cleaner, you're assured
effective tape cleaning and superb data reliability.
The Pertec exclusive additional buffer pocket provides
additional tape storage for fast starts and stops. ! t also aids
in providing the 7.62 mm (0.3 inch) inter-record gaps
requira;d for CCR. In addition, the buffer assures extremely
low transient startletop prcfiles.
The T1000 is the only transport in its class tc use an
opti^ai tachometer in the capstan servo. This feature is
generally found in servo designs of the more expensive
plug-compatible type transports. The optical tachometer
provides more ^sitive speed control and precise controller
reference when generating the short GCR gaps.
Pertec ReiiaSiii#y. The MTBF of the T1000 is greater
than 2500 hours by design. No mechanical relays — no
incandescent lamps. The use of solid state LED displays
removes high-failure components from the system thus
lowering maintenance costs.
Longer head life with far less downtime is obtained
from Pertec 's hard-coated, read after write head.
Reduced tape path and media wear is achieved by use
of air bearings and ceramic guides.
Linear vacuum transducers operate on a vacuum
differential providing linear operation of reel servos. This




Custam^er Con+eenience. The T1000 automatically
loads both Easy Load ^1 and >•i2 • cartridges. It also
automatically threads 267 mm {10'/z inch) open reels.
Thus, your customer doesn ' t have to wait for the next re-
load orwaste time threading tape. Reel sizes of 216 mm
(8^/z inches) and 178 mm (7 inches) are automatically
threaded attar tape has been manually p!a^;ed in the loading
slat. After the loading sequence is complete, tape will
automatically seek load point.
A front panel 4-position select Switch provides ease of
address change.
Built-in daisy chain capability allows the T1000 to
function in a multiple unit configuration.
Minimal dynamic skew is achieved by configuring head
and tape guide geometry consistent with iBM and ANSI
requirements. The head plate is adjustable for azimuth
correction of skew.
Quality Assurance you Can Count On. 	 On every
product, Pertec pre-tests each circuit board and ail critical
components at the subassembly level. Prior to shipping,
each T1000 Tape Transport is bG°rnad in for 40 hours
minimum to force infant component failures to occur before
shipment. Following quality centrol checkout, every T1000
must pass the fully comer;ierized acceptance test criteria
of our Quality Assurance Department. Only after vertifica-
tion that ail parameter; of the aerformance specifications
have been met is the T1000 approved for shipment to you.
This care and attention assures you of a unit that will




troubleshooting simple and reduces downtime and MTTR.
All electronics and assemblies are accessible from the
front to facilitate easy servicing. With Pertec's exclusive
test plug on each module, fault iso^ation and repair of
circuits has been greatly simpl?fled.
Optional self-test maintenance contrcls can be built in
to aid in adjustment of read pre-amp gains, skew window
monitor, capstan and reel servo adjustments, and verifying
that read and write circuits are functioning. This extremely
sophisticated option makes adjustments easy and lowers
your costs as well as your customers' cost of ownership.
For com prehensive unit troubleshooting, Pertec offers
an external plug-in tester. This compact unit operates from
the transport power. It has built-incapability to verify
proper transport operation while in the oft-line mode.
The maintenance manual shipped with each unit
contains corprehensive operating descrit^tions, schematic
drawings, and test and adjustment procedures to make
repairs easy and economical.
Formatted Serios. If you prefer, have Pertec supply an
internal data formatter which contains the ne+cessary data
timing and control functions normally provided in an
external tape control unit. Through the simplified data
formatter interface. the use • can transfer data to and from
PE/NRZI transports without having to concern himself with
any of the tape related housekeeFing or data recovt:ry
logic. Since the interface is She sa^^ for the PE/NRZI
formatter, only one control unit need be designed. Your
local Pertec sales engineer can also provide you with the
nece,;sary formatter data.
Esey Loatl ft snd f2 CtrtndQee are Asgiaterod Tratlemuka of IBM,
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WESTERN REG1Oty SALES: y
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^
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PE/NI3ZI 83/32 cpmm 120160 16fl/SO 180190 2001100 T1640-98
(1 fifl0/$00 cpi)
PEI NFIZI 63/32 cpmm i 20 /6fl i 6fl/80 180190 2001100 FT1640-98*(i 6001800 cpi)
GCR/ PE 246163 cprr^m 4681120 j	 62511 Bfl 7031180 7811200 Ti 940-96




Optilarna! Features #or Added l=iexlh^lity.
Self-test Maintenance Controls. Fvr an-site verification
ofi read and write circuits and adjustmertits.
® F,urinirrg Time Meter. Registers blower-o^^ time for
^I maintenance purposes.
Voltage Change. Far the different ln#erna#ionai voltage
requirements.
Customer Logo. We're proud of our name, but we'll insert
your logo to enhance recognition of your company.
industry Standard Int®r#ace.	 'The T1000 Tape
Transports use the same Pertec 3-connector interface
which has been adapted as an Industry standard. It is
plug-tv-plug compatible with Pertec T9000 Vacuum
Column Tape 'rransports as well as our other transports.
Also, the transport may be interfaced via 34-pin ribbon
cable connectors for long cable leng#hs and built-in daisy
chain capability.
Increase Yatar Sales and Pro #its ny Building the Pertec
T10t}0 Series Tape Transports Into Yr^ur Next System.
If your systems move tape, look to the company that moves
more tape transports than any other independent manu-
facturer in the world. If you're planning to penetrate the
mini data processing rnarlcet, you'll find #hat one of our
basic canfiguratians with available options offers you the
best buy. In addition, our world-wide sales/service
orgamza.ion is ready to offer you added support when you
need It.
Match the features, specifications, anti bane#Its of the
T1000 Vacuum Column Tape Transport with your sys.em
requirements. Call the Pertec sales engineer in your
area —he's qualified to assist you in your selec^ ►on of
peripheral". Or, write PGC Pertec, 9600 IrondaleAve.,
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Partec Ti#i!^ Saei^^ Vacuum. ^oilumin Type Transpoti S>peciftoaitclns
t'^eel. $.i^^	 1 T8, 2# fi, anti 2B7 mm (7, i5^/x , and # A^/z inch) Open Reels, at
Edsyl:oad ^1 and ^2* Cartridges
f^rsmi^er of Tracks. ^	 track, IBM Compatible
iRecQrdia^^ l^oda ^ GCRIPI±or Pi+/NR^!
t?aia i3enstiy I 246163 cpr^m {6250 !1600 cpi) or 63132 cpmm {16001800 cpi)
Taps Speed
Instantaneous Speed. Variation












1.905, 2.540, 2.857, and 3.175 m/s (75, 100, i 12.5, and 125 fps)
f 3°/o Forward and Reverse
t 1 %Forward, t 2% Reverse
1.5 ^ 0.1 msec in GCR made at 125 ips or
3.0 f0 . 35 msec in Pi+/NRZI mode at 125 ips
4.83 t 0.51 mm (0.1 S t 0 .02 inch)
8D seconds maximum; 65 seconds nominal
12.7 mm (0.5 inch)
38.1 micron',eters (1.5 mil)
Computer Grade. ANSI Spec X3.40.1 973
5° to 44°C (40° to 1 i 2°F)
30 to 80% (non-condensing)
0 to 2134 m (0 to 7,000 feet)
lliiacii^anical Description
	
Mounting	 Standard EIA Rack Mount
	
Weight	 113 kg (250 pounds}
	
Height
	 622 mm (24'/z inches}
	
Width
	 483 mm (19 inches)
	







interface	 DTI , TTL-Compatible Logic ( Law True)
	
Power	 190/?50v ac, 48 to 52 Hz or 58 to 62 Hz, 10A Continuous
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 for mere versatf^e. un- furlong recording time, 10096 more
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Ampex HBR-3000 System	 0
high bit rate (HBR) data. recording
for airborne or base applications
The recording of digital or digitized
analog signals at high bit rates, witn re-
:.ording times of 20 minutes or more, is
an established requirement for many
commercial and defense applications.
The Ampex High Bit Rate (HBR-3000)
System has been developed to satisfy
this requirement. Digitized signals are
recorded in a space division multi-
plexed format on a conventional longitu-
dinal recorder. During reproduce mode.
the data is reassembled to its original
format either in real time or at speeds
compatible with data reduction devices
Conventional airborne or laboratory
tape transports may be used along wilt
proven digital electronics to provide the
optimum systems approach to high bit
rate recording.
Standard systems are available to ac-
cEpt either serial or parallel data
streams at rates up to 96 Megabits/
second. Higher rates are available on a
custom basis. Incoming data is fanned
out to the appropriate number of re-
corded tracks to maximize tape utiliza-
tion. A single master channel for each
group of 12 recorded tracks is used in
conjunction with system generated sync
information to minimize overhead re-
quirements. Miller^(M^) coding is avail-
able to assure minimum error rate. Con-
stant packing density on tape, an ex-
tremely valuable fea::.tre to minimize aa-
justmenis and to facilitate tape inter-
change, is achieved by controlling tape
speed from the data clock. This frees
the system from speed limitations im-
posed by VCO (voltage controlled oscil-
lator) type systems. in the HBR-3000
system, response to data rate changes
is limited only by the slew rate of the
tape transport.
During reproduce, tape speed is also
controlled by the data clock. Tape in-
formation is decoded and then de-
skewed to eliminate any transportrhead
generated time base errors. The multi-
plexed channels are then reformatted to
the original input configuration. The
Ampex HBR-3000 system has been de-
signed to offer the utmost flexibility to
meet the requirements of bit race, record
lime and reliability.
Data format
The system provides far serial or paral-
lel data streams alone or in combina-
tion. On a 14 track IRIG compatible
recordlreproduce system, a serial data
stream is fanned out to a maximum of 12
data tracks with one track reserved as a
master channel for deskew overhead.
One additional track is available for
voice or time code recording. If desired,
the number of tracks utilized for HBR
recording may be reduced, making ad-
ditional tracks available for analog data
recording as required.
If two or more serial data channels are
required in the application, 28 track
head configurations are available pro-
viding for 24 tracks of data. 2 master
channels and 2 ancillary data channels.
As in the 14 track Configuration, HBR
tracks may be reglar •,ed by analog data
tracks as desired.
For parallel data applications, the
HBR-3000 again offers optimum flexibil-
ity. Depending upon data reliability re-
quirements, each track of the HBR-3000
system can accommodate up to 4
Megabits per second per channel. * As
with the serial input system. up to 24
tracks are available on tape for data re-
cording and a total data rate of 96
Megabits'second can be recorded at a
packing density of 33.3 Kbitslinch' and
a tape speed of 120 inches/second.



























Extremely rugged multi-track intermediate or wideband
recorder/reproducer with new versatility —new filexibility
a
New concept in maintainability
The AR-1700 has been designed to place emphasis on configuration flexi-
bility and maintainability through the use of total modular construction.
All modular subassemblies are attachod by quick release connectors. The
AR-1700 can be disassembled and completely reassembled in less than one
^^our by a qualified field technician. Modular construction as designed in
the AR-1700 greatly adds to the maintainability and reliability of the system
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The new AR-f 700 electronics f^11ti4 advantage of the
Iatsat^ aoEld-state technology to irteure maximum retfa-
bllity over a wide range of temperature and operational
extrstnes. Highty roilabie microcircuits are used when-
ever p^sible. Ali electronics boards are small, light-
welghR requilM tow power, and aro easily removed for
service.	 .
^ fiA!!s ^ improved predNeetlora aapahUih►.
Two differan! z^gr^:; electronics are available: lnter-
medlate i3and eleciro.^rt+cs and Widaband II electronlcs-
lntermediate band e lectronics (t300 kWz at 1 ZO ipe) use
a^ single operational amplifier design allowing greater
density in packaging so that up to 2^ IB tracks can
b^ installed within the transport enctasure. Wideband
electronics Increase frequency response to 2 MHz at
120 fps, The 2-MHz recording capability is essential to
preserve sidt+bands In predetection recording and for
many pulse recordlfng applications.
Standard AR-174'1's can be supplied with reproduce
heads and prsempatorsignal monitoring and reproduce
electronics interface. Record electronics far six-speed
...operation are Included in each module. All six speeds
are electrically switchable from 4he front panel transport
speed selector or from an optional remote control unit,
1RIli compatible heads
-The heads aro IR1Q compatible with either T - or 14-track
configurations tar 1h- or 1•inch tape. lntennediate band





Accga to AFFt TOO olactroitks card nrck* twir^rrr rear of trans
pert: Uir to . 26tnECka of IRIf^ Ietarmadiate^f'land plrect Recnrd
Electronics may tar monntsd: Ire theeAA^i 700.










HIGHLY ACCURAl°E TAPE SPEEDS _^ ^^"'
WITH ADVANCED CAPSTAN SERVO ^°^^
"^ ^^^The capstan servo is a phase comparator, sample-and- -
ho#dcystem that maintains a constant capstan rotational ^ ^ ^='L
veloci ty and thus a Constant tape Speed. The Servo !''_'
^maintains constant capstan speed by comparing the
^
1^
output of a tachometer encoder disc mounted on the - =,; s
capstan shaft, w#th an output derived from a crystal
cantrol[ed oscillator, ay comparing the frequency and ^ ;^,
phase of the integral reference with the frequency and ^^;'
phase of the tachometer signal, an error signal is gen-
erated and used to control the current to the capstan s^^:^























We are enclosing some preliminar y information on the Air-
borne High Density Digital Recording System for yflur
scanner. The Ampex AF-1700 is thQ recorder we discLissed
but dill be integrated c^ith the Miller Digital R.::^order
f:,lectronics to Kandla a 3.25 ^4b/s per system stream.
ode have a ^3onitor Box c+rhich is roughly half the sire of
the AR-1700 packaga to select tha individual channels re-
carded. In othar ^^ords, we can provide the recording system
in (31 packages consisting of:
The basic recorder
The Digital Ele^4tronics, and
The ^4oni.tor Box.
All you have to provide is the s ync clock and the data to
be rec©riled.
if you have any further questions, pleas® do not hesitate
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For maximum recording efficiency ;pith
minimum adjustment and reliable Eape
interchange, the HBR -3D00 system de-
sign provides for a constant packing
density on tape regardless of input data
rate variations.
The Ampex FiBR-3000 employs the use
of the input data clock to generate a
tape speed reference. if the input rate
varies, the tape speed is varied to in-
sure aconstant packing density on
tape. Phis not only provides for the
maximum recording time for the pack-
ing density selected, but once set up, to
reproduce a particular data rate. Other
data rates may be recorded and repro-
duced at that data rate with no addi-
tiona[ set-up/adjustment required.
Low bit error rates (BER)
The bit error rate (BER) in any high den-
sity digital system is a function of many
variables that must be of concern to the
system designer. These include the type
of tape used, track width and response
of the head assembly, bit packing den-
sity, type of coding used, transport skew
characteristics and the nature of the
data being recorded.
The BER requirements of any given
application may vary according to the
application and the user should be able
to select those parameters critical to
his application. The Ampex HBR-3000
system provides the widest range of se-
lectivity of key elements effecting BER.
No data pattern sensitivity
In digitizing slowly changing sensor
data, or pictorial data from TU, radar or
satellites, repetitive patterns rich in law
frequency components are generated.
Unless compensated for, these data
patterns produce high bit error rates
and toss of essential data when re-
corded and reproduced on magnetic
tape.
Ampex has developed the M 2 coding
technique to completely eliminate the
DC pattern sensitivity usually asso-
ciated with recording NRZ derived
codes. Coded data iS faithfiully record-
ed on tape regardless of data pattern;
during reproduce, data is decoded
and returned to the user in its error
free form. No sophisticated 1]C restor-
ation circuitry is required. Only the
Ampex HBR-3D00 offers this feature.
Time base expansion
If the data reduction facility is not able
to cope with the extremely high data
rates at acquisition, then time base ex-
pansion is an essential requirement of a
high bit rate system. The Ampex hfBR-
3000 system takes advantage of the
constant packing density an tape and
makes use of an externally generated
data clock to control tape speed in the
reproduce mode. Thus, the HBR-30D0
system is able to supply electrically
switchabte output rates, matched to the
exact user requirements, without system
adjustment.
Ancillary data channels
In addition to the digital data stream,
t me code reference and other ancillary
t eta may be required. The Ampex
HBR-3000 sys#em offers flexibility in




Whether the application involves air-
borne data acquisition for ground re-
production, ar strictly a lab environment
operation, machine to machine com-
patibility is an essential requirement of a
high density record reproduce system.
The Ampex 1•-Ii3R-3000 system insures
this compatlbiliy in two ways. Track
registration is a function of closely
maintained head tolerances and tape
transport dynamics—both products of
Ampex experience for over 25 years.
The second essential ingredient to nta-
chine compatibiliy is constant density
recording on tape. All alignments,
equalization and variables associated
with changes in data rates are located
in the reproduce side of the system,
thus insuring faithful repraductlan
regardless of recording condi#ions.
Application fieAiaility
Whether Ehe need es to rE^cord a high oil
rate serial data stream from G satellite, a
digitized video signal frc^rrt an chtical
scanner. or simply to improve signal to
noise ratios by increasing data word
lengths, the Ampex HBR -3000 offers the
flexibility to cope with changing re-
quirements as they develop. Consider
the following:
• The ability to accept either a serial or
parallel data stream by merely press-
ing abutton.
• The assurance of constant packing
density on tape as input data rates
vary or change.
• The simplicity of changing packing
density by switch selection should a
change in record time or margin be
desired.
• The availability of a digital hit
synchronizer/decoder which permits
the reproduction of data in real time or
at some non-binariiy related data rate.
• The ease of system expansion or
modification by adding the required
electronics cards.
• The confidence of machine-machine
compatibility.
FLEXIBIr_1TY—that only carves from
years of experience in instrumentation
magnetic tape recording.
Human engineering
The HBR-3000 system has been de-
signed for operation on a day to day
basis by personnel who have limited
experience with this type of equipment.
During .critical stages of a misGion, little
time is available for tape recorder "fid-
dling." Tate HBR-3000 system design
has taken these factors into account.
Wherever possible, alignment and
adjustment have been eilminated. A
simplified on line diagnostiGmode
select pane! is provided for verifying
key operating parameters. Easily read-
able indicator lights give an instanta-
neous readout of system per#ormance
at any time. The HBR -3000 system has
been designed by experienced

















High performance, the utmost in data
reliability and long term trouble-free
operation—these are adva,^tages which
for years have been taken for granted
by users of this top of the hne Ampex
Instrumentation recorder. HBR-3000
High Bit Rate systems for ground in-
stalla[ion use this well proven tape
transport to achieve the high packing
densiryllow error rate performance re-
quired in today's digital instrumentation
applications.
The FR-3000 transport affords cross-
play compatibility with aU other Ampex
portable or stationary instrumentation
recording systems, including airborne
equipment and TRIG compatible re-
corders.
D'sgital interface
The Digital Process Bay in the HBR-
3000 systems provides the interface be-
tween thz multiple s^rial or parallel NRZ
data streams and the recordlreproduce
electronics. In the input mode, data is
fa^ined out to the appropriate number of
data tracks, prior to encoding and sync
insertion, to insure ri aximum recording
efficiency on tape. During reproduce,
deskewad data is reformatted to its orig-
inal NRZ forma[, time base corrected to




For airborne high bit rate digital data
acquisition applications. HBR-3000
electronics can be used in conjunction
with AR-70011700 tape transports de-
signed for hostile environments. The
digital electronics are contained in a
Separate Shock mounted unit which may
be located where desired.
These advanced transports of proven
design and performance offer reduced
size and weight. lower power consump-
tion aid increased versatility and relia-
bility. Recording time of 1S minutes or
more is available at full bandwidth;




This Shock mounted assembly provides
the digital interface between the air-
borne recorder and the digital data
stream. The unit accepts the serial or
parallel NRZ data plus clock, adds sync
information, creates the necessary mas-
ferchannel and encodes the data prior
to recording.
The airborne HBR-3000 systems also
include a reproduce monitor amplifier
and a 14 x 1 or 28 x 1 switch permitting
selection of any track for monitor!
verification purposes. This monitor
capability greatly facilitates set-up and
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The HBA-3Qt?0 system ^s an electronic
system designed to accept digdal data
^n ;tie sign megabd range for recording
on augome or laboratory tape trans-
ports. The system features nigh packing
density recording for max+mum record
time, Miller ^r M' Coding for minimum
error rates, and vanable time base ex-
pansion for ease of data reduction. In-
coming data—se p al or parallel—is
fanned out to ophmi2e tape iiaCk Uiiti^a-
tron. Sync information is added and
data ^s encoded p oor to recording on
tape. In the reproduC3 mode, signals
are am p +hied, decoded t0 NRZ-^ tar-
mac. and sync +s removed aS part of the
deskew process poor to parallel-renal
conversion.
Digital process bay
Escn bay will service up to t2 digital
data tracKS and contains the senal-
parailel converter, sync ;nsernon.
Miller1M' encoders, deskew and
parallel-se pal printed wrong assemblies,
Sepal-parallel converter. Eacn digital
Process bay contains a single senal-
par811e1 converter PWA. In put data
Streams end data ctOCk are fed t0 the
Converter for fanOUt aS repaired. E9Ch
board contains a i71P switch wrncn pro-
grams the number of tracks on tape for
digital data as required by the apolrca-
non. Data clock rnfarmahon + s also used
ro denve 3 capstan dove signal allowing
ilia System to track the incoming data
and provide a constant bu eack,ng
density without o perator ^ntarvention.
Sync Inserter. Poor to recording, data ^s
formatted to allow for deskewmg bV ^n-
sernng sync words into arch track
avert' St2 bits: On inserting the sync
word, data at that paint ^s transferred to
a master Cnannel or overnead track.
One overhead track ^s used for up to
twelve data tracks, one sync ^nsarter
PWA is included in each Digital Process
eat'.	 -.
tCr each track on tapd. including the
master Cnannel. ^ tie Unit LviH decode
a+ther A+{iller Jr tlr{' and provides NRZ -L
data plus ClpCk t0 IhB d@skew alaC-
tronres.
Deskew electronics
The deSkew zlaCtronres. incanted .n tna
D+grtal Process Bay, raahgn the data on
a bd-bv-bit basis. E3Ch deShew P1,VA
handles two traClcS J1 data. 4V+Ih the aid
of an external b+t rate ^loek, the des^aw
alectronres nine base correct the data.
removing um+ng perturbations caused
by the tape transport. Dasxewrng and
ume base correcaen are accomoiisnea
h,' SiOnng the data in yh+1t registers tivrth
sufficient correction Capabw ty for ;lining
errors related to the record: reproduce
orQC@S5. Dunng Iha deSKBw CrpCeSS,
Sync words are removed 3s Od[8:5 ra-
tormatted.
Parallel-renal converter
a paratiei -Se p al converter, air, ^Je:atet7
^n the Dig:lal i''oCeSS 3aV. Commutates
the data cnanne+s error •eorcduca anc
detixaly
 fC r@fCrmal :rte high bit rate
data tC its Jng+n91 Gonh,^uraUJn ^;nz
%Jnverte! 'S ^eGuir@d oar Dig ital P*O-
Cess 9ay. and ^t :S user orogrammablZ
;C ^OniQfrft i0 tap@ rCrrTtat raQUiren'enEti.
On-line diagnosticrmode
select panel
TJ Simplify Setu p and test procedures.
an on -i+ne diagnostic mods select oane^
;s prov^dea that perm+ts selection Jt ^n-
dividual reCOrdr reproduCB lines. The
.:OmDiete ^nput^utput path for a
selected One can be tested. 4ltarnataiv.
the tspa and Heads can ba bypassed .n
the electrorncs-alectrorncs ^E-E1 mode.
The Sepal-parallel - renal converters anC
sync deskew circwts can a;so be
bypassed ^n order to cast SpaC+fiC tunC-
tions on sateCted line.
s` 
^^
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Encoder. The M' Encoder PWA contains
hybnd encoders capable of generating
ether Miller or M' coded data streams
t0 the head drnrerS. The SefBChon Of
CCdeS to be used ^S programmable zt
the user's Jpbon, 31thOUgn aI hlgh pack-
^ng oensi pes the DC tree M' code will
give the best resu^ts w+tn regard to BER
and s talc to be lar supenor ;o any otner
Codes Vet aYaddble tJf ;Hess a pp iiCa-
dons. Compahb+liry with axist+nq Millar
SYStefnS iS ,nherent in the design.
Reproduce amplifier Day
The Reproduce amphtier last' ^5 s+milar
to convennonai analog erect reoroduce
amplifier bays. but has bean designed
s^'ecstically for high b+t rate appiiCationS.
The bay will accommoc!ete ttp to tr1 re-
produca am plifiers whose +unction .t ^s
to amplify the tow 'aver digital signals
read from tape poor to the decode and
de5►, ew tunCtiOnS. Each raproduC?
amps:#ter contains s+x speed. eie[tncslly
switcrable eQuali:er5 capable or being
3diustsd over a s50°s range on ether
side or the nominal tape speed.
Bit sync decoder bay
Clock recovery and decoding .s ac-
compUshed in ^,e bit synC.•decoder
PWA located in the bit Sync Decoder












-_- DC free M^ coding for highly
correlated data
Magnetic reproduce heads rely on flux
- change to sense the information re-
corded on a magnetic media. Con-
- ventional NRZ-l. data containing strings
^^^^ of continuous "0" would a{^pear as a
'"^:. DC level if recorded directly without
some form of coding. Various coding
.,^ . schemes have been developed that es-
sentially force tlux changes according
to a set of lag^cat rules. In ^g70 Ampex
'.^	 _ introduced Ehe Miller code as the most
-	 . ' efficient method of coding digitized in-
j	 -..' lormatinn +n applica;i^ns requiring high
^	 ° : reliab^liry and packing density. The Mil-
. ler code is widely used ^n both data_
r	 ^' processing and instrumentation applica-
;:' Mons, and is, with slight variation. the
predominant code used rn most d^g^tal
"^'^ Computer disks.
` With the advent of digitized v+^ao and
other highly correlated grapnac informa-
Gon. such as satellite scan information,
+t became apparent that Certain pattern
,^,' configurations generated codes with an
^s^'' extremely high OC content resulting an
f
unacceptable error rates.
Now. from Ampex again. has come the
most important advance to resolve the
°-.	 - probie,n of unique pattern sensit^wry at
"	 ^	 • h+gh bit packing densities—the M'
code. M^ effectively removes the DC
component found in other coding
schemes, a vital factor when repefi-
Gously recording certain code patterns.
The Miller and M^ codes are com-
plementary. The hkBR-3000 encoder c+r-
_ cudry wdl provide either as a result of
_
operator choke. Any MiNer coded data
can be played back through the de-
coder cirCU^try since it includes both
Miller and M3 capab+l+ry without operator
intervention. It is a straight forward
;^^.} system—no exotic bit insertion, bit
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Dedicated master • cFtannei for time
ease correction data
Data arriving at the input to the record)
reproduce system is in a time correlated
sequence that must be preserved, Tape
recorders, being electromechanical de-
vices, have inherent time related errors
that must be taken into account. These
timing errors are often compounded
when data i5 recorded on one system
and reproduced on another,
The Ampex HBR-3000 system totally
eliminates these timing errors through
the use of a master channellsync word
system as illustrated. Parallel data
streams arrive at the input to the sync
inserter where a unique 32 bit sync
^.roord is sequentially inserted in each of
the data streams. As data is replaced
by Ehe sync word in each of the parallel
data streams, the replaced data is re-
corded on the master channel, thus
preserving the continuity of the data.
The process is repeated every 5t2 bit
intervals, a spacing far wider than the
accumulated error tolerances in the
recordlreproduce process.
During reproduce, individual tracks are
out of sync with respect to each other
due to the mechanical errors of skew
and inter-track time displacement error.
The deskew logic detects the unique
sync word ^n each track, corrects it, re-
places the data #rom the master channel
and stores the decoded data in regis-
ters for simulEaneous clocking out by the
internal clock in its original format.
a-i^R-^000 syssem--
design nomograph
The Ivey parameters of a Migh Bit Rate
record/reproduce system are (a) data
rz^tes, (b) reliabiiiry or bit error rates, and
(c) record time available. To achieve
these objectives within the state-of-the-
art of current technology, many choices
are available. The design nomograph
has been provided to assist the app^ica-
tion engineer in determinin g
 these trade
offs. Some examples of its use follows.
Assume a user system generates a se-
rial stream of 32 Megabitslsec per
channel, limited primaril y by TTL logic•
Tire principle of space multiplexed re-
cording is Eo distribute, or fan out, the
high bit rate input over some number of
tracks on tape. The-first step, therefore,
is to decide on the number of tracks to
be allocated for data. if ail 24 available
tracks are to be allocated to a single 32
Megabitlsec data channel, then the re-
sultant track data rate is 1.33 Megabits)
sec per track, it should be noted
that two ar more 32 Megabit !sec
channels could oe sausfiea by re-
ducing the number of tracks allocated
to each. In this instance, two or three
such data channels could be recorded
on 12 or 8 tracks per channel resulting
in oil rates of 2,67 or 4,0 Megabits i sec
per track respectively.
Similarly, consider an application that
requires an eight bit word to be re-
corded at a 2 Megabytelsec rate (2
Megabitslsec parallel input). It each
parallel data channel is allocated a
single track on tape, the resultant bit
rate is 2 Megabits /sec per track, It
24 tracks are available on tape, each
parallel data line s's allocated three
tracks and the resultant track rate is
reauced to .667 Megabits^second.
hiaving determined individual track
rates, a packing density consistent with
bit error rate requirements must be
selected. Standard configurations pro-
vide for a track rate of 4 Megabitslsec at
33.3k bitsiinch resulting in a nominal
tape speed of 12D inchesisec. Tape
speed and tape length available then
determine total recording time available
from a 5ingie reel of tape. At a tape
speed of 120 incheslsecond with 10,5D0
feet of tape available, maximum record
time would be 17.5 minutes,
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For additional information, contact the Amex sales office listed below:
tJ.S. SALES OfiPfCES
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ALABAMA
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Sunnyvale, CA 94088(408) 733-2900
FLGRIOA
1355 N. Atlantic Avenue
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391 Taiten Pond Raad
YJaltham, MA 02154(617) 890-2040
NEW JERSEY
75 Cnmmtirce Way
Htickensaak, NJ 07601(241) x169-7400
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Cerrito 836 9th Fiaar
Casiila dg Correa 5403
Buenos Airos, Argentina
Tec^phona: 4&9429 or 4D-7881
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Ampex Do Brasil Elactronica Lida.











Ampex dt} Colombia S.A.
Apartada Aar+^o No. 29613
Carrara 10 Na. 19-64
Otiuna 4091410
Bagata, D.E. Colombia
Telephone: 43-822 and at-43.84
FRANCE
Ampex S,A.R.L.








Germany ( i-edar8l Rnpuhlia)
Telephone; 6D581
GREECE
Ampex Warid Operatlona S.A.
280 Kifi85ias Avenue
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Ampex South Afnca (Pty.) Ltd.













Ampex Warid Operations S.A.
t701 Fribourg
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Redwaad City, Cali[omla 94063(415) 357-2811








One channel (DC-6 MHz) capable
of recording "transient free"
instrumentation data or video
formatted data of multiline rates(511-1023 lines oer frame).
®	 Inputl0utput Level














4^,IGIlVAL PAGE L5 Audio Record
nF Pf;^R QUALITY Two channels of audio capable of
recording signal frequencies from
60 Hz to 12 kHz.
^ input Level
" 0 dBm 600 ohms balanced or
unbalanced.
Frequency Response
60 Hz to 12 kHz---*3d6
Signal-to-Noise
40 d8 p-p to RMS
Distortion
39b at normal record level.
Operating i"eatures
Controls
Standby; Record; Play; Rewind;
Fast Forward: Power JN/OFF;
EOT/80T; Calibrate.
Start Time
Stabilized Playback Video in
8 seconds or less.
Power Requirements
115/230 V AC; 47 to 63 Hz.
Recording tl^edium
1" tape, 1.13 mil overall thickness
video tape, "8" wrap.
Reel Size
NAB 8", 10.5", or 12.5"




Console-31" x 19" x 17.5"
Rack-6 ft., 19" EIA
Weight
Console-165 lbs.
Rack — < 400 lbs.
0
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scanning recording format with a
Pilot signal, which is utilized to
provide all timing inbrmation
independent of data format. For
the WRR-421, Arvin/Echo ra.s
incorporated its unique "tr,3nsient
free" record feature, thus
broadening the recorder's adapt-
ability to mission parameters.
The system makes use of the
Echo scanner assembly which
achieves Quad writing speeds m
conjunction with long life ferrite
heads and standard one-inch
Gamma Ferric Oxide video tape.
providing a cost effective system
with exceptional quality perform-
ance. The WRR-421 Recorder!
Reproducer can be used alone
for lab analysis or for reproducing
tapes recorded on the ARVIN/
ECHO WR-221 0. WR -521.
The ^ta'RR -421 can record




Radar video with horizontal and
vertical sweep waveforms multi-




Law Light Level Television
(LLLTV); All EIA Multi-Line
Television Standards.
ftAWtiplb::ad Narra^w Band Data
FDM/TD1^4, AM, ; .A, suppressed
careers, etc.
Digi:ai
Digital data rates up to 10 x t0°
bits per second with Bit Error
Rates (BER) < 1 x 10-5
Audio
Audio annotation on Channel I
and event or timing information
on Channel il. Optional audio
bandwidths up to 3Q KHz
available.
Details regarding the size. weight.
and performance characteristics
of the WRR-421 are indicated















































m FAST RESPAMSE T€ME
^ I.ON® LIFE
s VARIOUS Ct? LQRS AVAILABLE
m LOW VOLTAGE
s^ECrA^. oESIO^Ns
PlNLfTE ® LAMP SPEClFlCATlONS
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Calibrates, Tests and Aligns




q No obscuration and low transmission losses q Accepts infrared, visible and ultraviolet sources
q Includes a set of precision, wheel-mounted q Spectral Range — 0 . 25 micron to beyond 16
entrance apertures microns
q Special mirror coatings available far specific q High angular resolution
spectral regions
Typical Appilca#ions
q Checkout, alignment and calibration of missile q Radiometer calibration
homing systems q Field of view plotting and ali g nment of
q Image evaluation { infrared, visible, ultraviolet) efectro -optical systems
of optical systems q i3oresi htin	 o tical instruments rcg	 g	 p	 ^ complete


























Thel44ode16-i0i Off-le►xi^ Collimator i5 an optical
system designed to caliY^rate and test eleciro-
aaptfcat instruments and systems which receive
radiation from both near and distant targets.
The Model S- f01 is normally used with a radio#ion
ref®ranee source #o simula#e accura #ely the
radiation characteristics ^- cotor temperature,
irradiance and target size — of remote large#s.
e^tthough it is primarily intended to caliimate
infrared energy by producing a uniformly intense
beam of parallel radiation, this system cart also
collimate energy in the visible and ultraviolet
spectral regions.
The radiation beams produced by this Off-Axis
Collimator du not suffer from excessive
transmission loss, as do those produced by
refractive optical systems. En addition, the Madei
^-tf}i's parallel rays are free from areas r,f
ebscuration, which normally occur in Cassegrain
and Newtonian systems.
This caliimatiart system employs a piano
reflecting mirror and a 4.8-inch diameter, f/6,3
off-axis paraboloidal mirror with a focal length of
25.G tnr-h9s (nominal). Soth of these mirrors can
be coated with any one of three optical coatings
for high reflectivity in specific spectral regions.
fn thg star+dard Model 6-i01, an aluminum coating
with sil+can monoxide overcoating is used. Two
other coatrngs, off©ring high reflectivity in
specific spectral ranges, are high -purity aluminum
►vith a magnesium fluoride overcoating and gold
4vith or ,vitt+out sii+con ma++oxide overcasting. 13o#h
are readily available at extra cast. (A 2-inch by
2-inch c^efiectivity sample of tl+ese coatings can he
supplied fur a slight additional charge.)
M operation, radiation from the reference source
enters the Coilimatorthrough the selected entrance
aperture and is reflected by the plane mirror
toward the concave mirror where it is collimated
and redirected toward the exit aperture. ( f=igure 7 ).
Tile optical system in the standard 5-101 has an
angular resoluti pn of 0.2 miiliradian, which is
^ufdiefent for many applicat+one of this Off-Axis
Cofiimatar, However, this instrument can also
be Suppi^ud with an artg+star resolution of 0.1
rrtilliradian nr bettflr on special order.
A+~cessorfes f^^=the 6-101 Collimator include
8axiliary radiation + nterrupting devices, such as
OiIVR-speed or vari^rhie-speed radiation modulators.
fit addition, spectral fitters at the interference-
type can be provided mounted to filter wfteels.
Fhe Model 8-101 Off-Axis Collimator consists of a
lightweight, cast aluminum tube which contains
the system optics -- a plane reflecting mirror and
sn off-axis, concave, parabalo €da! mirror—and
a universal mounting plate.
Both mirrors are coated simultaneously with the
coating surface which provides optimum
reflectance in the wavelength region of interest.
Before the assembly of each Collimator, mirror
reflectance is measured. A curve showing
measured reflectance versus wavelength is then
prepared and supplied with the Collimator. Using
this curve, collimator transmittance may then be
calculated by squaring the measured value of
reflectance at each wavelength.
The standard coating for the Co g imatar mfrrar
surfaces is evaporated aluminum overcoated with
silicon monoxide. This coating provides high
reflectance from about 0.3 micron in the ultraviolet
region to beyond 76 microns in the infrared, with
exception of a dip at about 0.8 micron due to the
characteristic absorption of aluminum.
Attenuation below 0,3 micron is attributable to
both the aluminum and the silicon monoxide.
The ultraviolet coating, available on special order,
is composed of high-purity aluminum and a thin
overcoating of tr+agnesium fluoride, High
reflectance is provided from 0.2 micron through
the visible and infrared wavelengths, although the
dip at O.t3 micron, due to the aluminum, is !,resent.
For applications where the absorption bend at
0,$ micron is objectionable, a special infrared
coating is available. This coating is a film of gold
overcoated with silicon monoxide. Reflectance
with this coafing is high from about 0.8 micron
throughout the infrared wavelength region.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show transmittance versus
wavelength curves for both standard and spe;,iai
coated mirrors.
The entrance aperture wheel of the Model 6-7011
Off-Axis Gollimatar is located at one side of the
aluminum tube and is positioned perpendicular
to the optical axis. This aperture wheat has seven
precisely etched openings graduated in area to
permit changes ar up to 1000-to-1 in input
flux density.
A wide rangy of radiation reference sources,
including thy: Barnes Models 77 -100T 11-707T,
11-120fi, 71 ;'n07 .3r ,i 11-^01T, &re easily and
accurately pus^tioneti ^n the Collimator 's universal
mo+mfing ^,Iste. 5t^eutral anal tungsten sources
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Type ..... Off-Axis Paraboloid
Diameter {inches) .	 _	 ...... ...........
	 .	 .	 4.8





Surface Treatment (Note 2) Evaporated aluminum
with silicon monoxide avercoat
Auxiliary Mirror:
Type ... Plane
Size (Inches) .. ..	 ....	 9 x 1^/a
Surface Treatment (Note 2} Evaporated aluminum
with silicon monoxide overcoat
Optical Transmlttanca ..... See Figure 2 and text, Page 3
Resolution (Nate 3} .... _	 ...... 0.2 mtltiradian
Entrance Apertures (Note 4}
Diameter Area	 Area
(Inches) (cm^)	 Ratio
Aperture # 1 0.0081 x.333 x 10's 	1
Aperture #2 0.0141 t.00 x 10-3 	
Aperture #3 0,0256 3,38 x 10-3 	10
Aperture #4 0.0444 10,0 x 10^	 30
Aperture #5 0.0810 33,3 x i0'3 	100
Aperture #5 0.147 100 x 10 -3 	 00
Aperture #7 0.258 333 x 10 3 	1000
MECHANICAL DATA
Main Hous+ng:
17imenslons (ruches} 	 8[H) x 9^/z (W) x 28[L)
Weight (pounds)	 93^a
Base Plate:
Dimensions (inches) . ...... 5^a(W) x 20{W) x 17 f/z {L)
Weight (pounds) ..	 13^/z
Nf}TES
1. These specifications describe equipment previously furnished
and are subject to change. Please request canfirmatien of
these data at time of purchase.
2. Upon request, one of the two coatings descrihed below can he
provided at additional cost,
a. Special ultraviolet coating consisting of a rapidly de•
posited high-purity aluminum v^ith an overcoatrng of
magnesium fluoride.
b. Special infrared coating consisting of a specially pre-
pared gold film with an overcoating of s+l+con mon-
oxide. For maximum reflectance around 1 micron, and
also hetween 8 and 10 microns, the silicon monoxide
avercoat may be omitted.
3. Oa special order, this instrument can be supplied with a
resolution of 0.1 milliradian ar better.
4. A rotatable entrance aperture wheel permits the selection of
the aperture diameters listed. Battings also indicate the area
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WAVELENGTH !N MILlIMICRONS
Flgwe 3 -- Typical reliactance curve for sp8clsl
ultraviolet coating (high-purity aluminum and
magnesium fluoride ove►coaf).
A^c^ss®rise
't:o extend the capabilities at the Model ii-1131
Of#-Axis Coltitnator into other areas of opticat
investigation and measurement, the Poilawing
accessories are avaRabte on speciat prder.
q Sourcos: infrared blackbody, NBS tungsten
and spectral sources (ultraviolet to tnfrared)
q Radiation ti+lcdulators (two-speed and variable)
q Fitter Wheel assembly with Interference ar
tVeuiral Density Fitters
L7 Resolution targets or patterns on aperture
^,gheel assembly in place of apertures
q Manually-operated iris diaphram (front 0.475-in.
to 4.8 inches} in exit aperture opening
q Shutters, compur-type
WAVELENGTH IN MILIIMICAQNS
Figure 2 — 7ypica► retlectarace curve for standard
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WAVELENGTH IN MILLIMICRONB
Figure q -- Typical rellectance curve lar special
infrared coallcg tgeld and sflicort monoxlda
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• One Inch Aperture
• One Year Warranty





• Stable and Accurate
ORIGINAL PAGE LS
OF P'QOR QUAL►IT'^
The calibration of infrared instruments requires sources of radiation with known
intensities and spectral distributions. Such sources must remain stable and
accurate under varying laboratory and field conditions. The 3arnes Model 11-2J C
Radiation Reference Source and Controller meets these requirements.
The Model 11-210 Source uses the proven cylindrical/conical cavity. With
sophisticated design and careful fabrication techniques, radiation characteristics
close to blackbody conditions are obtained. Unlike competitive sources which
claim only nominal value cosine l^sw distribution, the Model 11-210 precisely
follows cosine law distribution over the central 15 °cone. This minimizes align-
ment problems and assures accurate calibration.
Any temperature in the range from 50 to 1000 °C may be set into the Controller.
Cavity temperature is monitored with a platinum resistance probe sensed in the
Controller. The Controller automatically adjusts electrical power to heat the
cavity in the Source and maintains it at the selected temperature. The Controller
design is of the zero-crossover proportional rate type which performs switching
only while AC power is going through zero. This eliminates radio frequency inter-
ference due to switching transients.
The 11-210 Source and Controller are fabricated using quality and rugged compo-
nents. Each unit is tested and certified using standards traceable to the National









































Cavity temperature can be monitored externally. For this purpose, Barnes can
provide a platinumjPlatinum Rhodium thermocouple probe. The probe is available
factory installed or in kit form for customer installation. Alternately, a Thermo-
couple and Reference is available. Factory installed, it includes a precision
platinum thermocouple and electronic temperature reference. When connected to
a conventional voltmeter, cavity temperature can be obtained.
When chopped radiation is required, the 11- Z10 can be used with the Barnes
Variable Speed Modulatar. The Modulator consists of a motor assembly, speed
controller and chopper wheel. Seven chopper wheels are available and provide
chopping rates from 0. S to 30, 000 cps.
The I1-210 Source mounts directly on the $arnes Aperture Plate Assembly. With
its seven precision apertures, one can conveniently obtain 1000/1 attenuation in
emitted radiation at any temperature setting.
'z'he Source, Modulator and Aperture Plate may also be mounted to the Barnes off-
axis 4. 8" Co^.limator, Model 6-101, forming a complete and flexible simulator
SyStell-i.
Specifications
Temperature Range 	 SO - 1000 °C
Aperture	 1" Diameter (Z. 5 cm}
Emissivity	 .99 ^- 0.1
Absolute Accuracy of Calibration 	 ±5°c ^l0oa°c
Reset Accuracy	 ±l °c (a^ laoo°c
Longterm Stability	 Better than +1 °G
(105 to 125 V and Ageing)
Power	 485 Watts Warm-up
Z75 Watts Operation
Warm-up Time (Ambient to 1000 °C}	 90 minutes
Ambient, Controller 	 Ota40°C
Ambient Source	 -40 to b0°C
Source Case Temperature	 5 °C above ambient
Aperture Plate Temperature	 ^^^ °c a laao °C
Size: Source	 ll ^ x 10 2 x 1Z 2 inches{Z9 x Z7 x 3Z cm)
Controller	 5 z x 10 x 10 inches{14xZ5x25cm)
Weight; Source	 Z5 lbs {ll kgs}
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